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ABSTRACT
This report describes the development-of a design and

a small working model for a system for teaching Und.aspiiting in the
performance of bibliographic on-line searches through the use of an
intermediary computer. The system in its present form is intended for
direct users of scientific and technical information systems. .

.However, it is felt that the intermediary computer nay become the
standard way to receive information about, gain access to, and make
productive use of the increasing number of complex and Don standatd
computer services. Appended are tutorial programs and a transcript of
a test use of the model. (Author/STS)
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ABSTRACT

Individualized instruction for Data Access (IIDA) is a project whose
intent is to provide active assistance to users of on-line bibliographic data
base searching,systems while they are solving an information search prOblem.
It also provides instruction prior to use. The system is being pttmarily
ieveloped for scientists and engineers who are the end-users of scientific and
ttechnical information. Assistance is provided thrOugh an intermediary
computer which monitors the user's interaction.with a data base processor,
analyzes his performance and provides assistance to him in the conduct of
the search. Tutoring, in the form of computer-assisted instruction, is also
provided through' the same computer.

The diagnostic procedures were developed in recognition that there
is no accepted-model of a successful search, but that there are certain 'known
errors or practices which can be machine-detected and whose occurrence will
deter successful results. In using IIDA, a user is searching a publicly
abailable data base through a commercial search service. IIDA is interposed
between him and the data base. computer.

Evaluation and planning for implementation and productive use of the
system are included in this report.

KEYWORDS: data base search, information retrieval, search strategy,
Man-machine communication, user performance, user performance evaluation,
earch intermediaries, computer-assisted instruction, information system

users, information systems evaluation, information systems marketing.
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PREFACE

This report covers the design of a system for Individualized
Instruction in Data Access (IIDA), a method for teaching and assisting.
in the performance of bibliographic on-line searches entirely through
use of an intermediary computer. The purpose of the project is to
develop a method of teaching potential users of scientific and technical
bibliographic data bases how to use these resources. Preliminary tests
indicate the method Can be successful and the design indicates that its
cost should not add materially to the cost of direct use of the data
base search services, and may reduce it.

Bibliographic searching is a problem-solving activity. The com-'
plate plan for performing a search cannot be specified in advance.'
Learning the mechanics of searching --,the commands one.may'issue to the
computer -- does not constitute learning how to search. There is tech-
nique or strategy to'be learned ai veil. Because of the ill-defined
nature of searching, theme can be no mechanistic way to measure the
correctness, of a particular users search. IIDA is a heuristic system
it depends upon techniques that appear to 'work' even if not soundly
based in theory.

IDA is,not solely a teaching system. Its most important ra:e is
to assist in'the performance of searchei, helping users in the actual
perfOrmaa) of a real task.

The co'nceptof IIDA is new, but we envision it as becoming the
routine way, in the future, for users to deal with the increasing number

) of complex and non-standarized computer services. The intermediary
computer will become the standard way to receive instruction about, gain
access to, and make prodUctive use of these many on -line facilities.

IIDA'is intended, in its present formprimarily for direct users
of scientific and technical information'systems. These typically
scientists and engineers who perform a small number of bibliographic
searches per year and who have not found working through a technical
library to have been a productive process in the past.

The System is not intended to supplant the professional inter-
mediaries, but to enable those who do not use library services to gain
access to information systems. We believe that greater understanding by
users of how these systems operate will also enhance the ability of
users to work successfully with intermediaries.

This report concludes the first year, of work on,the IIDA project.
We undertook to design an operational IIDA system, to produce a working
model, and to develop plans for use and evaluation of the technology.

In Section 1 of the report we discuss the objectives and the over-
all plan for development of IIDA.

Section 2 is a description of the instructional subsystem. It is'a
performance-oriented description of IIDA; a set of performance require-
ments.

Section 3 is a technical description of the computer system, hard-
ware and software, needed to implement the requirements set forth in
Section 2.



Section 4 discusses plans for implementation of the system and its
initial use, marketing and evaluation.

Section 5 contains a description of the working model ofIIDA and ".

the early results of its use.
Appendix A contains specifics of proposed course outlines.
Appendix B contains the transcript of an actual use of IIDA during

our testing period.-

For any reader desiring a quick overview of the system, Section 1
might suffice. Readers not concerned with computer and programming
details might prefer to skip, at least initially, Section 3.

IIDA has been a joint project of the Graduate School of Library
Science; Drexel University, and the Franklin Institute Research Labora-
tories. The project has been sponsored by the Division of Science
Information, Naticaal Science Foundation: We acknowledge with,thanks
the guidance given us by Dr. Joel Goldhar and Dr. Carole Ganz of NSF.
We also wish to thank Dr. Robert Rich of Princeton University, who ,

worked with us and gave invaluable advice as a consultant on evaluation
and utilization planning.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

July, 1977
Charles T. Meadow, Professor of

InforMation Science
ThOtas T. Hewett, Assistant Professor
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D. Jean Rafsnider, Research ASsistant
David E.3oliver, Research Acsistant
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1.- OBJECTIVES,AND OVERALL PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

1.1 The IIDA Concept

IIDA - Individualized Instruction for Data Access ts a system
that provides instruction in the performance of a man-computer,inter-
active activity. IIDA Can administer conventional computer-assisted
instruction, a mode in which IIDA takes the initiative, provides in-
sttuctiona14matetial to a student, and !asks questions about,it. Its

uniqueness, however, comes from monitoring the interaction between
student and computer, evaluating the performance of the student, and
communicating to him information about. errors detected and positive
suggepions for proceeding. In this mode, IIDA assists a user in the,
performance of a complex task. The interactive activity tieing taught is
bibliographic searching. It is the intent of the project to produce a
system which can teach science students or scientists how to perform
searches without requiring them to take 'classroom instruction.

Mechanically, IIDA makes use of an Intermediary computer which is
placed between the student user and a data base processor. The inter-
mediary computer administers computer-assisted instruction and performs
analyses of student actions, maintains student records and provides the
conversational programs that are used. to helb the student understand his
errors and his options. The IIDA intermediary computer does not itself
search a bibliographic data base. Instead, it communicates with a/
commercial data-bast search service so that the student, even while
learning, is working with a teal data base and a real search` service.

IIDA operates in any of three instructional modes: tutorial,
exercise, and assistance. In tutorial mode, IIDA is a computer-assisted
instruction system. In this %ode, students learn search mechanics, data-
base structure, search strategy and how to use the special IIDA features
not available from the data base service.

6

In exercise mode, students may work on searches of their own
choosing, but are constrained in how they perform the search. IIDA
expects them tto try all commands available and to search in a manner'
prescribed by the system. The purpose of the'exercise mode is to give
students.practical experience in use of the commands -r it is not to
accomplish a searching objective. ..

In assistance mode, the student works on a search of his own
choosing and-his objective is to:accomplish that search successfully:
IIDA does not constrain him in choice of commands or their sequencing.
IIDA does provide him a great deal of'diagnostic assistance if he needs
it, the approximate equivalent of a coach helping him to do the search,
but not telling him, step by step,how to do it.

In the exercise and assistance modes, IIDA does not prestore.
answers to questions and expect the students to match these answers._
The system cannot 'know' how to solve the student's problem. The
diagnostic facilities are the heart of the system. They help, the,

student understand what errors he has made or why he has failed, to

x.
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pIogress in his search. They offer ternative possiailities. The
better the student's performance, the ess of IIDA's diagnostics he will
see For users who make only occassion 1 bibliographic searches and who
are likely to forget the details of the ommand language from time
to time, IIDA can always be used. That IIDA is not a 'system which
provides a few hours of instruction and.,then leaves students on their
own. They can always use IIDA in assistance mode to help them solve
an actual working ,problem."

In addition to administering the computer-assisted instruction and
the diagnostics, the IIDA computer performs a number of,user-invisible
data communications-tasks. One of these is to serve as a concentrator,
so that several users can share a single communication line between the,
IIDA computer and the data base processor. This,line can operate at a
higher speed than most user termihals and can hold an incoming message
until some free time is available on the line. The cost of the IIDA
computer will be far less than that of the data base processor; hence
the cost of using the data base processor through IIDA and its con-
centrator need be no more than the cost of going direct, with a, single
line per user. After the diagnostics -- this is the sedan& major in-
novation of IIDA -- it can reduce the cost of using data base services,'
even for experienced users.

The primary intended users of IIDA are the scientists and engineers
who are the end-users of the information. Normally, users work through
an intermediary who,may be a librarian or a specialist in'the user's
discipline. We are departing from what has become tradition in.biblio-
graphic searching. But, there has been no proof of the efficacy of the
intermedihry system and little discussion of alternatives.' IIDA is an
alternative. In Section 1.2.5 we discuss some recent studies of infer-
?nation use involving intermediaries.

Offeringa service not inventing intermediaries does not mean that
we propose to abolish them.' As end-users are trained and use IIDA for
occasional searches, they can become. more effective partners when they
do work with intermediaries On the-more difficult search problems.

GD

1.2 Characteristics of the User Group

We are concerned with five categories of user characteristics:
some personal-characteristics, such as, educational background and
computer experience; how-they perceive a search to be organized; how
they select commands and make use of them; their behavior as a market
for information systems; and user attitudes toward humati intermediaries.

l.2.1 PersonaI'characteristics

The student is assumed to be a scientifically trained person.
While this has-no rigorous definition and it-is not important for us to
have one, we mean by it'an engineer, chemiSt, physicist, biologist,
psychologist, etc., who, has or is pursuing the equivaldnt of at least a
:bachelor's degree in some field of -science. Thus, even if not familiar
with the literature of his field, che student will know that there is a

p.terature, will know the vocabulary of his field and should not be
botheted by the task of learning a new skill which is largely mechan-
ical:` Indeed, h high proportion of students will have Studied computer
programming or have at least worked with programmers or computer output.
We should ndt have to contend with the problem of overcoming a student's
resistance to the idea of using a computer in a "humanistic" endeavor.-



Similarly, although the student
mathematics, the notion of set or of
tions shodld be either already known
these concepts should not be a major
student or teachc7.

s,

,A key assn: tin about the'stddent is that ne is a serious_prn-
fessional person who wants to learn this new skill. It is not a re -,

quirement of IIDA tutorial material, therefore, to create in the student
the basic motivation_Zo learn bibliographic searching. However, since
we have also assumed that the student is a person who, for whatever
reason, has elected not to work through an intermediary in his searching
efforts, we.must avoid giving the impression that this is a trivial
task, easily mastered in an hour or two of instruction. In particular,
we would like to be able to motivate him At least to be willing to
acquire a user's manual to use as a reference and as a means of self-
instruction in learning other data bases or\search systems than we will
teach. . ' '

,Fome students will be motivated to learn more,about on-line search-,

ing and become more frequent, direct users of the existing search ser-
vice's. Others will 'elect to continue their future work through IIDA.
Still others, having gotten an initial exposure, may wish in the future
to work with an intermediary. When this last group uses librarian
services, their new knowledge will enable them to work in a completely
new relationship with librarians than previously. They will know thee
vocabulary and much of the mechanics of searching. Without frequent,

practice, theyiTifff not know the current contents of the data base and.
this will prevent them from becoming expert searchers. Because of their
'new'ability to communicate w Ith the intermediary in the latter's terms,
they may well become far mor effective users of information systems
than ever before.

3

may not be formally trained in
the elementary boolean set opera-i
or triv411 to learn. At any rate,
intellectual challenge, either to

1.2:2 General organization of a search
. Penniman [1,1] identifies four phases of a search: index search,

logic formulation, document display (actually record display - the docu-
ments are rarely represented in bibliographic retrieval systems), and
other (including off-line print and such administrative commands as
BEGIN, END or VILE, the last of which changes the file being searched),,
In Lockheed DIALOG terms, index search would Ihclude the EXPAND command
and SELECT when it was used with a single descriptor. When SELECT is
used with more than one descriptor for full text searching, we would
place it in the logic formation category.

Standera-[1.2] categorizes commands in a slightly different way:
start/stop, executive (all logic and di'play commands), supportive
(index search, set history, etc.), informative (information about the
data base or procedures forsearch) and adxiliary'(e.g, ordering copies
of hard copy documents).

For the purpOses of.our tutorial approach, we have used Penniman's
phases modified somewhat by Standera's:

1: ;Index search. (Search of thesaurus or inverted files on a
single term.) 4,

2. Logic formation. (Combinations of sets Or text search using a
combination of descriptors.)

3. Record display.
4. Procedural. (These are commands that do not produce search-

results but are necessary to organize the search, e.g. BEGIN, END,
FILE.)

a
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5. Diagnostic. (These are requests for inf9rmation or for as-
sistance in recognizing errors or:poor performance.),

,

The'first three of these categories define the0-6rder of proceeding
that we will teach our students, that is that a search begins with '

commands of the first type and proceeds through the second to4he third.
Procedural commands and diagnostics come where they must. This order of
searching seems to havesome degree of naturalness to users and so will
be used during the early stages of training. Students Will not be
quired to follow this order in doing their own searches.

1.2.3 Selection of commands and timing

Penniman and Standera both report on approximate timing of searches
and, very roughly, they indicate that a typical search has these charac-
teristics:

Duration:. 15 - 30 minutes
Number of command's used about 15
Interval between commands: 1 -'2 minutes

Penniman's data on elapsed time indicate a negative exponential, curve,
with in the range f 0-5 minutes per search, and neap about 15
minutes.'

:,-
.

.N.

We lack good data on how long ,it takes D. \LOG to execute a
,command.

but our intuitive feelidgsand unrecorded-experience suggest that it
,takes far less than 1 - F minutes consumed by users. Thus, most of the

ii. time the user's terminal'is either free or being used for outpuetyping,
but since the communications lines are full duplex, there is considerable
unused capacity in the entire'system. 4

J

The research reports\we have used do not describe users precisely.
We assume that they were relatively experienced searchers4 We further ',
assume that less experienced searchers will,consume more time between
commands but not necessarily use more total,elapSed time. They may feel
pressured to minimize their total time.

1

Stendera states that only a relative handful of different commands
are actually used in,most\searchaa. Users, therefore, are generally'
confining themselves to a small subset of the total langpage. This
behavior also'follows our institution -and information observation in

. DFexel's Iftformation Systems Laboratory. It suggests to us that the
teaching of the commands be broken into segments: first the basic
command set, then practice with its use, then the advanced command set
and -then 1:ractice with Its use'. The advanced training may be made
optional.

1.2.4 Market behavior
.

In developing the concept of IIDA, it had been our original intent
to take it directly to industrial scientists foi use -- this, after all,
was the user group for wham it was

this
developed. More invea'tt-

gation led to the conclusion that this would'be an'unusually difficult
group to introduce to an unproven system. We decided, therefore, to
begin testing IIDA with college engi eering stude: _s and graduate stu7

\7'dents. Industrial scientists or engneers will also be'tested for their
reactions and for comparison with student reactions. The main point is
to be able to 'sell' people on the use of IIDA. It is a new service
for which a market must be created and the market is national or even

linternational in scope. By working, eVen for several years, primarily
with student groups,,a user demand can

1

be 'created as'graduates move into
positions in industry and government.

11 \

,

'
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A

Most of the market studies welhave found relate to the use'of data
base search services through the mediation bf a library. Wish and Wish
[1.3] for example, report on their own,work and slrvpy that of others in
this domain. Because IIDA i primarily directed toward delivering data '

base services directly to 91,E user vitloutean intermediary and to offer
him the possibility of continuing to work throuih.IIDA even after training
is complete, we feel these studies are not particularly relevant to our ,

project.

Some:work will oe. "lone in the next phase of IIDA development on
planning market strategies. The concentration, ..lowever, will be on
proving the Efficacy of the techniques. Only by actual experience with
some users can we begin to make,specifie.plans for marketing. Hence,.

the question of acceptability to industrial users is being postponed,`
not dropped from consideration.

1.2.5 The setting for on-line services anethe use of intermediaries
The way the on-line searching-industO has evolved, provision of

its' services through a library, with a librarian as' an intermediary, is
the norm. Probably theprincipal exception is that in some highly
technical organiiations, typically firms or laboratories in the chemical
industry (including petrocb-mical andspharmeceutical). In. these a
terminal may be located org-nizationaily closer to end-usersand the
intermediary is likely to have a professional degree and perhaps a title
such 'as information chemist.

Little if any' consideration has been given to studying whether this
state of affairs is best or what the-alternatives might be.' In partic
ular, we find no4research on end -user eaction to the quality of inter-
mediary services although there is Oidence that library shunaers con- -

stitute a substantial portion of any non-library population [1.4].
Thus, we.feel justified in assuming that IIDA is, indeed, aiming

for a previously unexplored market -- a market for search services pro-
vided directly to the end user, in his own organizational environment:
without the necessity of an intermediary, but also without denying the
possibility of using one should he so elect. Hence, rather than base
our marketing on previously done work, we must carefully distinguish
between-user studies based on.in-library use and our own projecte&in-
office use.

Two of the best known studies of user behavior .ware those of the`'
Systems Development Corporation -- Impact of On-Line Retrieval 'services
[1.5] -=1,and Lockheed's Investigation of the Public Library as a Linkin,
Agent to\Major,Scientific, Educational, ahcial and Environmental Data
Bases [1.6 "]. These studies-were concernedrimarily (SDC) or exclu-
sively (Lockheed) with in-library use of systems., Both implicitly
assumed ,the use of a professional intermediary and neither evaluated the
'end-user's attituds toward the quality Of the intermediary's. services.

1. The SDCStudy. 'SDC notes that searcfi services aimed primarily
at "individuals in organizational units other than the library community"
such as Mead Data Corporation and the New York Times Information Bank
were excluded from the study(p. 2).

A figure possibly significant for IIDA is that among "infrequent.
Searchers" slightly more than half ;56%) felt "fairly comfortable and
efficient" at the terminal and the remainder "barely comfortable and not
very efficient" or "had to relearn the systemEvery time I use it."
About 22% of the sample surveyed put themselves' in the infrequent
searcher category (again, recall, they are almost always librarians or

1 ')
1
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- ,

their managers, not end-users). All judgments of searcher efficiency
are. self-made (p. 67).

Some data is provided on search time: Separate,figures for
search times when the respondent was learning and "now," as the survey
was conducted. Both distributions are so flat as to suggest that there.
are Other, unreported variables involved;,that is, the.probability of a
searcb taking t minutes, until t gets fairly high (over 94 for begin-
ners) is nearly equal for all t. Penniman's data (1.1] on the other
hand, shows a starkedlifferent distribution, but is based on a dif-
ferent user populatiohil4, 68).

We concur with theWrlawing:
Our study shows that most on-line bibliogr--nh4c searches

are perfaimed;by information intermediaries s early days of
on-line systems, there was a strong belief many designers and
planners that these systems should be designed for, and used by,
end-76sers. This beliefis still held by. some but it has not been
translated into practice. However, on-line systems permit -- and,
some would say, demand -- a new relationship between the end-users
and the information intermediary, and the challenge today is to
define the kinds of interfaces that talc,: full advantage of the
potential of the on-line, interactive technology. (p. 10)

This confirms the lack of study of the intermediary process for on-
line systems.

Our conclusion -from the SDC study is that it hints at the existence
of a body of .users for an IIDA-like system but does not directly address
the, problem.

2. The Lockheed Study. This project is, of course, intended to ,be
concerned with a library setting. In the study there was'a period
during which users had free accese_to. DIALOG followed by a period during
which half the usual rate was charged. "Average s:.arch time ranged from
about 30 to 18 to 15 minutes as the cost and user experience changed.
These figures are comparable to Penniman's.,

About-half the'users, high.for average users of a public library, ,

were' scientists of some kind (p. 3-5); This is likely,then, to have
been a sample of the eventual IIDA user group.

During the period when users had to pay for service, 80% said the
'service would be bseful several times a year, ",several" being undefined ,

but consistent with the IIDA assumption (p. 3-7).
Lockheed cites a problem (p: 4-4) of maintaining itamiliarity with

:'411 data bases (as] one'of thelmost difficult faced by refilence
librarians conducting the o:-line searches." This is a hint of a
problem with intermediary services and suggests the possible value of
IIDA to the end user or the intermedi

LT*

1.3 Objectives of the'Project

' The 'generafpurpose of the Individualized Instructionfor Data
ACcess project is to teach users of Iiibliagraphic interactive infor-
mation retrieval systems how to search and to assist them in the'per.-
formance of searches. It is aimed primarily at the end-user bf infor-
mation, rather than the pfofessional intermediary-or librarian-- The--__

.typidal prospective user was characterized in the previous section
,

, ----

4 AI13'
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It is.important to stress that the primary target group is one
whose members are nbt-now_ ..bibliographic searchers to any important
extent.' Thus, IIDA does not attempt to lure them away from other forms
of bibliographic system usage; it attempts to provide yet another option
for those who wish to become users.

Why the concentration on users, rather than intermediaries? First,
a negative answer. It is not bechuse.of'any lack of interest in or
appreciation for the.role of intermediary. More positively, it is
because this prospective 'User group, the true consumers, is a large and .

often unserved one. -We do not forsee any dimunition of the overall role
of intermediaries, however successful IIDA may be. On the contrary, we
see an increase. We believe there is a valid analogy with the compu-
tational use of computers. Prior to the development of FORTRAN in 1957,
programming was almost exclusively in machine or assembly language (a
language one-for-one with machine language nmmands). Such programming
took much time to learn ar4 was tedious to carry out. One result was
that virtually 41 programming was done by-professional programmers -
the intermediaries of their day. Often, the problem of communication
between user and programmer surpasged that of the technical design and
production of the program. The user could not speak in programming
terms. The programmer did not always understand the user's vocabulary
and needs. Result: delay,high cost, frustration. We suggest it is
often so today with bibliographic searching The intermediaries do not
always speak the user's languige (there are, of course, exceptions).
The user has not the knowledge to speak in search system vocabulary.
Result: poor communication, poor results, frustration.

FORTRAN and subsequent high-order programming languages made it
possible for people with some technical backgrounds to become program-
mers. Often, they could write their own small programs faster and more
easily than could a profegsional, when interpersonal communication ,

time was considered. Did this replace the professional programmer?
Indeed not. The demand for professional programmers is as Ylgoroug
today as 20 yeart ago." But professional progrmmers more often work on
large, more complex projects, the ones that the partly-skilled user
cannot handle. furthermore, the partly-skilled'user can now talk to the
professional programmer in the latter's language, vastly reducing the
communications problems between them. The user is a better-user of,
intermediary services than when he was entirely untrained in programming.

So it will be with bibliographic.searching, we feel. When users
have some personal knowledge of the content and mechanit.s of on-line
systems, they will be better able to communicate and use the services '9f
an intermediary" When the-job to be done,is simple, they can do it
themselves. > '

The formal objectives of this prOject are:
1. To teach searching. This will include tutoring in data

base structure, search strategy, search mechanics,and the use of
the.IIDA system and it will include providineaSsistance to users
in the performance of actual searches.

2. To demonstrate the validity of the IIDA approach.' This
will be done both by evaluating the system in use under test conditions
and-Tby demonstrating the extent 9f users of the system, once completed.

3. To improve the use of scientific information services.
The successs of IIDA depends not only on making the system work
mechanically, but on bringing bibliographic infordation services to' ,

more people.
.,

I'
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4. To make the system self-supporting. IIDA is a new idea in..
training and it is,experimental in nature. Its success will be
beneficial to the science and technology,community and eventually-

0to other fields. It is therefore a proper project for support by
the National Science Foundation. It is an objective, however,
eventually to make IIDA not only self-supporting, but to bring it
to the point at which it can support additional research in the
field.

5. To extend the technique to, other applications. Not a
direct part of this project, but,a long term objective of Ip4eet
members is the extension of this training method to oth6r fields.
Presently, we feel it will become applicable and useful in teaching ;
the use of any complex but structured operation done through a
computer, such as the use of packaged computer programs.,

-

1.4 Project Development Plan

. To accomplish the objectives set forth above will require a develop-.
ment effort lasting several years. The major phases are: (1) Design,
(2) Implementation, (3) Initial Use, (4) Revision, (5) Extended Use and
(6) Evaluation.

The purpose of 'the design phase was to produce technical specifi-
cations for the system and a plan for implementing them. This report
presents the results of that phase and brings it to a conclusion.

The implementation phase will produce the working 'Computer system,
programs; courseware, and evaluative techniques needed to bring the
complete system 'to real users. It is the range.st and most expensive
phase. Its analogous task in the physical sicence world is construction
of the apparatu5,upon which to'perforM experiments. To justify the
assumption,that IIDA can actually be successfully implemented, a working
modelwas constructed during the design phase. This is repOrted in
SeCtion 5.

,Following implementation will be a period of closely Monitored
initial use and formative evaluation. In this phase,. actual users who
will be engineering student at Drexel will use the system in conjunc-
tion with routine Classroom assignments. It will be important during
this phase to make others aware of the system 'and its,accomplishMents to
prepare the way for extended use; in Phase 5. This.can,come about
through workshops on the system, demonstrations and papers in prates-.
sionallournals. Details of this planning will be developed during
Phases 2, Implementation, and 3, Initial Use.

The fourth phase is called Revision. Based upon feedback from the
initial user group,.. cllanges will almost certainly be required before the
system can be put into broad use., The nature of the changesto be made
cannot,be anticipated, but will fall into the following categories: (1)
content of the tutorial material, (2) diagnostic techniques and inter- .

action wits users, (3) mechanical performance such -as computer response
time or reliability, and (4) 'system coverage -- the, specific data bases
and search services taught through. the system.

URon,revision;after initial use, the system will be vigordusIy
publicizeand offere&for use.in a wide area. Again, the details will-
be developed in a later phase, bUt we must address questions of how
to publicize, prove the value' of the system, Trice the system, and
provide supporting services such.as maintenance programming and instruc-

,
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'tional services. It is our ex?ectation that the system Will become
self-supporting during this phase.

Evaluation'is not, in our view, a single action. We are receiving
some evaluative feedback at this time from use of our model system and
we will be performing other evaluations during the implementation and
initial use phases. All these, however, are formative evaluations.
They serve primarily to help the systems designers to improve the system
in some respect and to convince prospective users.of the system's
possibilities. Once IIDA is well into extended usage, it will be
appropriate to perform, or to have an independent organization perform,
an evaluative study of the effectiveness of IIDA in carrying out its
original, primary objective:/ the teaching and assistance in performing
of bibliographic searching.:

Approximate planned timing of the major phases is:

Design July 1976 June 1977
Implementation July 1977- September 1978
Initial Use October 1978 June 1979
Revision October 1978 September 1979
Extended Use October 1979 - Indefinite
Evaluation 1980 or beyond,

c

1.5 Progress to Date

The 'initial giant for Ph se 1 of IIDA was awarde on June 10, 1976
to cover a period of approximately twelve months. Thi is the report of
that activity.

The products of the study'are three-fold: a tech4ical design, a
plan for utilization and o.raluation, and a working model. The, technical
design work falls into two broad areas: design of the instructional
system and-design of the computer and data communications subsystem.

The instructional subsystem encompasses the' teaching methodology,
design of sjecific instructional material, design fbr exercise and
'assistance modes of operation which provide assistance to users, in
conduct of actual searches, and diagnostics used to help students under-
stand errors and omissions.' This subsystem,is described in Section ? of
this report.

The - computer mill data communications subsystem is the ,means of
implementing the instructional design. It includes computer hardware,
softWare'for the instructional and diagnostic, programs and,software:for
the intricate linking of the I/DA\computer with the data base computer.
It is described in Section 3.

The plan for utilization and evaluation (Section 4) describes;how
we propose4to test the system, evaluate test results and make Planis for
the use of IIDA in real searching environments, whether in- a university
or industrial setting.

The model 'of the system is a computer program, implemented on,a
PDP-10 computer, that performs a realistic example of every major IIDA
function. Such a program was deyeloped,and linked to a data baste system
using a small file of air pollution bibliographic records. Tests were
run and the data from these'tests used in preparing the final' design.
The model and its use are-descrited in Section 5:

o
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2. INSTRUCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM

2.1 Teaching Methodology
o

IIDA will offer a range of teaching materials to Lhe student, with
no intent that any one student must use all of itor that it be used
alwaya',in the same sequence. WeassUine ourusers will, differ too much
in prior experience, computer familiarity,, knowledge of the data bases
and experience or interest in searching for them all-to start at the
-same 4,:oint and proceed in the-same fashion. Hefice,the system will be
designed with maximum flexibility for student control of sequencing. In
doing this, we recognize that ;le incur a certain risk that some people
will try to work beyond their level bf'skill and will/become cdnfuse4 in
doingso.. However, completely preventing that would require too.much

, control over students.
0

bjectives of the IIDA system. Unfortunately, there is no
,It' would be desirable to be able to set down the exact teaching and

learning

accepted statement of what skills are required of a competent searcher.
There simply is no way to make measurements of.a student's performance
and pass judgment on whether he has or'has not achieved some minimal
level of competence. On_the other hand, it is possible to make some
measurements of his performance and to indlcate,dn various categories,
how well he performs in comparison-to other students. Over a long
enough, period, these and similar measurements yet to be devised may
evolve Into atrue measure of skill in the task. To date,' searching
`remains an art whose success is primarily self-judged if the user is
satisfied with results, cost and time, itois hard for an impartial
observer to intrude and deny the satisfaction of the search:

IIDA's' primary task is to perform in the assistance mode. We
ascribe no particular merit.to good performance in the tutorial mode if'

this
is not followed by successful performance of actual searches. In

other words, a igrade"in the tutorial material carries no weight except
as diagnostic information.

\There are three modes of instruction: tutorial, exercise and
assistance. The terms instructional material or instructional-program
may refer to any of these.,, The tutorial mode provides the student back-
grouted. material in the form7of cognitive information -- facts about the
data base and search system. The,exercise mode represents the recom-
mended starting point for learning performance. When operating.in this-

mode the student will perform'one or more actual searches*, generally of
this own choosing, but under control of the exercise program. He will be
restricted in what commands he uses and how he uses them. 'The primary
pUrposes of the exercise mode are to give the student some actual prac-
tice in searching, to get him to try each of the command at his dis-
posal and for hiin to achieve success as early'in his training as pos-
sible. The assistance mode permits the student to work on his own

, search in an uninhibited manner. The system's diagnostic facilities are
qe

' available when needed.

b
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o

Students will be expected, normally, to work through the tutorial
and exercise material as quickly as they can. They may remain in
assistance mode as long as they like. There is no requirement that
a student be 'weaned' of dependence on IIDA: We do not expect that
searching through IIDA will cost more than searching without its aid,
since our primary intended user group comprises only occasional users,
they are not likelyito retain all the details of search mechanics from
time to time. Hence, they may elect always to work through IIDA's ,

assistance mode programs:
'These design decisions on the instructional material were made with

a specific User group in mind. To repeat, these are working scientists
and engineers, 4:T students in these fields. They are not professional
intermediaries. They are not necessarily the office 'gate keepers' who
function as infolial intermediaries. They are not frequent (say one
,search per month or more) searchers. They are'not uncomfortable with-

.

computers, although they may be uncomfortable with libraries. We do net
wish to make the claim that this approach to training.is-best'for all
classesof users.

2.2 Tutorial "Material

Given unlimited time and some way of requiring students to star
'with the tutorial material and work thfough'all of it before proceeding
to the exercise and assistance modes, we would prefer to start with a
general appreciation" for the literature of the user's field.-If,We
could control the type of data communications terminal he used, we would
include training on how to use it. However, we cannot make either of
theseiassumptions. Hence, our approach is to teach the minima] mechan-'
ics needed, to alloW hith to by-pass some tutorial material, or all of it,
but to return for /more complete training as he begins actual searching
and only then realizes that there are some facts he would. like to know
but does not.

Most of the, tutorial courses are, of necessity,. specific to a data
base or search service or both. There is strong Sentiment in the pro-
fession for a universal command language, a lingua franca of searching.
We are in sympathy with this feeling but recognize the technical prob-
lems of creatingit as too imposing to be subsumed under this project.,
Our intent and obligation, therefore, are to teach the languages and
d'ata bases that are there,and not to create new ones.

We will devote our initial efforts,to teaching Students one data
base through one search service: Throughput the implementation phase of
the project we will'restrict ourselves t' a single search service.
Eventually, both the number of data bases taught and the number of
search services taught, should be expande . In expanding from one to
many search services, it(may be, possible t switch to a universal

0

anguage, if developed, to teach eacil language independently, or to use
the language of our,first'serAe"c.to search the others: The last approach
probably implies some dimunition of.service. For example, there is
considerable difference in how the services search for strings or words
embedded in a text. Using the language of'any one of them to command

'any other of them is likely to reduce the effectiveness of the second
service, In the basic commands, for selecting terms,combining sets, or
browsing in retrieved redords or athesaurus, there is little difference
among the major languages.,

19
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The following are °the 'courses' that will be produced for the f rst
implementation of the fufi IIDA system:

The search service to be used is DIALOG, offered by Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company. The data base will be Compendex, offered by
the Engineering Index, Inc. Each of these organizations will

ant to their own product.
partici-

pate in the design of teaching materials relevant
Below are the courses that will be produced for the first imple-

mentation of the full IIDA system. More complete course descriptions
-are found in Appendix A.

'Struct'ure of Compendex. This course coffers material in the file,
the method of indexing and abstracting, the,struetnre of the
kraphic_record. As the first course in data base structure, this will

:cover what is meant by database structure as well as giving information
about Compendex:

Search mechanics. This course will teach the DIALOG command
language.,."Insofar as it is necessary or desirable to customize the
course for the data base being taught, it will emphasize searching of
Compendex. The course will cover all commands available through DIALOG
and primarily teaches the syntax of commands and the results the com-
mandS produce. This course will be in two pares, teaching first
subset.of the language, then the remainder of the commands.

Search strategy., This course 'emphasizes how commands should be
used, rather than what results each-one produces. It teaches the
studerit.how.to view his search as a goal-oriented task that requires
preparation and planning and fot which some progress measures are pos-

t sible. To the greatest extent . possible, thi'S will be taught indepen-
dently of the specific searCh.service or data base in use. Probably

.Students will take this course, after having, done'some,searching.
. j:)A:iiajfc.cg. This course' reviews the diagnostic facilities

available to the student user of IIDA. ,This Course, too, might be more
profitably taken after the student has had some actual searching,ex--

;perience. A clear distinction must be drawn in this course, between
IIDA diagnostics-and those provided:by the search service, so the
student will be able to work independently if he chooses'to begin
searching without IIDA assistance.-

, All of the foregoing material is administered as conventional
computer assisted instruction. Records of student performance. may-be
stored but there is no meaning imputed to,performance at this level, nor
would the results,of this part of the instruction ever be reported to an

' instructor who is grading student performance in searching as part of
some other effort, such as preparing a term paper:

- Exercise Mode

The purposes of the exercise mode are to: (1) introduce the,begin-'
n\ng student to actual searching, (2) virtually guarantee success in at
least a simple search and (3) have,the student experience the use of

him. Although the exercise modeOeak\;rthe commands available to'

pro ram permits the student to define his own search, it iS still an
instructional program. The student's attention 4s focussed on how to
use commands rather than on the completion of a search. Students re-
turning to IIDA after a prolOnged absence might use this exercise as a.
refresher training course. In either case the student must be awaref4
that this course is hot intended to conduct a search in the fastest
pOssible way -- that it is primarily` trying to teach him the use of the
commands.

U.
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TO exercise will be 'divided into three parts: (1) a minimal,
'canned' search involving the use of only a few commands, to enable the
student to seequickly how a complete search is done and to give him the
feeling of having stepped successfully through the entirety of the
process, (2) a full exercise using only a subset of the command language
to enable him to learn the basic commands in a practical context without
getting bogged down in too many commands, and. (3) a uil-exercise in-
volving all commands in the repertoire: The last of these might be made
optional. -

2.3.1 The general design of_an exercise '''.

The exercises are designed to provide a transition from the tu_
torial format to the.search format. An exercise resembles a 'search
although,it is designed to be' a teaching tool, not a searching device.
Part of the objective of an exercise, especially the minimal exercise,
is td give the student a feeling of aicomplishment by getting him
through .a search as quickly and piinlessly as possible.

1
In,appearance, the three levels of exercise all mimic a real '

"search: Behind this appearance of freedqm to search at.will are the
resources. of the diagnostic programs. At each level of the-exercise
diagnostic programs are functioning. The' /HELP function is ava4atrie to
the °student at all levels of the exercise. This function can be}-?caIled
'by the student whenever he feels the need for assistance (details are
given in 2.4). The perfo ce analysis routine (PAR) isalert to-
unsatisfactory trends of student input and Calls the /HELP function,for
the student when'deemed necessary. Details of the PAR are .given in
2.6.3.

The exercises introduce search language and searchstrategy in .

stepwise fashion. Each exercise is complete. and.self-tcontained.. At any
time the student can prbceed to the assistance mode where the purpose is
searching not teaching, and the prograM becomes transparent except when
/HELP is called. Program control becomes less visible as student search
skills improve. The program structureof the exercises is discussed in
3:2.

The apparent. structure of the exercises is based on what little
information is available on real-world searching. That information
suggests that searching can be regarded as a series of phases or states
(see 1.2). Thesepare:' thesaurus sehrch.and set -formation, logical
combination of sets, and print of retrieved citations. The DIALOG'
search language. commands that belong to each phase are;`

Phase 1. SELECT and EXPAND, the'latter-used both to display
'alphabetically related terms and terms related in meaning.

Phase 2. COMBINE, in varying forms and, formats, and SELECT
when used with multiple descriptors.

Phase 3. PRINT.

These phases are not strictly serial in the real world, nor are
they, completely clear cut. However, it was decided to structure the
exercise mode along the lines of the three phase search so that some
structure could-be imposed foroteaching purposes. . /

'The student is required to start in Phase 1 and to use all of the
search commands associated with thesaurus searching andset foriation.
The formats of-SELECf and EXPAND vary with the level of the exercise.

When the student has successfully tried all of, these commands and
wishes to continue to Phase 2, he is informed that he is now able to-use
only Phase 2 commands. The formats and exact commands vary with the

2 1
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level or the,exercise. These include the COMBINE comand to form .sets

by logical cotbinations"Of previously created sets and the SELECT in its
text search form, allowing multi-descriptor commands. Again, use of
phase 2 commands ie requilred before the student can Proceed to phase 3.

We recognize ,the flexibility of on-line searching as being one of
its major benefits, so in all but the minimal exercise, branching
possibilities are presented when the student finishes phase 2, and can
go on to 3 or-back to 1. A menu is provided to choose from, although
the choices are no different from those choices available,at any time t
an on-line searcher. The cgoices presented allow the student to pass
back ,to another phase, tocontinue'to'the next phase, or to ask 'for
help. The requirement of choosing which phase he wishes to be in works
to emphasii4the planning required in searching.

If the student chooses to go back'to a phase already experienced,
the controls on the required use of each command .are relaxed. The
commands belonging to each phase must still be used' together, i.e. he
must finish using the single-descriptor SELECT before using COMBINE

- which is in another phase. However,it is.no longer necessary to use
all command types in'a phase. . . .

.,

If the,student elects to proceed with printing citations from sets
already formed, a relevance judgement is required after 'ach citation is
printed. We are stressing the importance of self-evaluation of the
results of a search. .

After viewing some citations; another branching point is reached.
The student can return to phase,1 or phase 2, he can declare himself
done with the search, or he can request /HELP. If.he declares himself
done, he is asked to evaluate the citations retrieved to emphasize again
the need 'for searcher evaluation of 'results.

,.-

2.3.2 Implementation of the exercise mode
1. Minimal exercise.. Thisexercise is intended as a bridge from

the question-answer format of the tutorial material to the command
format of an actual search and to'get the student through a,fomplete
search as quickly and painlessly as possible. To illustrate the entire
search process from beginning to,end, a short search is laid' out for the
student in the minimal exercise. The student does the actual input of
commands in the order of a real search, but' the' commands, descriptors
and order of input are all.prescribed by the program.

The commands available in the minimal exercise are- , . I

SELECT using a descriptor
COMBINE using AND(*) logic ancrtwo set numbers
PRINT using the format 2, which -shows bibliographic informa-

tion as well as indexing data. Format of the PRINT command is
explained as including format 2 plus tF. -Abstract, but its u'Se is

not required. ,-

The minimal exercise is patterned after the first search taught by
the National Library of Medicine's MEDLEARN system.

2. The subset exercise. The subset exercise allows-the student
more freedom in searching, more commands to search with, and Mon!'
strategy for searching. The student picks his own search topic. The

concept of search'phases is introduced in this exercise as a structure
for 'the student to hang his commands on. The three phases of delecting

, terms, combining.sets, and printing citations are required to be used in
this order to familiarize the student

-

with all the phases and to allow
1 ,

the student to see that. the phase structure really leads to a productive
search. ,
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The commands available in the subset exercise include those avail-
able in the minimal exercise with the addition of EXPAND. The SELECT ,

command will be usable with, a reference number from an EXPAND display as
well as with a' descriptor, but text searching will still not be allowed.
The.COMBINE command can be used with AND, OR. and NOT logic. .Two new
print formats, 1 and 6 are introduced allowing for printing of only
accession numbers and of titles with accession numbers. The program

*controls when the commands may be used and.requires the use of all the
commands available.

In keeping with the attempt to simulate an interactive search,
branching is possible within this exercise. When,phase 2 is completed,
the searcher may return to phase 1. When all three phases have been
experienced, the searcher is free to use the phases in any order.

3. The full command language exercise. With the full exercise, -
thevsearch language /s completely presented. Sophisticated search
'techniques such as full text gearchineare made available and an attempt
to use each'of them\is required. The phase structure of the search is
maintained-until all, phases have been utilized once, then the sedrchr
is free to move froii_phase to phase. The control over the search is
still divided as, in the subset exercise. The student chooses the
subject and the descriptors, while the order in which the commands may
be entered and the required use of all the commands are under the'con-
trol of the exercise.

2.4 Student Controls and /HELP

The IIDA system provides several student controls which may be
exercised any. time the system expects an input. Their purpose is to
secure assistance in searching, permit control over progtam sequence,
and allow communication,twother terminals. All of the commands begin
with a slash (/) to clearly' distinguish them frOm DI4LOG commands. The
commands are /HELP, /GOTO, /QUIT, /SEND, /DONE and /MORE.

2.4:1 /HELP

the /HELP command calls an'assistance program that operates in
conjunction with the exercise and assistance modes. Its purpose is to
present descriptions of search and system'commands and specific infor-
mation on the search 'in progress. In its first aspect, /HELP can be
used to review the format and purpose of all legal search and system
commands, and thus may be used in lieu,of much of the tutorial material
by computer-experienced students. In its second aspect', /HELP provides
data on the search in progress and tries to elicit ideas froth the
student on problem identification and solution.

In response to thei/HELP command, a menu of types of help is
printed: The searcher picks which type is most appropriate to his
needs. The help menu includes the following:

1. Definition of search commands, The purpose and format of
all,availahle search commands can be reviewed, one at a
time.

1

2. Definition of system (/) controls. The purpose and format
of all system controls can be reviewed, one at a time.

3. Commands and search phase review.\ All valid commands used
in the search so far are printed with the associated descriptor
in the order entered. Additional data is provided on phases
associated with the commands.

23
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4. Review of sets Treated. The sets created So far are presented'
in tabular form with,set number, number of Items in the set,
end creating command. If the command was A .COMBINE, the
constituent sets of the COMBINE command are translated into
their definitions in terms of descriptors.

5. Review of sets already viewed. Sets vieWed through the use
of the PRINT command are reviewed in a table which Shows the
total nuttier of records in the set, the range Of records
viewed, the format' and the average relevance assigned to the
range when viewed. If more than one range of records has
been viewed for any set, each is shown.

6. Review of descriptors used. All descriptors usedso far in
the search are listed together with the type of command of
which they were the argument.

2.4.2 /GOTO

The major use of /GOTO is in the exercisemode where, the command
may be entered only: after -having passed through all three phases at
leastonce. The /GOTO command must be followed by the number lv 2 or 3
which indicates:

/GOTO phase 1 (that part of the course where SELECT and EXPAND
may be 'entered).

/GOT{) phase 2'(that part of the course where COMBINE and commands
of similar effect may be entered).
/GOTO phase 3 (that part of the course where PRINT commands may be
entered.

In the assistance mode, /GOTIO is meaningful only as a memory aid
since the sysiem has no control over search sequence. In this case, a
prompting message would be returned reviewing which 'commands belongv.to
the phase requested.,

2.4.3 '/QUIT

The /QUIT command terminates the operation of the IIDA program:
All data about the search is cleared and control is'returned to a
reception program which offers the'options of logging off or logging in
to any IIDA program including the one just left. Users may /QUIT
temporarily, in which case all results are saved until the search is
resumed.

2.4.4 /SEND

The /SEND command initiated a communication
student to send a message to the proctor (2.7.4)
2.4.5 /DONE

The /DONE command denotes thecompletion of
of a use of /HELP.

2.4.6 /MORE

The /MORE command is a signal byehe student of interest in further
information 'n- the subject under discussion. /MORE can be used only
when listed as a possible response.

procedure, enabling the

a phase or completion
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2.5 Assistance Mode

The objective of the assistance mode of IIDA is to enable students
to perform actual searches of their own choosing, in their own manner,'.
while being provided assistance whenever needed. Unlike the exercise
mode, assistance mode allos the student to useany search commands in
any sequence. He is not constrained by search phases and need not make
use of,all the commands if he elects not to. The assistance mode"pro-
gramt monitor the student's performance' and are ready to respond. with
diagnostic or other assistance whenever needed Need is deteftined
either by the student or tiw prOgram. The student can invoke, assistance
with the command /HELP or, if the program determines that his performance
indicates any of a variety of error,patterns or lack of progress toward
a successful conclusion, the program can invoke the /HELP facilities
itself.

Wp are again constrained by the lack\ol formal definition of how to
proceed in a search. If there were an algorithi by,hich IIDA could
determine exactly what the student should do, next, presumably it could
do it for him. Thus, .we are dependent upon a aet,of empirically. and
intuitively derived diagnostic procedures. The.intuition, however, is
guided by extensive experience in teaching new users how to search and
in observing the-kinds of errors and' misunderstandings that arise., One
of the long term outgrowths of this Project_,' me hope? will-be a defin-
itive study of the measurement of progress of a search, or of degree of
success, of of some related measure.

The assistance mode is the heart of the IIDA system. It is not,
primarily a tutorial program. The student's attention is intended to be
focussed on achieving his search objective, not search mechanict. The
system should intrude as little as possible, consistent with its objeca
tive of helping the student-when he needs help. The various thresholds..
to be used to decide when.the system will intrude will haveto'be
adjusted with experience, as we learn both how much help students need
and how much intrusion they will tolerate, as well as how much frustra-
tion they will tolerate without active help-from.the system.

" Mechanically, the assistance mode is. simpler than the exercise
mode. It doet not control choice of command or phase ofsearch. It

does, however, make use of d performande analysis.routine.(PAR) which
determines wen tb interrupt a student. This prograps'based upon
analysis of .the student history data maintained for, and used by, the. ,

/HELP program. The_yerforMance'analysis routine is described in more
detail in Section 2.6.3 and 3.3.4.

In general, the assistance mode program will allow the student to
use any command he desires. Syntax errors, occurring eingly,,can be
corrected,as quickly as thp student can be made to understand his error
and re -enter his command.The'PAR will perform a series of threshold
checki 'after each student input of a command. When PAR determines the
likelihood of a serious problem, it triggers a seried of.more detailed
analyses which are not performed after each command in the interest of,
saving time. When PAR. determines the. nature of the student's problem,
it informs him'and provides the appropriate diagnostic data, then offers

other diagnostic assistance through /HELP. Thus, the assistance mode
program is primarily a data recorder, augmented by PAR and /HELP.

When the student lOgs onto the IIDA system the ground rules are
briefly discussed: any subject covered by the data base may be searched,
any commands in any order may be used, assistance is available on call

O;
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by use of /HELP and assistance will b
is not progressing as it should.

The student is asked to indicate whether his search obj0'tii.,e is to
retrieve a few very pertinent citations (1-10), a short biblibgraphy on
his, topic (10-25 citations), or an in-depth bibliography of the contents
of the data base on the subject of the search (more than 25 citations).
It will be pointed out that the student-is in no waV bound to this
choice. The data is used to make the perforeancelamalSrsis routine .

function more adequately by having-an ilea of the Student's quantitStive
goal for the search. The methodi for searching for these three types of
result could differ, a fact which could be confirmed by,the way in which'
students use the system. In any case, the projected result of the
search is of use in the .PAR calculations.

Following-this interchange with the student, the pr6gram disappears
from the student's point of view. The reappearance of the programis
conditional on the needs of the student. If.he feels no need for assis-
tance, he may never call the /HELP routine. However, the PAR continues
Co monitor his search. The PAR operatesy checking thresholds as
explained in 2.6.3. Each student input is, checked against these thresh-
olds. Since the number of thresholds has purposely begin kept to a
minimum, there should be no effect on search time as far as the student
can tell. If the PAR discovers that a threshold has been crossed, an 4
in-depth analysis of the area monitored by the threshold is,initiated;
At this point, the student 1.6 notified that the search may be going less
well than it could. The PAR in-depth routines are capable of locating
problem areas but not in all cases suggesting remedies. The probreM is
presented to the student and his own analysis is invited (for details
'see 2.6.3 and 3.3.4).

When the student and the program are satisfied that the direction
of the search has been reconsidered, the student is returned to the
search. Possibly a short review of his most recent searching activity
before the PAR was invo is provided. This is dependent on the type.,
of assistance needed whe the PAR is called.

e provided if IIDA feels the search .

2.6 Diagnostics

The general IIDA approach to diagnostics consists of: (1) -re-

cognition of syntactic errors in commands entered by the student, (2)
detection of procedural errors (these are violatiOns of rules imposed
for pedagogical purposes only), and (3) recording and analysis of
patterns of usage.

Search servd.ces are normally quite laconic in responding to syntax
errors in commands. A typical response is 'Invalid command,' which
gives the student little to work with when he tries to understand in
what way his command was invalid and what he has to%do about it. The
opposite extreme in syntatic analysis is to try to pin-point an error
using as evidence only the user's input, not his intentions. Here is a
typical example. Suppose. the user has entered the search statement.

SELECTION

', This could have either of the following meanings:.
SELECT ION .

.

.

S ELECTION ('S' being the valid DIALOG abbre-'

viation for SELECT)

2
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c

or he may have meant but omitted to
:..

prefix a command abbreviation to
_

give: .

"S SELECTION
1

or 0 .E SELECTION

Given only the character string SELECTION, there is-no way a programs
can tell what was'intended. An attempt to do so,may be more misleading
than the unhelpful "invalid command." For example, treating it as
SELECT ION (which DIALOG does) returns a'set number, count and descrip-
tion which can be quite confusing if "E SELECTION" was the intent..

s

Hence, our objective is to give' more information than-merely that
ae errdr w-a-S. made but-to try to avoid being misleadingly sp,cific about
the cause. IIDA performs 'ts own parsing' of user commands for two
reaonS. Tirst, it stores data about the nature of errors made for
later analysis. Second, some parsi-el is'n*cessary in-the concentrator
program (See Section 3.6.4). Sil.ze the work has to be done, all useful
information might as well be extracted at one time.

Procedural errors are encountered only in the exercise mode of
IIDN,'which restricts the,student to use of certain commands at certain
times, requiring.that he use ohly those commands authorized during any
given phase of. a search.° He cannot, for example use a print .command in
phase:l. Detection of procedural errors is'a simple matter of looking
up each incbming command.in a"list. The list to tae searched is a func-

. tion of-the phase of.the search.
.Analysis of patterns of'Usage ponstiiutes the bulk of the diagnos-

tic work, of IIDA., This analysis is performed at four levels: (1)

collecting basic performance data fro each student, (2) microanalyses
of data elements, (3) threshold the ing, and (4) overall assessment of

A performance.

2.6.1 Diagnostic data ,

The most fundamental data to be recorded is simple record of the

commands entered by the student-and the.responses to these sent from the
data base processor.. To Ehis'is added the results of some of the
microanalyses. The data are classified, as to purpose and recorded in

the various history files. Each file represents a record of student
perkorm,nce from a different point' of view and they are somewhat re,
dundant with each other. The purpose of this organization is to enable
the student,, proctor, or diagnostid programs° view the student's per-
fOrmance from different perspectives.: Some l'Itudents may prefei to
review their ownwork in terms of sets created. Others may prefer to

see the sequence of commands issued: Still others,may be concerned only

with the records retrieved.
This diagnostic-data is available to the searcher in response to

the /HELk command and is available to be used by the PAR. The PAR uses

this data to decide whether a problem situation has arisen and uses the
data again to present the problem to the student and to help the studtnt
resLlve the problem: .

The eight types Of data to be maintained are: , (1) command history

(2) set histbry (3) sets viewed kiiscory.(4) descriptors used history .(5)

..erros history (6) /HELP history (7) records viewed history (8) exp4Aded"
.....index data. Typical examples of the kinds of data maintained are listed

here, for detailed information on contents and maintenance of data files

see 3.5.
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1. Command history
Text, of commands

Search phase for commands
Command type code
Time data

2. Set history
Set number
Type of command creating set
Number of items in set
Expansion of set description for those sets defined in

terms of other set numbers, the numbers being replaced
by the destriptors generating the original set.

Cluster number (see 2.6.2)

3. Sets viewed history"
Set number
Which records of set viewed.
Format in which viewed
Relevance of records.

4. Descriptors used history=
Text'of descriptor
Number of times used as argument to SELECT, EXPAND, COMBINE
Number of records indexed under it
Number of related terms

5. Error history
Text of error
Codes for type of error

6. /HELP histm.
Number of times each kind of,help used
Location of /HELP call in search

7. Records viewed history
Record accession number
Set from which record came
Record number in that set
Format in which viewed
Relevance assigned at that viewing
Above is replicated for each time record

as member of same or different set.
viewed, whether

3. Expanded index data
First and last terms in every EXPAND table generated in

this search '(used to be able to tell whether any given
descriptor descriptor was seen in an EXPAND table).

Files 1-4
1
or perhapss.5 will be available to the-searcher through

the /HELP command. All of the files are used by'the PAR for diagnostic
purposes.

2°
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2.6.2 Microanalyses

The microanalytic programs are those needed to produce the elements ,
of the history files which are not mere listing of student or DBP
The following programs are required. 1

1. Command parser. Purpose: to verify that student commands are
syntactically correct and procedurally'aCceptable. Functioning: the

program is given a list of expected elements by the instructional pro=
gram that calls or invokes the parser (i.e. by the tutorial, exercise or
assistant program). The calling program might specify that any of a set
of commands is acceptable, with any legal argument (as a SELECT or
EXPAND command with any descriptor). The parser determines if the
required conditions are met and, if not, records the defects: The
parser than converses with the student, informing him of the nature of
the error and eliciting from him anew response (i.e. new command).
Responsibility rests with the parser to get a, correct command from the
student. The parser maintains a record of errors made. See Section
3.3.1 for more detail.

2. Phase detector. Purpose: to determine in what phase\of a
search the student is working, recognizing that there are,,not neces-
sarily sharp lines of demarcation'betweenphases once beyond the ex=
ercise mode. (This program is of use only in assistance mode: the

exercise mode controls the student's phase for him). Ifunctioning: The
problem is this: given a string of commands, there are embedded within
it sequences of "like" commands, i.e. commands all belonging to a given
phase., The difficulty is that these sequences may not be pure, there
may be a phase 2 command amid the phase l's. The phase detector must be
able to recognize one or a small number of out-ofphase commands in a
sequtce as not necessarily breaking the sequence. For example the
sequence,. 1112222233 clearly divides into discrete phases. In the
sequence 11121122 we might say that all of 111211 is-from phase 1, in
spite of an out of phase command.,

3. Set description expansion. Purpose: to assist the student by
-displaying descriptions of sets he has created previously in terms of
descriptors rather than set numbers. Functioning: 'A record is kept of
the argument of each commandWhich creates a new set. When a COMBINE
command is added to the data file, the,,set numbers use& as the argument
are traced back to the command which created each of the sets. If the
argument to that command is-another group.of set numbers, they are
traced back 'to their creating commands. At some point, the creating
command will be a SELECT command. The argument of that command will
replace the set number in the de-g-ciip.tioil of the command using that set
number. The descriptors replace set numbers up to the command which
initiated the trace. The COMBINE argument with elementary set numbers
and the argument with terms replacing set numbers are both stored for
each set formed with a COMBINE command.

4: Set description clustering. Purpose: As complex sets are
created out of elemental sets (those defined by a single descriptor),
some of these new sets will closely resemble others in composition and
some not. The clustering algorithm will relate together those sets that
use 'similar' descriptors in their definitions. It detects the point at
which a student departs from work on a previous cluster and begind a new
one and,it measures the relationships among clusters. Functioning: A

measure of similarity S(i,j) is used to compare the most recent command
(Ci) with a previous one (C). If the measure of similarity is high
enough, the new command is included in the same cluster as the previous



one. Ifq-lot, a new cluster is created. Relations between clusters are
measured by links. A link exists between two clusters if a command in
one cluster has a high similarity measure to a command in another cluster.
The measure between the clusters is the number of such links. Inf or-

`1

i

mation on thepoint at which a.student makes the transition to anew
cluster and the relationship among Clusters is provided to the performance
analysis program. The clustering program is described in more detail in
Section 3.3.1.

3. Descriptor viewing status. Purpose: this program, will de-
termine whether a given descriptbr has ever been seen by the student,
during this search, as part of an EXPAND display, irrespective of
whether it was the search term in the display request or merely.appeared
in response to a search on another term. The program will.make a dis-
tinction between being viewed in an EXPAND [terml display or a sub-
sequent EXPAND display showing related terms, rather than alphabetical,
neighbors-of the search term. Functioning: When a command has been
identified as EXPAND [term] in the process of updating the data file,.
the'firc_ and last terms of the table generated are recorded on the
expanded index data file, in alphabetical order by first term. Whenii
requested, the descriptor viewing status program checks the expanded
index data file to see if the term in question falls between any of the
pairs of terms listed there.

Some of these-analytical programs can consume significant-amounts
of computer time. It is necessary, therefore, to carefully ration the-
frequency with which they are run. 4A clustering algorithm, for exam-
ple, may be run only when the set history display is requested as part
of /HELP. It probably-(subject to timing estimates when actually Pro-
grammed) should not be run after each command.

2.6.3 Performance analysis
The performance analysis routine (PAR) operates in conjunction with

the assistance mode of IIDA. Its purpose is to detect difficulties or
problems in the conduct of a. search that might lead to failure. It does
not, look for specific syntactic or procedural errors. It looks for
adverse trends. A well trained, highly perceptive student could operate
without PAR, because he would be able to, detect his own difficulties and
sutmon the diagnostic facilities of /HELP to get specific information
and ideas on proceeding. PAR is intended to make that initial decision
for the student -- the decision to call Tor /HELPt

In order to avoid excessive delays in responding tb students, it is
necessary to avoid lengthy calculations or processes following each
student input. The approach to be taken, therefore, will be to have the
PAR make some rapid checks to Aee if there are any indications of prob-
lems and then to Make detailed analyses only when the preliminary checks
so indicate.

;,1. Preliminary Analysis_. There are five preliminary analysis
subroutines which are used to make rapid checks of student performance.
These arc: (1) phase and cluster analysis, (2) zero set formation, (3)
use of extraneous and redundant commands, (4) use of'/HELP and delays in
respOnding,and (5) error analysis. The purpose of each subroutine is
to quickly Check one or more threshold values to determine if there is
an'indication of a serious problem. Since these checkA are run after
each student command, only.a limited amount of time can be devoted to ,

them if we are not to delay the student excessively. The exact thresh-
old values can only be determined on the basis of experience. In the
remainder of this discussion values are occasionally mentioned, but

) )
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these are illustrative only -7 all are subject to change. Upon detec-..
tion of a .possible serious error, more detailed°adalytic programs are
called and it is these that develop the data presented to the student in
discussions of errors with him.

Threshold values'may vary with the student's progression through as
search. During.the first,few commands, thresholds may be set quite low,
because too many; errors here may indicate an unprepared student who is
likely to produce only chaos if allowed to procee. On.theiother hand,
once he gets successfully underway, the thresholds can'berelaxed to
permit him an occasional error:or an unsuccessful excursion into some
particular subsearch. If the total number of commands issued exceeds
some number (which will be based on our own 'and others' experience in
monitoring searches) the thresholds may again be lowered on the assump-
tion that the student is unable to biing the search to 'a conclusion acid
will need helPin doing so. We use,thel,term convergence to indicate
that the,number of elements in'a series of similarly- defined sets
(cluster) is tending toward a number consistent with the student's
initial search goal. Failure to converge may indicate that the student
searcher is'trying to be overmeticulous or is expecting the system to
produce results'it is not capable of. Weilse the term-thrashing to
indicate the opposite behavior of excessive Concern with one set: a

'rapid switching from one set definition to another,"dissimilar one,
without taking the time to adequately explore the earlier possibilities.
Preliminary analysis is concerned with spotting either of these trena.

The five preliminary analysis subroutines are described below. -4

1. Phase and cluster analysis.
Together, these provide a quick analysisof the overall.

,trend of a search. They can detect failure to converge as well ad,
thrashing, in checking such values as: number of clusters formed,
number of commands issued per cluster, number of commands per
phase, number of phase changes, number of records per set within a
cluster (i.e., tendency to converge within a clUster).

2. Zero set formation.
A zero.set'is 'one with no records in it. While zero' sets

are not always'an indication of error, as in fine grain searching
of patent files, an "excessive" number is an-error indication. A
student will be able to inform IIDA that his zero sets were inten-
tional or knowing, not the result of error. However, the 'zero set
checks can be valuable in detecting misuse of commands, lack of-
understanding of boolean logic or attempts to be overspecific in
set description.

' .3. Extraneous and redundant commands.
Except for commands such as PRINT or DISPLAY SETS, any

repetition of a Command within a search is normally unnecessary.
In a lengthy search it is not necessarily a serious problem,- but
over-repetition, especially the immediate repetition of'a command,
can indicate lack of understanding of the commands or of how to use
1IDA's or DIALOG's facilities for reviewing past performance. A
not uncommon'error among beginner's is simply to repeat a command
that has led to an unwanted result, or to repeat a command that,
because of communication delay or machine overload, has not yet
been responded to. An example of an. extraneous-command is a SELECT
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(descriptor) which produces a non-zerosiet, but whose resulting set
is nonetheless never used. Again as an occasional thing this is
no problem, but if done too much it is an indication of lack of
planning on the part of the student:

Q 4. /HELP and delay analysis.

/HELP and time use, 47hen excessive, are indicators of
searcher :problems. Thresholds here are the number of calls for
/HELP compdred to thetotal number of commands, amount of time
spent in /HELP, and the amount,eof time between-commands. When more
time is spent using /HELP then doing searching, the student should
probably go back to the tutorial material. In-depth analysis of
the data Mk /HELP use will allow a reasonably accurate assessment
of the kind of tutorial material needed by the student or perhaps
recommend that the student call the proctor. Excessiveime between
commands can indicate that the student is unsure of what to do ?
next, of that he is being distracted.

5. Error analysis.

Error analysis examines the number of syntactic or pro-
cedural errors and computes the total number of errors in the
search, and the total per last n commands issued. Early in the
'search, the threshold will be set low and any repetition of an
error will draw comment. Later, the threshold will be raised. It
is the command parser that detects'errorsand conducts the initial
conversation with the student about them. But the parser is limited

'to trying to get the error corrected. Error analysis becomes
concerned when patterns of error repetition are detected.

$14
2. Detailed analysis. Whenever a threshold is crossed, detailed,

in-depth analyses are called. Whenever--the detailed analysis program is
called, some negotiation with the student will follow. The purpose of
the detailed analysis is then to provide the detail for this conver-
sation. The kinds of analyses performed are described below.

1. Phase and cluster analysis.
Thedetaj.led version of this program is given the com-

plete history of the search and data on the related thresholds
'exceeded. If far enough into the search, measures of relatedness
among clusters are computed and this data used to indicate the
pattern of the student's use or lack of use4Of results of early 1?

clusters in forming later ones. The student will beasked
indicate, in natural languagd, Why he has taken the course;of
action bp has. This information serves 'two purposes: 'it'makes him
think carefully about what he Vas, doinand, when read and analyzed
by the proctor, provides information about student behavior that,
might not be available from the programmed calculations,

ti

, 2. Zero set analysis.,
. .

This time a fine grained analysis is made ofoall.zero
sets, the command types and the search-logic that led Eo them. If

there is a pattern, the student is So informed (e.g. excessive/
number of ANDsin a COMBINE command). If a single-descriptor
SELECT results in a zero set; a check will be trade on whether that
desCriptor has appeared on an EXPAND display. The student will be

3
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reminded that he might have checked the term, that he seems to be
developing a pattern of use of unchecked terms. He will also be
given a list of the number of terms on a display centered on his
zero-set descriptors that have In out of'n letters in ,common.- For
example,. if he uses SELECT COMPUTABILITY and gets a Zero set, IIDA
will see if the term COMPUTABILITY had been seen by this student on
any EXPAND table. if not, the program issues an EXPAND COMPUTABILITY
and counts the number of words appearing on the resultant table
that have a given fraction of its letters-in common with the search
term: Clearly, letters'in -common do noCimply equality'of meaning,
but the student will make that decision.

3. Extraneous and redundant commands.
This program classifies and sorts the extraneous or re-

dundant commands. Fdr example,jt will point out repeated adjacent
commands, failure to use .the results of a particular type command,
excessive use of a tyRe command; etc.

4. /HELP and delay analysis. Data produced herein is for the
proctor, not the student. If a student is-using /IELP excessively
or taking an unusual amount of time,.between commands, it will
probably.do no, good to have the computer nag him about it. Data
will-be sent to the'proctor who should then do his own 'analysis of
the'situation and communicate with the student.' Data given to the
proctor will include analYsis of how and how often /HELP is used
and in'what situations, if any pattern can be found.

5. Error analysis. The preliminary error analysis program
merely counts errors. The detailed analyiis program classifies -

them and presents the result to the Student.

3. Result of use. When a threshold has-been crossed and the in-
depth analysis has been run, the next step is negotiation with the
student. The PAR is designed primarily to detect trends, not to de-
termine the cause of errors, so the infoimation from the in-depth
analysis on which PAR based its decision is presented to the student or
proctor for determination of cause. Some alternative remedies may be
presented, depe,.ding on the problem. The student is then directed to
formulate his solution to the problem and indicate'to the program when
he is satisfied. It is at this point that the student can tell the
program that what the PAR has detected is not an error, but art-athe
student's strategy. The student evaluates his se. , makes the changes
he desires and goes back to his search

In the-case of the stude o has no idea of how to proceed, the
options of calling fOf further data and assistance from /HELP or calling
the proctof are always open. PAR will be helpful and non-threatening to,
the student. It is not a panacea, however, nor is any attempt made for
it to recognize every type of problem. It would hardly be cost effec-
tive even to try so long as ,a proctor is available and his involvement
costs little.

2.-6.4 Measuring performance
We have previously made the point that we cannot measure the ac-

quired searching skill of a student in any absolute sense. Thete is no
numerically defined measure of how well one searches, hence no way to
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measure the degree to which any given individual has progresged toward
that goal. However, there are some measures that can be made of the
relative performance of students by comparison with one another. It is
important not to attempt to use such figures to assign grades to stu-

. dents or to measure on-the-job performance in industry. The measures
,can be meaningfully used to gain insight into aggregate student per-,
formances, sequencing of training material, and valueof digt.nostics.
The following kinds of measures can be made.

1. Performance in tutorial material. A record will be kept of the
coUrseg taken by each student and the sequence in which they are taken.
Performance-can be measured by recording right, and wrong answers to
questions. It should be noted that we haVe often written that IIDA does
not involve the concept of 'right' and 'wrong' answers, but that applies
to exercise and assistance modes. The tutorial material is not-to be
written to serve as a test of knowledge orskill and it is important to
realize this. However, knowing'what kinds of errors students make is of
some value in assessing how well they have mastered the material and
where the tutorial material is weakest.

2. Performance in exercise mode. Records maintained here should
indicate the kinds of errors detected and the manner of using the /HELP
facilities. The exercise mode program will offer three levels of in-
struction: a very brief search designed to assure that the student can
successfully negotiate it, a search using a minimally useful subset of
commands,, and a search using the full repertoire. Certainly in the
second of. these it is expected that errors will ise'made, as is the case
with the new commands introduced in the full-language search. Thus,'raw
score is not too meaningful,-but measures can be made of errors com-
mitted -and subsequent'behavior relative to that error, i.e. whether the
student eventually stops making that type error. Since the emphasis in
the exercise mode is to gain familiarity with the commands,rather than
to retrieve useful information, not to(*) much should be inferred from the
student's reaction to 'the data actually retrieved at the conclusion of
the search.

3. -Performance-in assistance mode. "When the student reachesthig
point in'his-training, a direct attempt to measure his success in the
search-i appropriate. Counts of errors made, time spent using 'diag-
nostics, number of commands and amount of time used can bee useful, as
will the student's own assessment of the relevance of the records he
eventually retrieves.

Using evaluative information of the kinds outfined'above, we will
surely see differences among students. This can be combined with in-
terview data taken from selegted students, in which the interviewer
attempts to ascertain the student's attitude toward his IIDA experielce
and the degree of success he "feels he achieved.

2:7 Operation of IIDA

Each of the three major modes of use of IIDA -- tutorial, exercise
and assistance -- has its own primary training objective. These are:
(tutorial) to provide basic instruction on data base structure, search ,

mechanics and strategy, (exercise) to provide experience in the use of
the commands in carrying out a search, and (assistance) to assist users
in the performance of actual searches. In practice, the objective the
student may'have and the benefits the student may derive will not be so
cleanly separable. Also, the student May not view the change-over from
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mode to mode so distinctly. Students can accomplish search objectives
in exercise.mode and can learn in assistance mode. ,.They can invoke
tutorial material in assistance, mode when needed hence use tutorial
material for reference while performing searches. The purpose of this

section is to reyiew'IIDA facilities Irom the point of view of the
student.

2.7.1 Modes of student use
The average novice user of IIDA shOuld start his-training with the

data base structure course and also lake the search mechanics and search
strategy courses before proceeding to the exercise. The diagnostics
course May be .eft for later. It will be possible, however, for a

`N student to. begin with any tutorial he wants, or even with the exercise
mode program. A record will'be kept of courses taken and their sequence.
If a student shows signs of difficulty in handling the more adilanced
work, he will be referred back to tutorials not taken.

The search mechanics course will provide instruction on two levels:
the minimal subset and the remainder of the commands. It will be

possible for an inexperienced searcher to take only the subset mechanics
and data base courses, and be ready for the first exercise within an
hour.

To summarize, students will be permitted to start at the beginning
of'any course and pxoceed in any sequence. We will have a recommended
sequence and we. will be able to suggest, under certain circumstances,
that the student now divert himself to a specific course in order to
help solve a problem in searching.

,Records of experience of students taking various paths through the
teaching material will undoubtedly provide a basis for father refining
tur suggestions to new students tn their choice 6fsequence.

It will not be necessary for a student to take all his work in a
single sitting at the terminal. Once a student signs'on, hiCeccird'.
will be kept for a reasonable period and he may resume at any time. .

2.7.2 Student records
For each student using IIDA, a record will. be maintained of his use

and performance. There will be a background record of each student, a
record of perforiance intutorial material, a detailed history of his
performance in an exercise or assisted search, and summary information
on exercises and searches previously completed. Specifically, the

following information will be maintained:
1. Background data.

Student identification number M
Major subject, academic discipline; or profession
Time, since bachelor's degree
Self-assessment of computer experience-,
Self-assessment of typing skill
Self-assessment of library use skill .

Self- assessment of skill in on-line searching
Total amount of time spent in tutorial, exercise

and assistance modes.

2. Tutorial record.
Course or course segment
Time and data begun
Time and date completed
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Percent of questions correctly answered_ N

Specific, questions answered erroneously, witt text
of wrong answers (Note: While courses' tan
onlybe begun at the beginning; the student
may sign off temporarily, hence complete
only a segieno rather than the' complete
course. Also, individual fraMes may be in-
voked when a student is in exercise or as-
sistance mode. Information; on wrong an-
swers is for use by IIDA staff in analyz-
ing,performance of the tutorial material,
not the student.) .

3. _Exercise

For each level of exercise, the/complete set of
histoiy files will'be maintained...

For a completed exercise, a summary of each history
file for analysis of perfOrmance of aggr-
gates of students.

4. Assistance,mode.
- Same data as exercise mode.

2.7.3 Privacy aspects of student records
There is no need or desire to collect or retain any information

of a private nature about users of IIDA. Howeter, because .of the great
amount of sensitivity on the subject of privacy and because the initial
use of IIDA will be in conjunction withclassassignments,,several
positive steps will be taken to assure privaciy and to assure students
that their privacy is being maintained. Thege steps are:

1. 4. positive statement will be made to the student, through
his terminal, at the start of his first encounter with IIDA that:
(1) A record of his performance is being maintained for research
purposes, (2),Thie record will -in noWay_become a part of his'
academic record nor twill it be used to determine, in' any. part, his
grade in the course through which he is Using'IIDA, (3) These
records,will not be.disclosed tothis instructor,:and (4) His name
is not apart of the record; instead his record identifies him, only
by a number assigned by the IIDA staff solely for this purpose (not
related .to employee, social security or student numbers, for example).

2: The,only record of a student's name will, be a master list,
;not stored inany computer, that relates students' names and iden-
tification numbers. Such a liSt'is necessary to assign numbers' and
to remind students who forget -them (a common occurrence).

3. No identification of individual students, even by number,
will be made in any published record of IIDA activities or accomp-
lishments. Records will be used only to-study factors affecting

performance and the only reason ever to publish part of an indir
Iiidual record would be to,illustrate a particular behavioral
-pattern. Identification would not then be necessary.

2.714 Proctor.

The proctor is an IIDA staff member familiar with the various
teaching programs, data bade searching, and the use of data-communi-

3 6
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cations terminals. The reason for having a proctor is to have an
experienced person on call when unexpected problems arise or the com-
pdter is'unable to resolve an issue. An-examplecof the need for a'
proctor is when the student is,having trouble using the terminal and is
unable-to send a meaningful message. Then, either the proctor can see
that the student is having a problem and call him or the student can
call the proctor on a voice telephone line.

The proctor wil.1 also serve to collect data for revision of IIDA.
Again, when unfOrseen problems arise the human proctbr may be the:,only
means by which the nature of the.problem can be communicated.

, The proctor will have the following capabilities: '

1. Student monitoring. Tlie proctor will be able to request
the IIDA computer to send to his terminal a copy of all messages
into and out of a specified student's terminal.' Thus, he will be
able to monitor the student's work... Whenever `a student is being
monitored, he will be so informed by a message from the computer.

Z. student By use of the /HELP
command the proctor will be enabled to browse through the history
records of any Student currently conduCting a search. He will have
access to the same data the student has, except that the proctor'
can see'the student's /HELP history files but this is not offered
to the student'. 0

3. RetrievetsummarY data. The proctor will be able to invoke
previously written programs that will provide summary information
about all students. For example, he may ask for a report which
includes a statement of how many students gave the wrong answer to
question x in a tutorial, or how often students make syntactic
errors in PRINT commands. The proctor will not have a program that
enables,hinfto ask ad hoc questions of any file in the system.
This is'simply too expensive a facility to provide.

4. Typed messages. Students will be able to type messages
for transmittal to the proctor's terminal, whether or not they a-,:e
being monitored, and the proctor will be able to send a message to
any student terminal." This capability can be used for asking and
answering questions when the terminal is running and thestudent
needs advice or the proctor feels he must tell somening to the
student,

5. Voice telephone. The proctor will have a voice telephone
line separate from the one used for his terminal. Students)may or
may not have such an extra line at their locai.ibns. At any rate;
if the student can get to a telephone or can disconnect his digital
terminal, he can to the proctor directly, by voice. There will
be no cost to th udent for this service. In the future, when
IIDA reaches a ional audience, this free service should be
continued as it is by the major search service contractors.

Use of proctor assistance by a student will be considered a use of
/HELP and will be logged in the /HELP history file.

a



3: COMOUTER', AND DATA COMballITCA.TIONS4. SUBSYSTEM

3.1 Overview of the,Computer.System

Three major_computing functions are performed within, the IIDA system: data
base processing, instructional /processing and communications,processing. The
computing system that performs,eachof these functions is called a prtcessor,
which term denotes a program running in a computer: The three proceisors,
in concept, could be all implemented in one physical computer or in three
teparate ones. In the IIDA-model (See-Section 5) all three-yere implemeAted
within a single computer. In the full IIDA system there will be two physical
tOmputeri, one operating the data base processor and one operating the
instrucd:Onal:and communications processors.

,
6

The data base procesior (DBP) performs information retrieval functions

and has access to the bibliographic data bases, including Compendex. Initially,
,there will be a single data Use proceisor, that operated by Lockheed
for its DIALOG search service. Eventually, it_will be possible for IIDA
to communicate with other data base processors. IIDA students will use
exactly'the same service that is available to other, direct Users of the
DIALOG service. That is, therwill,have the full, up to date-data-bases
and they will even face problems of slow- responte when'the dame base pro-
cessor is overloaded.

The instructional processor (IP) is a set of progrems,which administer
the computer-aisitted instruction or tutorial training, the exercise and
assistance modes, and-provide:the diagnostic programs for use by these
programs and the students. The instructional processor deals only with
meseages,given it by other prograMs, and provides messages-to be delivered
to students or the data base processor. It is not concerned with the mechanics
of message receipt or transmittal.

Because the flail, onnessages can sometimes be complex, all functions
related to 'the handling of.nmsiages are combined and together comprise the
communications processor (CP). It serves as a Central communications facilityreceiving meisages fram the other processors and Student terminals and
delivering them to the appropriate' addressee, which is-one of -the other-
protessors or student or proctor terminals. The communications processoralto Maintains a log ,of all message traffic, serves as a concentrator to'
allow more than one student to operate on a single'line between the CPand the DBP; supports the proctor and computet the charges fer all users.

3.1.1 General flow of data

The data-flow is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Inputs may,originate with
. student terminals,.the proctor terminal, the instructional processor or thedata base processor. All pass through. the CP wherein they are tagged asto, origin and destination and put in the appropriate queue for delivery

3U
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.Sures of Input

InStructional 'processor

Stddent terminals

Proctor terminal

32.

Destinations of Outoub

Instructional processor
and its student data base

`Data base processor

Student terminali' ;

Proctor 4terminal

Data base proCessor and its
:bibliographic data base

Functions'of the CP

Meisage,switching
Message staring and forwarding
Message logging
Concentrating
Billing
Proctbr support-

Figure 3.1. General flow of data in the IIDA system.
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to addressees. There may be more than one addtessee when, for example,
the proctor monitors a student's, performance,-hence both receive DBP output.
A log is kept of all communications transactions (arrival, enqueuing, de-
_queuing, transmittal) for later use in analyzing traffic. patterns and delays.
Messages to and from the DBP may be modified by the concentrator. Finally,
costs are accrued for each student using the system. Except for the fact
that the concentrator must parse student,commands ad-does the IP, in order .

'to be able to modify them, there are no functions in common to,the IP.and
CP. The .CP 'should be "transparent" to users, i.e. they should be unaware
of its existence.

3.1.2. Hardware\oonfiguration

The hardware configuration used as the basis for design.is the smallest
Digital Equipment Coiporation PDP-11 that couldItiandle the 'IIDA job for the
forseeable future. Other computers can do the 16b and we donot wish to
foreclose on, this decision until the last possible minute. The PDP-11
line was selected because of our early discussions with the National BureaU
of Standards, which had done some related work on such a machine and had
oriented our thinking'ia that direction. Also, similar,epplications are
,operated from approximately this configuration at the National Library of
Medicine,. Medical College of Pennsylvania and, formerly the University of
Delaware. -At least one larger machine, the PDP-20, probably can do.he
job with less than.its full capacity, although at this time the BDP-11
and PDP.-20 are not software compatible. A new IBM computer, the Series 1,
looks promising also. 'This was announced by IBM, after most of die IIDA
design decisions had been: made, but its low price may make a switch worth
the effort.

The,configuraticn assumed in the design of the softwar- is the following:
PDP-11/34, with 96,000 bytes of main memory
2 magnetic disk units, of 5 million byte capacity each (one largely, taken
up with operating system software). Disks are dismountable.

A 16-channel Multiplexer to which will be attached one high-speed
terminal, either CRT or printer, operating at at least.121..characters
per second and up to 15 30-cps dial-up lines.

The programming language will be BASIC-PLUS and the operating system
system RSTS/E.

3.1.3. Software configuration

We have already noted that the data base processor is resident in a
computer external to IIDA. IIDA communicates with it bu-, plays no role in
its operation. The IIDA computer contains the instructional and communications
processors. These consist of the following software components°, respectively

1. Instructional processor. From the student point of view the IP
consists of the tutorial courses, the exercise and the assistant mode. These
are supported, to various degrees., by a HELP program and a series of diagnostic
programs. The courses, exercise-and" assistant mode, and, the HELP program, re-
designed around the concept of a shell, aprogram which serves primarily
as sequencing logic among a set of subroutines. Thus, the tutorial shell

ti
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Tutorial shells --
one for each course

0 Exercise shell HELP Shell Assistant shell

Tutorial frames, each presenting a
unit of instruction, called.one at
a time by a shell.

4

Exercise frames, called
individually by the
exercise shell.

Figure 3.2. General, software configuration.
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by the assist
ant shell.



sequences the student from one frame of training material to another, a
frame being the unit of presentation of tutorial material. The exercise
sequences the student from one fraMe to another, also. In this case, the
frame is the unit of programming required to elicit a command from a Student.
HELP does its sequencing by presenting the student a series of Menus, lists
of choices of options open to him. Any choice might result in another mer
offering even more-details of the choice just made. "The diagnostic progrw.-4s
are not bound to a shell. They-are called, as needed, by frames in other
programs. The relationship of shells to subroutines is shown in Figure 3.2.

2. Communications processor. This set of programs consists of the elements
previously noted, in Figure 3.1: message switching, store and forward,
logging, concentrating, billing and proctor support.

3.1.4, Logical processor

Common memory and internal channels are two distinctive features of
BASIC -Plus under the RSTS/E operating system. Both place constraints

e

on and provide capabilities to the IIDA system. A short general discUssion
of these features follows. Their application in IIDA is developed further
in this chapter, expecially Section 3.6.

1. Common memory. Sixteen bytes in the main memory are available for
reading and writing by all programs in operation. The.bits of this common
memory area are used for rudimentary interprogram communication.

2. Internal channels. Up to a maximum of twelve data,files may be
assigned to any legal ( ternaly0 device. In the IIDA system, these channels
are exclusively assigned to files on the disk. Files maybe shared by programs
The same file may be read and written by different programs, if the protection
code allows it. Only the program which first opens the file, however', may.
extEnd the file by writing to it. For this reasoncommunications files
((see Section 3.6.1.) must come in input-output'pairs. Writing extension
priyilages for the output file are held by the instructional program.
Extension privileges for the input File are held by the message switching program.

3.2. The Instructional Pro...es

The instructional proces r comprises all the programs which teach the
student or diagnose or monitor . We have designed the IP as a set of
"shells" or programs whose function -4 is to control or guide the sequence
of other programs. There are five such shells: the tutorial, exercise,
assistance, HELP and user control shells. The diagnostic programs, which
make up a good bit of the programming under each shell, are discussed in .

Section 3.3.

3.2.1. The Tutorial Shell

Tutorial programs are CAI programs. Each consists of a set of Emotes.
A frame is, in our usage, the program that presents a unit of tutorial
information, elicits a response to it from the student, and performs an
analysis of, that response. There can be branching within,a frame if, for
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example; a student gives an incorrect but aaticipa-ed reply and the program..
author ,simply wants hii to try again, the shell then serves to determine
the sequencing among frames., / a.

In a CAI program, a shell is quite simple. For each frame there is a
limited set ofpossible next frames and the choice is made within 'the frame.
The shell has only to call the next frame,as a unit of/ programming, and
branch to it. If a frame leads to the decision that a'student has given too
many unrecognizable answers, or that.the program of the frame cannot understand
the replies, the shell may branch to a generalized routine for handling
unrecognizable, replies.

In this way, ...he CAI course/author is-given the responsiblity'to decide
what frame to ex'cute next, depending on the student's reply_to his question,
but not Tor arty 'of the programming 1ogiC necessary to invoke that-next frame.

One advantage of this approach to programming is thatseveryframe can be
operated as a subroutine, And in any sequence. Thus, the HELP program can
make use of,tutorial framis in providing explanations of Commands and reviews
of specific subjects can'be assembled from existing frames.

It is our intention to allow a student to begin his IIDA instruction
almost anywhere and to have maximum freedam to traverse the material as hewishes. The shell concept, by making cach,frame a separate unit of programming,
assures that students can begin almost anywhere. There will be Some frames,
which make no sense as starting points, but the student can be given a table
of contents, which are effectively entry points, and allowed to choose for
himself.

3.2.2. The Exercise Shell

This shell has the greatest number of control options, hence decisions,
of the five basic shells. It also makes use of frames,' but this time not
units for which there is a right or wrong student reply. Instead, there are
acceptable and unacceptable replies and there may be any number of acceptableones.

The basic logic governing the exercise is the three-phase model of a
search:' Students will be started in Phase 1, in which they perform index
search type commands: simple SELECTS and EXPANDS.

There will be three different levels of exercise shell,'one to take a
student through a "canned" search in which he is told what to search for and
how, and is given the experience of doing it. The second permits him to do
a search of his own, using a limited subset of the command language. This'
will be similar to the exercise to the IIDA model. The third shell works
with the full language. In all cases, the exercise shells are built around'
the concept of a search phases, and they expect the student to begin with
phase 1 and work through to phase 3.

A reply, within a frame in an exercise, is - command. In most cases,
the student may enter any number of commands, so long as they are valid.
Ai excess of invalid' commands may be treated essentially as a sequence of
unrecognizable replies in the CAI mode. Progregsionfrom frame to frame

44
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Frame No. Frame topic SeCtions Next programmed frame

1. BEGIN 2

2. . PHASE 1 ,SELECT 3
%MAIM

3. PHASE 2 COMBINE 4,2,1

4. PHASE 3 PRINT 5,3,221

5. LOGOFF

6. Co TIROL COENANDS one for eath'amd. Return to calling.
-frame

7. HELP one for each menu Return to calling
frame or go to
frame of choice

8. .ADMINLS'IRA.T WE.

\ .

F16ure 3.3. Shell structure for the limited language subsA version
ofkthe exercise.
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Frame No, Frame Topic

a.. MIN

PROCESS .

38 -

(Section Next Programmed Frame

Q

Elicit command
Parse

Response analysis
performance analysis

2

123

3. t -ICGOFF

CONTROL COIANDS One for each command Return to calling frame
. or go to frame of

user t s choice

5. ADMINISMAT riE

Figure 3.4. Shell structure for assistance mode.
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requires completing a use of each of the commands defined for that exercise
level. After the student reaches and completes phase 3, he may return to
any earlier phase of his choosing.

A student may make use of what amount to phases 4 and 5 if he uses an
administrative command or'a request for information or control-. _Thus,
HELP is a phase 5 command, valid-at any time. BEGIN is a phase 4 command,
valid, in the exercise mode only before commencing phase 1.

The shell for the exercise in the model consisted of 11"fraies, and
probably not much more will be ,required in the full implementation of any
level of exercise shell. Each frame elicits a series of commands'of a given
class from the student. Analysis of the commands takeS place within the
frame. Transition from-frame to frametakes.place upon completica of all
phase *requirements, with the understanding that transition to phases 4 or
5 may take place at.any time, or is dependent upon the specific command
(LOGOFF is not valid as d first command, etc.)

Figure'3.3 illustrates,the basic set of frames to be used in an exercide
and the connecting logic needed.

3.2.3. 4Ihe'Assistance Shell

This shell, although it drives the most important of the instructionalprograms, has the simplest structure. There is no prescribed order of commandsin assistance mode,,except those few imposed by the logic of the DBP: that,
for examp'le, it is meaningless to PRINT before having defined any sets,
or to SELECT E6 if` there his been no EXPAND command defining a term correspondingto E6. The diagnostic programs will detect and comment upon such misuses.Thus, the assistancshell will accept any input, have it parsed and results
posted to the performance history files. The performance analysis routineexamines student performance,looking for indications of unacceptable or
Unproductive behaviour. PAR serves as a sort of after the fact frame sequencer,
consistent or meaningful in light of what happened previously.

'In operation, the assistance shell calls the frame wuich elicits acommand. That frame calls the parser as a subroutine and the parser pews
the command, if valid, to the CP for transmittal to the DBP. When the DBP
response Is received, the assistance shell calls a frame which calls
updating program that posts results of the command to the performance
files. Then, the shell calls the performance analysis routine. This
sequence of events is illustrated in Figure 3.4.

3.2.4. The /HELP Shell
A

/HELP is a legitimate command at any time, for an IIDA user. There are
many different -forms of help available. The /HELP shellis invoked from ,another shell whenever the student calls for this facility. The/HELP shellocemsists of the programs needed to present to the student information aboutwhat is aVailable, and to ask him what he wants. Providing the help, then,'
falls within a frame of the /HELP shell. This structure is illustrated inFigure 3.5.
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The basic shell presents to the st dent a "Tree" of menus, i.e. a series
of lists of features available. Each t he selects one, a more detailed
list is provided, until he has finally ma an action decision,' i.e. one
calling for some substantive information to he provided, a diagnosis run,
or a change in sequence of the program.

3.2.5. User Control Shell

'As described in Section 2.4 there is a set 3controls by which the
student can to some extent modify the sequence of IDA operations. These
commands are directed solely at IDA, not the data case processor. T.
assure that they are not mistaken for DBP commands, =ach is preceded by the
'character "/". For each command there is a program, r set of frames,
designed to4mplement the command. All that is requir of a user control
Abell is that, upon recognition'of the issuance of a us control command,
program control te transferred to the appropriate frame.

The,user control shell, therefore, has'very little to do. A shell is
created in anticipation of future expansion in the number and complexity of
user control functions.

P 3.3 'Diagnostic Programs

Diagnostic programs are invoked, in general, by program frames within'anyof the instructional programs. Their purpose is to analyze both the most
recent student input and the entire pattern of this and previous,inputs;
Analysis is done at three levels: diagnosis of the current student input,
micro-analysis and performance analysis. (See Section 2.6.3).

Analysis of the current input is done by two programs: the first looksfor control commands, those beginnihg with the character "/".. If an inputis not one of these, it is assumed to be a DIALOG command and is passed tothe command parser which checks on its procedural and syntactic cofrectness
(Section 3.3.1) and interacts with'the student if the command is in anyway unacceptable. Following the Input of an acceptable DIALOG command, the
student's performance history-file: are updated to show the new command and
its results'and this may involve some microanalysis. The microanalysis
programs operate on raw data ,extracted"fram the student's command to produceother information that is entered into the performance history for use bythe PAR. These programs create new data elements. They do not make'decisions.

Next, quick checkd are made on the performance history, files for signs ofstrategic problems,'i.e. patterns of commands \that appear not to be leadingtoward a successful conclusion of the search, or for patterns of error thatthe student should be made aware of.

When the preliminary threshold checks indicate -the existence of a problem,,and occasionally even without such indications, more detailed pattern analysesare made of student performance.

The command parser is described in SectiOn 3.3.1. The student
performance data base is deidtibed in Section'3.3.3.
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3.3.1. The Command Parser

The Parser will verify the syntactic and procedural acceptability of,
commands entered by students, identify the nature of errors whenever possible,
and provide information to the student or a calling program on the nature of
any errors detected. In its most common use the parser will converse with -

the student about a command error and try to elicit from him a correct form.

The parser will detect errors of syntax, i.e. commands which do not
follow the rules of a construction of the search language, and errors of
procedure, i.e. attempts to use commands which, for tutorial. purposes, are
not acceptable at the time, even if correct in syntax. The parser is a
subroutine The program that calls it will provide it with information on
what commands are procedurally acceptable at the time of calling (including
the possiblity that all commands are acceptable) and will specify the level
of analysis desired on the command's argument. When used by a tutorial
program, a limited form of analysis is needed because the tutoring program
can,normally make an exact match comparison on the argument, while in assistance
mode, there is no way to anticipate what the argument should havevbeen.
Therefore, a tutoring program will ask for a minimal amount of argument
analysis but the assistance program will ask for the maximum amount. The
levels are:

1. No analysis. The parser will return to the calling program the text
of the argument, for its use -in making comparison.

2. Blank extraction. The parser will remove all blanks from an argument
and return to the calling program: the original text, the blank-extracted
text, and the number of blanks extracted. A calling program would likely
find the blankless form of the argument easier to test against a standard.

3. The parser will completely parse the argument and if no error is
found post the components of the argument to the various performance history
tables. If an error is folind,the error text is posted to the error file
and an error indicator is turned on. ,

1. Overall Logic Description. All DIALOG commands begin with a verb,
an abbreviation, character representing a verb, or a period followed by a
verb. Most then have an argument, such as the descriptor following a SELECT
command. But no.; all command verbs have an argument, e.g. LOGOFF.
The Parser identifies the verb first and then the argument.' If a valid
verb cannot be identified, no attempt is made to parse the argument.' When'
an error is discovered, it is often not possible to be certain that what
the parser detects as an error was the actual error. See the example in
Section 2.6 of how an error,on the part of the student may lead to an
ambiguous situation.

0

In general, there are two principles which guided the design of this
program: First, it is not possible to resolve all ambiguity in interpreting a
student's input; however detailed the analysis, the program cannot know what
was in the student's mind nor can it know how many mistakes may, have been
made in a single input. Second, TIBIA is an on-line system that must provide
rapid response to the user. It cannot take too much time to execute and
of its many programs Hence, parsing is dole on this basis: first a
command is recognized and if one is found t argument is paried. In parsing
the argument, a quick decisioh is made as to which form f argument this is
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(several commands, notably SELECT, have more than one form of argument)
and any errors ortinconsistencies are interpreted in the light of that
assumption. In the worst case, this could be somewhat confusing to a student
but it cannot lead to error. In other words, it could lead to the Parser
telling a 'student there is an error in his type a argument, while he actually
intended a type b argument, bdt made enough errors to make it lqok like type a.
But the parser will always tell the student what assumption it' made and
erroneous assumptions on its part cat be quickly overriden by the student.
We do not attempt to use the argument to help identify the command entered,
nor do we use any evidence otherthan that involved in the first cursory
test to deterMine what form of argument was attempted. Frequent and rapid,
communication with the student can overcome these lacks and the saving in
delay response can be great.

Identifying the verb. The logic of verb recognition must follow the
construction of the language and the rules used by DIALOG in itn parsing.
For example, if DIALOG finds that the first n characters- of a c:ommand constitute
a legal verb, it assumes that to'''te the verb even though there may be other
interpretations of the command, as in SELECTION. This command will be
interpreted as SELECT.ION, rather than S ELECTION', both of which are correct
forms.

The IIDA parser examines the first character of the string of characters
constituting the student input. Each initial character delimits the number
of complete command namep that need be searched for, and if the initial
character is not a valid first character (i.e. not the initial character
of a valid command) the parse can end there. For, each initial character,
the commands beginning with that letter are scanned for. If the full verb is
pot found, then if the character is a caMmand abbreviation,.the'parser assumesthat is what was intended. If the first character was not, itself, a valid
abbreviation and no full verb can be,found, then there is no valid verb and
the parsing halts with an errondication,

ln scanning for either verb recognition the, parser is guided by input
from its calling program. Procedural restrictions are placed upon commands
by the calling' program telling the parser what commands are acceptable at this
point in a search. A: student may, then, enter a syntactically
valid command which is unacceptable because it was out of phase, or for some othebreason. No procedural restrictions may be placed upon the argument through,
this means -- only the command verb. Argument checking is done by the callingprogram.

2. Command Recognizer. Specifically, the following steps are taken
in recognizihg the command-verb and parsing the argument:

1. Scan the entire string (as received from the student, consisting
of the command and'argument). If there are blanks preceding the first non-
blank character, shift the entire string left the number of blanks that occur.
If there are blanks following the last non-blank character (excluding the
carriage return or end of message indicator), delete them. Make a copy of
the remaining string that has had all internal blanks removed possible for
use by the tutorial programs.

-

2. Scan the.string and record the position of all occurrences of the
following characters: = C.) - ,

Jar
r

a



Command Verbs.

.BEGIN

COMBINE
DISPLAY
DISPLAY SETS
END
END /SAVE

RID/SDI
MPAND
EgPLADI
YAP
Lfl't

METALL
LOGOFF
PAS
PRINTe MIECT
TYPE

tyrE

,FILE

.RECALL
,RELEASE
SORT

Abbreviations Symbols

none I , (not used in 120)A)
C $ .

.1 D
: of

10

DS @ ,. n

none
none /SAVE
none - /SDI

E u

none
K ( (hot used ih Imak)\
IL )

LOLL yr.i,

none. none
P 0 (not used iri I1DA) .

FR &
S #
T 1

none none
n

NCTE:_The notation not used in nu refers to the single-
character abbreviation, not the.command or its abbreviation.

Figure 3.6 Alphab'etic list of DIALOG oommand verbs, abbreviations
and symbols. ,
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3. Perform command recognition. The result of this subroutine is the
return of: an indicator showing whether or not the command verb'was valid,
an indicator showing whether or not the verb was immediately followed by
a blank, the command or its abbreviation or symbol,* whichever was used by'
the student.

4. Perform an argument scan. There will be a different scan program for
each command verb. If a command that should not have an argument has one,
the student will be inforied that IIDA is assuming the command entered
and asked if the assumption is correct. He has the chance either to cancel

the needless argument or to lhange to command. In general, they will:
a. If the command .ig valid, tell the student the assumed source of

th ror, post the nature of the error to the error history, count the
n ber of times an error has occured on this command, and elicit a
new input from the student.

b. If the command verb is valid but no blank follows it, tell'fhe
student that the command is being assumed and offer the opportunity for him
to reenter the command if the assumption is wrong. Suggest he.use a blank
separator in the future.

c. If the argument is blank or null, i.e. missing, reject it, even
though DIALOG will accept it. Allow him to override thig rejection.

. d. If the command verb is valid but the argument.is not, inform the
student of the nature of,the error, post the error to the error history
file and elicit a new command, counting the number of times thins is done.

e. If more than a to-be-determined number of tries is necessary,
invoke the PAR.

show:

f. If'command,verb and argument are valid, post the elements to
the appropriate history files, set an indicator to show valid command,
and, exit from the parser.

3. Program Logic. To illustrate the program logic, the following figures

Figure 3.6 the list of DIALOG command verbs, their abbreviations and symbols.

Figure 3.7 the recognition'logic for the first character of the command
string..

Figure 3.8 the illustrative logic for one particular initial character,
E, which could lead to any of several command verbs.

Figure 3.9 the Backus -Maur formal representation of the argument of
a SELECT command, which is a formal expression of the ways in which a valid
SELECT argument can occur.

Figure 3.0 A flow chart of the parsing logic for the SELECT argument

In Figure 3.6 the complete list of command verbs is shown. Some of thesehave an argument and some do not. In'several cases, it is arbitrary whethertwo words are combined as a verb\or one word is the argument of another, such

5 ei
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Cl - D
,C1 *
01 * K
Cl L
Cl * P
Cl S
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X
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Figure 3.7. Decision table for analysis of first character of
command string.

1 CP 4
1 -

c6 Exp.m
Cl. * 07 0 E:Tili.Z1 i T ! N
Cl . C3 is MID T IT

'01 ..., C8 0 ERD/SAV , i 'Y' ,IT

Cl . 07 * END/SDI I
I Y N

. ,

COMAND 0 ttPAiD Xi
,

colutarD a EXPLUU :X!
CallIAIM,01 MD
COITAND - END/SATE :X:
COMAND END/SDI X

Figure 3.8. Deaision table for recoFnition of command verb on
__-zreatasstml..-",71on that first character (C1) 3 tE!. If no full verb

nahe 13 found, the command is assumed to be EXPAHD, entered in
abbreviated forkl.as E.



as DISPLAY SETS, which defined by Lockheed as a separate command with,no
argument, but could be interpreted as a DISPLAY command with the argument SETS.
DIALOG recognizes the (usually) single-character symbo-, a hold-over from
the early RECON system. Because these are not mnemonic we do not plan to teach
them, and will not recognize them except for the ? (EXPL:TN). It can be seen
that the first character often, but not always, identifies the command verb.
In all cases, however, testing of the first character reduces the number
of further tests that need to,be made.

Figura 3.7 is in the form of a decision table. It shows what decision
is m..e from the first character, The decision is always one to branch to
a next level of testing unless node of the accepted first characters occurs.
In that case, the command is immediately declared invalid.

Figure 3.8 is a decision table illustrating the logic for secondary
testing after the first character has been found to be E. Such a command
could be any of the five listed. If none of them, it is assumed that die
command was abbreviated by the E and thus treated as an EXPAND command.

4. Argument Parting :ach type argument for each, type comand must be
formally defined as to acceptable syntax. Form includes both syntactic
structure and in some cases content. For example while nearly any string
of characters is acceptable as a descriptor, the number of descriptor suffixes
or tags is quite limited. An illegal suffix or tag invalidates the argument,
as does such an error as omitting a / in the argument of a PRINT command.
For example, PRINT 3 2/1-4 is invalid beczuse there is no separator between
the 3,which identifies a set number and the 2 which identifies a format.
While separation by a space rather than a / seems acceptable, without the
spec,: there is no way tc know whether the student intended PRINT 3/2/1-4
or PRINT 32/?/1-4, etc. Rather than guess or dwell overly long on wi. migh,
have gone wrong, as soon as an error is detected, the command -3 sent back to
the student.

Figure 3.9 shows the formal definitir- of the SELECT arguments. We
have chosen this for illustration because it is more complex than-most.
There are the following types of arguments for a SELECT:

DCSTR (Expand string) which denotes une or more line numbers (EXEL-
Expand element) from an expand display. These are of the form Ennor
Run and may be connected by commas or hyphens.

FREE (Free text) which connotes,theyform used when searching the text of a
field for co-occurrences of terms. this configuration always has a set
of parentheses embedded in it and within them must be any of a limited
number of link codes.

SUFF (descriptor with a suffix) which has the form: descriptor/SU
where SU can be any of a limited number of suffix,codes. This form of
descriptor may be used at the end of a Free argument.

PREF (Prefix) which has the form: TGadescriptor. The == must be in
position three and the TG may be any of a limited number of tags.

STRING (any string of characters not one of the above) A string may
terminate in ?, implying it is truncated (TRUN).

1.1 ,/
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Figure 3.9. Backus-iiaur representation of the \syntax of the
SELECT command.
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IIDA treats an argument of the FREE type or EXSTR, if it uses more than
one line number, as a phase two command, one concerned with combining
terms not just defining or sec.rching our individual terms.

Figure 3.10 shows the overall flow chart for the argument analysis fol-
lowing a determination that the command verb has been SELECT or S.

First, test for the EXEL or EXSTR type argument. FY , and EXSTR, of
course require that one or more EXPAND commands have been given. If at least
one valid EXEL is found, then assume this is the form intended, treat all
subsequent errors in the argument as deviations from this form.

Next, test for FREE. If the argument is not EXEL or EXSTR and if there
is at least one pair of parentheses with non-blank characters on either side,
treat this as a FREE and any errors as deviations from FREE.

Next, test for SUFF. If/ occurs in the third position from the end of
the string, check for valid suffixes. If it occurs in, any other position,
treat as an error in trying to form a valid SUFF argument.

Next, test for PREF. If the character a occurs in position three, check
for valid tag. If a occurs in some other position, treat it as an error in
trying to form a PREF argument.

Next', test for a truncated descriptor. If the character ? occurs anywhere
except the terminal position (if first, it would have been deemed a verb)
treat as a possible error.

Any other character string is accepted as a valid descriptor, except
an all-blank argument.

3.3,2. Performance Data Recording

Sources of the data written to the'student performance file include :
(1) the command parser which evaluates student entries, (2) response parser
programs which capture significant elements from data base responses and
(3) expansion routines which "explode" codified data into more useful
form and (4) output of microanalysis and PAR programs.

The command parser and its resulting output were discussed in Section 3.3.1.

The response parser is a set of programs which are called to examine
a data base processor response to a student command. The response error
detection routine is called automatically. Its purpose is to identify error
messages or changes of state (e.g. the system going down) from the data base
machine.

. -

The other response parsing routines are invoked to extract data from
responses to a specified group of commands. The SELECT,' COMBINE and LIMIT

N command responses provide information needed to update history files. The
EXPAND and RELATE commands elicit tables referenced by various other programs.

The expansion routine's are called primarily to translate truncated
and E- anda- series arguments into more meaningful formats for analysis

5,
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Figure 3. 10 (Part 1)
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putposes. The expansion routines are called after the user has entered a
SELECT command with a truncated or E-/R- Series argument. 4 truncated term
automatically generates and sends EXPAND commands to the data base. The
descriptors returned with ,the designated root word will be stored in a

c, descriptor array fOr use by the calling program.

If the argument of a SELECT is coded En, the program addresses the n-th
position descriptor of the EXPAND table. If the argument is a range of
reference numbers, e.g. El-E6, the first,thrOugh sixth descriptors are
transferred to the desCriptor variable array. When the argument is coded
Rn or Rn-Rn+m, the RELATE table is consulted and the related terms moved to
the descriptor variable or array.

The net effect of calling the expand routine every time a SELECT command
with expandable arguments is entered is the maintenance of currency in the
set history file. If a set represents a combination of multiple descriptors,
the terms will already exist in expanded format. The last generation of
updates will include all "expanded" data thus eliminating redundant queries
to the set history files.

If expansion of truncated or E-/R.sories data results in lengthy lists of
terms, an abbreviation code is used indicting that the succeeding data
elements represent: the term which has been expanded or related, R or E,
first and last term included. Length of descriptors will be interleaved.
Terms and tables can in this way be regenerated if desired.

The sequence idwhich data is recorded is important,' especially to the
restart and recovery procedures. The command parser posts data about valid
commands and errors made as it discovers them. When a valid command is
achieved, it is sent to the DBP. The response from the DBP goes to the
response parser which posts it to the performance history files. The expansion
routines are service programs used to support various other diagnostic programs
Finally, performance analysis programs are run and they, too, may add data to
the performance history files. The history updating cycle is complete only
when PAR has finished its work. Indeed, a bit is set in the command history
file when PAR has completed is final work on a given command to show that all
files have been updated with the elements and consequences of that command.
Any command for which all processing is not complete must be repeated in
recovering from a, computer hardware failure (See section 3.8).

3.3.3. Data analysis programs

These are a group of diagnostic programs that are primarily used to
support other diagnostic programs. They consist of a program fot phase-
analysis, clustering, expansion of commands and responses, similar berm
matching, and response parsing.

1. Stage analysis. The purpose of this program is to classify the commands
of a search into groups of commands which cohere as stages. We,have previously
defined search phases. A sta a is an instance of a phase. For example, a
search might proceed from phase 1 to phase 2 back to phase 1. We would call each
of these a stage and number them 1, 2 and 3. Stage analysis data is added
to the command history file and is 1...,ed by the performance analysis routine.
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Stages are primarily recognized by the predominance of one of the five
phases of searching: index search, logic formation, record display, procedural
and diagnostic. .Added to this L. a mixed phaSe in which no phase predominates.
Pragmatic rules are applied to distinguish borderline cases. These rules
will be discussed below in terms of three passes through the search.

Each command is assigned one of five phase codes depending upon the
phase to which the command ideally belongs., Groups of commands, referred
to as "strings;" will become stages, either in their own right or in
combination with other contiguous strings.

On the first pass of the analysis, "nuclear strings" are identified.
These are strings made up of : (1) any two or more contiguous commands
of the same phase, or (2) any two or more contiguous commands each of a
different phase. The former are pure strings dominated by the given
phase; the latter are mixed strings in which no phase dominates. Limitingnuclear strings to at least pairse.of commands in phe same phase is a somewhat
arbitrary decision. The choice of this and other constants are subject to
revision following, experimentation.

On the second pass, "string capture" may take place. This involves
merging short intervening strings with longer bounding strings. The followingrules apply: The intervening string must be shorter than the bounding strings;the bounding strings on each side must be dominated by the same phase;and the intervening string may not exceed two commands. This process is
Tecursive in that a string resulting from a capture must bet considered as
a possible bounding string. Captures may not become so extended that lessthan 70% of the commands belong strictly to the dominant phase. Both
the rule that intervening strings. must be nuclear and the 702 rule are arbitraryand subject to revision.

0

By now strings have become stages. On the third pass, each stage isanalyzed,for its relationship to its contiguous, stages, expecially.the onefollowing it. Relationships may be of three 'noes: 1) transitional,where the stage falls betweep two other stages whose dominant phases differ;2) excursional, where the stage falls between two other stages which havethe same dominant phase; and 3) terminal where the stage is at one orthe other ends of the search.

Each stage's relationship to its predecessor is Also evaluated in termsof direction and distance. Direction is positive for forward movement inthe search (index search to logic formation to record display) and negativefor backward movement in the search. Distance is the difference between thedominant phase 'of the present and that of the previous stage. In general,it is a measure of the "steadiness of progress" in the search.

Thus, for each stage, three parameters are generated in the stage
analysis program: dominant phase code, relationship code,-and directeddistance from previous stage. Stages identified by this analysis areposted in the command history display. The three associated parametersare used to direct an interactive discussion of strategy with the student.

2. Clustering program. The purpose of clustering program is to determinewhen the student has changed tack in his search, i.e. stopped pursuingvariations on one particular combination oof descriptors and begun pursuing

6 2
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sets based on a different collection of descriptors. The purpose in doing
this is to detect the extremes of excessive dwelling on one combination without
detectable progress toward an acceptable final set, or frequent change of
direction without taking the time to see if the initial logical combination
can be improved upon. Clustering in this context is not quite the same as it
is in such contexts as document clasalfication. We are not looking for
elements (commands) that are similar to each other; we are looking for points
at wnich a sharp break is made with work immediately preceding.

The following terms are used in the logic description:

Cl, Ck = The sequence of COMBINE commands (or Multi-term
SELECTS in order of entry by student. There
may have been intervening non-COMBINE Or SELECT commangi

Nk ::= Number of index search or print (or other
-non-COMBINE/SELECT) commands preceeding
command Ck.

D, ::= Number of descriptors used in COMBINE
(henceforth used to include the multi-
descriptor SELECT) command Ck.

j ::= Number of descriptors in common to COM-
BINE command Ci and Cj.

Rk ::= Number of COMBINEs in succession that
have indeterminate (see definition below)
similarity.to predecessor.

Si,j ::= Measure of similarity between command
Ci and CA.
Si,j 2(Hi,j /Di + Mi,j/Dj)

M /2(1 /D; ± 1/DO

Si,j is the mean of the number of matching
terms in the two commands divided by the
number of terms in each of the two com-
mands.

G
m,n

Lm,i

Km,h

::= The nth command in cluster m.

::= The number of commands in cluster m that
match (Sk,i!Ti) command Ci.

::= The number of links between cluster m and
cluster p. The number of links is

_ = L-
iep

T1 ::= Threshold value of Si such that 'if
Si,jZT1 then Ci is similarlar to Cj.

Tz ::= Threshold value of Si,j such that.if
Si,i<T2 then. Ci is not similar to C.
NOTE:, If T2SSi.i<TI then the similarity

6
between Ci and C is indeterminate.



T3 ::= Threshold value of Nk such that if
Nk?.T3.then if is Indeterminate,
,Ci and Ci_i are-considered not in the
same cluster.

The procedure is as follows:

1. Whenever a new COMBINE or SELECT witL mulLiple terms is
received from the student, and is syntactically, valid, store
it in list as Ci.

2. Compute Ni and' -Di if i>1 (use actual descriptors, not set
,numbers).

3. Compute if i>1.

4. If then'Ci is in the same cluster as C .I Add
Ci to cluster Gm n, increase value of n by 1.
If.Si,i_I<T2 then start a new cluster, i.e., m = m4-1,
reset n to 1.

If T2.1Si,i-I<T1 and NitT3 then start a new cluster, i.e.,
increase m by 1 and reset n to 1.
ELSE Ri =

5. Compute Lm,iand Km,p for all clusters from 1 to m-1.

The data available from this procedure is:
number of new clusters formed
number of COMBINE commands given
average number of commands per cluster
length of string of successive indeterminate similarity to

previous eommand

last set number created in each string
array of cluster-cluster similarity measures
indicator: was a new cluster begun with the most recent

command

3. Expansion routines. One of the advantages of a language such
as used with DIALOG and other search services is that condensed notations
can sometimes be used to avoid having to enter lengthy, often repetitive
statements. For example, following a DIALOG EXPAND command another EX-
PAND or a SELECT can be given, mal,,Ing reference to a term on the first
EXPAND table by line number. The next command. could be, for example,
EXPAND R6 or SELECT E12-E14. One of the functions of the expansion rou-
tines is to tr2nsJate such usage back into original descriptor form, for
storage and analysis purposes and for later use in displaying historydata the student. Three such programs are planned. One translates
EXPfi U line numbers as illustrated above, one translates set numbers,into'thf,r original defining descriptors, and one retains information about
...at terms might have been seen on an EXPAND display.

1. E- and R- expander. Usage such as E6, R9 or E2-E4 are per-
missible in the arguments of SELECT and EXPAND commands provided
there has been the requisite number of preceding EXPANDs. Thisexpander converts each term so referenced back into*the original
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descriptor the line number represents and stores this information
for use with any program needing descriptor information.

2. COMBINE Expander. This program converts set numbers used with
a COMBINE into descriptors or combinations of descriptors.. Only
SELECT may.create a set using descriptors, rather than set numbers
in the definition. Thereafter, COMBINE commands build upon pre-
viously defined sets, as in the sequence

SELECT A (Seel)
SELECT B (Set 2)
SELECT C (Set 3)
COMBINE 1 AND 2 (Set 4)
COMBINE 4 OR 3 (Set 5)

In analyzing cluster formation and in displaying set history,
the numeric.arguments of the COMBINE commands will be converted
into descriptors. In the illustrated case, the results would be:

Set 1: A
Set 2: B
Set 3: C
Set 4: A AND B (rather than 1 and 2)
Set 5: A AND B OR C

3. Expand Index Program. The function of this-program is
to record the first and last descriptor of every EXPAND table
sent by the data base processor in.response to a student com-
mend. Input required by this program is generated by a sub-
routine which when called extracts fields of the EXPAND table.
These field values will be stored in subscripted variables
indexed from 1 to n (n so number of'lines sent by the DBP minus
header lines).

The program examines the descriptOr field array and isolates
the first and u-th position terms. The length of each of these
descriptors is computed using the Basic-Plus'LEN function which
returns the position of the rightmost non-blank character.

The lineto be.written to the student history file is a
string concatenating the following data elements:

EXPANDED N LENGTH LENGTH
INDEX sm\DESCRIPTORIDESCRMORIIDESCEPTORIIDESCRIPTOR
.ENTRY A B 'A

(Fixed Fields) (Variable Fields)

'.This entry is written to the next block number and address
recorded in the general series data on the seventh block. (See
3.5.7.)

General series data are updated by incrementing the total
number-of deScriptor pairs and computing the next entry block
and address. The directory references to pairs are also re-
ordered to correspond with the alphabetical arrangement of
first' descriptors.
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4. Word similarity program. This.program is used when testing
to see if a .z.dro set based on a single'descriptor used a term not
seen by the student on an EXPAND display. This requires that an
EXPAND <descriptor) be issued by IIDA'and the results analyzed by
this program, but not transmitted to the student.. The descriptor
will be the argument of the SELECT that led to a zero set. It will .

appear in position E6 of the display. All other words on that list,.
will be compared with the base word to compute, for each, a measure
of closeness of spelling. For each word compared with the base
word the nuruber of characters in common will be counted. A high
proportion of letters in common does not, of course, imply semantic
closeness. The table of measures will be sent to the student for
his information and decision.

5. Response parser. The response parser examines and breaks
down messages received from the DBP in response to valid commands.
It must first check for error or change of state messages. Failing
to find one of these, it knows, from the command issued, what form
of response is expected. It should verify this, which can normally
be done by checking only the first few characters of a response.
If the correct form of message was received, the parser breaks the
message into its constituent elements and posts the relevant ones
to the various history tables. This program is clearly specific
to the data base system used and is subject to change with any changes
they may make in format.

3.3.4 Performance analysis

The performance analysis routine (PAR) monitors five aspects
of the student's search. These five aspects are: (1) zero set
formation, (2) phase and cluster analysis, (3) /HELP and time use,
(4) error analysis, and (5) extraneous and redundant commands. These
five areas are monitored on two levels. The preliminary analysis
portion Of the PAR is designed to catch problems in the search by
comparing some rather simple statistics calculated in each area with
threshold values. When the threshold values are exceeded an in-
depth analysis of the area is run. There are appropriate in-depth analy-
ses for each of the five prelindnary.analyses. The indepth analysis
performs calculations designed to enable the program to assess why
the threshold was crossed. The reasons for crossing the thresholds
are not unique. Each threshold can be exceeded for one of a number
of related reasons. The objective of the in -depth analysis is to
determine which of the possible reasons is the most plausible. There is
always the possibility that none of the planned reasons appear causal.

Preliminary analysie is carried out after the response parser
and student data base update are completed. As protection against
loss of information in the event of a system failure, a system of flags
is used. A master flag is set to show "processing" status when the
preliminary analysis is begun. As each portion of the preliminary
analysis is completed, a minor flag is set. When the preliminary
analysis is complete, including any in-depth analyses that may have
been called, the master flag is changed to "waiting" status. Con-
trol then passes back to the shell for the decision on successor
process.
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1. Preliminary analysis. The preliminary analysis is designed
to operate in a minimum of time. The threshold checks made are listed

below. Actual threshold values will be determined experimentally.

'TC1. /HELP use

'Is the number of /HELP calls Tl% or more of the total
number of commands entered?

Is the amount of time spent,using the /HELP procedure
more than T2% of the total time of the search?

9

TC2. Error analysis

Have more than T3% of the commands of any one tlpe
been in error?

Have more than T4% of the last T5 commands been in
error?

, TC3. Zero set formation

If the most recent command formed a zero set, have more
than T6% of the last T7 sf- forming caimands formed zero sets?
TC4. Clustering threshold

If this command is a COMBINE-like command, is it iu
the same cluster as the previous COMBINE-like command?

If yes, does the number of consecutive commands in
this cluster exceed TB?

ff no, is the average number of commands per cluster
less than T9?

TC5. Phase checking

Is this command in the same phase as the last command?
If yes, is the total number of consecutive commands in

this phase greater than TIO?
If no, is the number of phase changes in the last Tll

commands greater than.T12?

TC6. Extraneous commands

Is this command a duplicate of a previous command?
If yls, is it a command for which repetition is meaning-

f ul?

Is the total number of duplicate commands in this
search greater than T13?

TC7. Time use

Was the time between the response to the previous com-
mand and the entry of this greater than T14 seconds?

Is the total number of commands in. this search whose
response time is greater than T14 seconds greater than T15?

6'
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2. Control sequence. The order in which the thresholds are
checked istshown ineFigure 3.11. In the following discussion, the thresh-
old checks are referred to as TC1 or TC2, etc. These numbers corre-
spond to the order in which the threshold checks,were described in
the previous section.

The type of command being checked determines which threshold
check isused first. The command is considered to be one of the
following four types: (1) /HELP, (2) an error, (3) set-forming
(SELECT, COMBINE, LIMIT), or,(4) any other. Type 1 commands begin
with TC1, type 2 begin with ±C2, type 3 begins with TC3 and type
4 begins with TC5. The comma proceecis as follows: if the command
is type 3, it is, next checked by TC4, then TC5. Types,2, 3 and 4
are checked by TC6 and all types of commands are checked by TC7.

When any threshold is exceeded, the appropriate in-depth analyses
are called. When the in-depth analyses are complete, the command re-
sumes its path through the threshold checks. Thus, a given command
could theoretically exceed more than one threshold in its path through
the preliminary analyses: After the command has been subjected to
all the appropriate threshold checks, control passes back to the shell
of the instructional processor which called the PAR.

3. In-depth analysis - general. In-depth analyses are designed
to analyze data from thresholds crossed in the preliminary analysis.
There are five in-depth analyses: (ID1) /HELP, and time use,. (ID2)
error analysis, (ID3) zero set formation, (ID4) phase and cluster
analysis and (ID5) duplicate checking. Details for each of these
analyses will be given later.

When called, the ID enters the code,for its call on the command
and control data file as well as recording the clock time of the
call. The clock time of the return is also recorded. Each ID he
a counter for the number of times it has been used. Time is logged
to enable later analysis of the cost of PAR in 'light of the benefits.
When entered, the ID checks to see if it has been aced more than T16 '

times before. If so, the proctor is notified and can participate in
negotiating with the student., In the case of passing the threshold
for /HELP use, the proctor is notified immediately and all negotiation
is conducted by the proctor., This seems the best way to help the student
who has already extensively used the resources of the /HELP program.If the number crossings of the threshold does not exceed T16, the
counter is increased, by one, and the data from the preliminary analysisand the data files is analyzed to decide haw to deal with the student'spossible problem. When the in-depth analysis arrives at a plausible
reason for the threshold crossing, the data is presented to the stu-dent with the conclusion reached. The ID negotiates an agreement withthe student on what was the cause of the threshold crossing and whataction the student intends to take. On completion'of the negotiation,the ID logs, the return to the preliminary analysis program which calledit. The threshold counters for the thresholds crossed in the preliminaryanalysis are returned to zero, The PAR continues to the next thresh-old check in ehe'preliminary

analysis, or if all have been checked,
returns control to the shell in the instructional processor whichcalled it.

6 u
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As a result of the in-depth analysis, the program discusses the
student's search with the student. In the process of the discusiion,
the PAR can use any of the resources of IIDA. Another in-depth analy-
sis may be called, some of the displays from the /HELP program can be
used and text from the tutorials is also available. The PAR'is in-
tended to be flexible not only in detecting trends in the student
search but also in presenting alternatives. The ultimate judge of the
search remains the student who may refuse the PAR suggestions without
prejudice. Records of student use or rejection of PAR suggestions will
allow for evaluation and growth of the system.

4. Details of the in-depth analysis. Each threshold can be
crossed for several reasons. The in-depth analyses,take the data which
exceeded the threshold value and a44 to it some data from the student
performance data base. Certain calculations are made in the in-depth
analyses to check for patterns in student performance. The path

. .

of the in-depth analyses depends on how each threshold was crossed.
Discussion of each in-depth analysis will be divided into sect_tons-hr--
which part of the threshold check called it.

ID1. /HELP and time use

A. If use of /FF.t? excee'3 Tl% or T2%, notify the
proctor

B. If time between commands has been greater than
T14 seconds T15 times, ask if the student regularly
works at this pace. If not, offer /HELP menu.

LD2. Trror analysis

A. Of the last T5 commands of which T4% are in error:

1. have errors been in one type of command.
2. have errors been in the command words
3. have errors been in the argument of commands
4. none of the above

B. Of the T3% errors in the use of one type of command

1. have errors been in the command word
2.- have errors been in the argument of commands
3. none of the above

ID3. Zero set formation

Of the last T17 zero set forming commands:
A - how many.mere formed using SELECT with:

1. string search
2. a descriptor not seer in an EXPAND table
3. a descriptor seen in an EXPAND table
4. none of the above
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B - how many were fOrmed using COMBINE with:

1. AND with small or zero sets
2. AND with many sets
3. NOT
4. none of the above

C - how many were formed using LIMIT:

1. and, if limiting by accession number, failed
to use UPDATE to determine the correct number
range

2. and, if the set being LIMITed whs formed
using an identifier (ID), limited the set
by major or minor descriptor

3. none of the above

ID4. Phase and cluster analysis

A. If the number of commands in the current phase is
greater than T10:

1. have all three phases been used at some time
in the search

2. if no, what phase or phases have not been used
3. if yes, what proportion of the total number of

commands have been in each phase

B. If the number of phase changes'in the last Tll
commands is greater than T12:

1. have all three phases been used at some time
in the search

2. if no, which two phases are involved in the
current phase shifting

3. if yes, what proportion of the total number
of commands have been in each phase

4. if yes, is there a most frequent order of
occurence for the commands

C. If the number of COMBINE-like commands in this
clusLer exceeds T8:

1: is the number of items in the most recent sets
in this cluster converging on the student's goal2. is this the only cluster to be formed so far inthis search

3. if yes, how many phases have been used4. if no, what is the average number of commands
for each of the other clusters

D. If the average number of commands per cluster isless than T9:

f.



1. how many clusters have been formed
2. how related are the clusters which have been forn'd \

3. is the number of items in the most rerent sets
in the cluster converging on the student's
goal

4. how many phases have been used

i105 Extraneous or redundant commands

Are all the T13 duplicate commands:

1. tLe same command type
2. set-forming commands
3. non-set-forming commands
4. entered in pairs, so that the duplicate is

the next command after the-original
5. lacking in a pattern

3.4 Tutorial Subroutines
I

In review, the shell c' each tutorial: controls the sequence
of frames, changes the frame number parameter at the top of each
frame, and controls conditional branching from section to section
within the frame, or to the top of other frames, using a code re-
turned at the end of most sections.

A. section is a unit of coding which accomplishes a single in-
structional task as part of the larger instructional goals of the
frames. .Three types of sections are possible, combined in various
ways within each frame. They are: non- command response sections,
command response sections, and program controlled command sections.
Sections call a series of subroutines, usually between 3 and 7 per
section. The characteristics of each type of section and of their
subroutines are discussed below and are illustrated in Figure 3.12.
Each of the three section types usually begins with a discussion'
although this may be omitted or inserted at the end of the section.

3.4.1 Non - command response sections

This type of section most nearly approximates coding fund in
conventional computer-assisted instruction Text is printed,

response is elicited, the response is compared against several
respOnses, the student performance data base is updated,

and a code is returned to the shell to indicate which section. should
follow. At the top of every section a text-group code is set. A
discussion of the subject follows by calling fort, text-file print-out subroutine. The discussion usually ends with a request for stu-dent input. The student input subroutine is -_ailed to accept the
input.

At this point the expected responses may 1* stored as either
explicit strings in tie program qr by data taken from the text file.In the latter case, the text-group code, s changed and a subroutine
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which sets up arrays from the text file is called. The frame number

and text-group code together indicate a set of possible answers

stored on the text file. If there is a match of the student response
against the array, the indei (pointer) of the response may become
the code returned to the shell for choosing the next section. If

there is no match, the subroutine sets the code to the maximum index

plus 1. In any case, the student's response is recorded on his data
base for later analysis.

3.4.2 Command response sections

°This, type of section allows students to input ^ammaads which
are sent to the data base processor for a response. Text is printed,
a command is elicited, the command is parsed and verified, it is
passed on to the data base processor, the data base processor's response
is printed, the student performance data base is updated, and a code
is returned to the shell indicating which section or frame should
follow. Again, a text-group code is set at thetop of the section.
A discussion of what is to follow may be printed here by calling
the test-file print-out subroutine. This discussion will end with
a request for student input, made possible by. calling the student in-
put subroutine.

Command response sections will then pass to the parser (Sec-
tion 3.3.1) /the limits of acceptable input. These limits may specify
the explicit command or a range of acceptable commands.

When tae command parser subroutine is satisfied that the command
is acceptable, the command will be written onto the programs communi-
cations- logging file. (See Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2.) The command
will then be transmitted to the data base processor. The response
will return to the program over the input communications-logging file.
The response will be printed and parsed. Data derived from the
parsing will be stored on the student's data base. A code evaluating
the input may be derived by the command parser and used by the shell
to determine which section is run next. Alternately, the branch
following this type of section may be unconditional.

a

3.4.3 Program controlled command sections

This type of section allows the ,:ogram to send commands directly
to the data base processor. Responses thus generated can be very
useful for up-to-date examples. Also, data derived from the responses
can be embedded in the text to reflect updates of the data base 4by
the vendor. Text is printed, a command is issued, the data base
response is parsed, and the response may be printed. Sections like
this usually do not affect sequencing of sections within a frame by
the shell, Rather. they operate usually in conjunction with one of
the other types of sections in which branching is controlled.

Again, a text-group code is set upon entering the section. A
discussion of whet is to follow may be printed here by calling th,z
text-file print-out subroutine. A command, either in the program in
its literal form or taken from the text-file, is issued to the data

7t)
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base processor through the communications-logging file. The response
is parsed and is printed or derived data is embedded in text. The
text -group code may be reset for a post-response discussion.

3.4.4 Subroutines

1. Text-file print-out. The purpose of the text-file is to store
data for the tutorial programs. This data includes the instructional
text, expected responses, and pr'gram parameters. (See Section 3,744.)
The text-file print-out subroutine uses two parameters set in the main
program: the frame number and the text-group code. The frame number
is used on the first block of the file to identify the frames group
directory on the file. The text-group code is used with the group
directory to identify the location of the appropriate text. The
text is extracted from the file and printed at the student terminal.
After printing, the frame number, th' text-group code, and the time
since midnight are recorded on the communication- logging file. Any
other applicable tagging data is also written. If the entry is to
be communicated., a code received from the proctor will have indicated
this. The tagging data is this case will indicate who is.to receive
the entry. For a discussion of the communications-logging files, see
Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2.

2. Student input. This subroutine will accept input fram the
student, check for special system commands, and log all student input
entries. Input from the student terminal is handled simply with the
BASIC command INPUT. A small group of system commands are available
to users of'the tutorial programs. These enable messages to be sent
to the proctoeind quick log outs. Comparisons with permitted
system commands will be made after each entry.. If a system command
is recognized, the appropriate action will be taken by =ding in
this subroutine, including calls to yet other subroutines. Student
inpilt entries will be logged as either communicating entries or simply
logging entries, depending on authorization from the proctor. En-
tries are communicated to the concentrator and data base only after
having passed through the command parser.

'3. Expected response set up. This subroutine is similar to the
text -file print-out in that it accesses text from the text-file usingthe frame number and text-group code. Instead of printing at the
student terminal, hawever, the text-group is read into an array of
variables, one line into each array entry. The course author is
responsible for setting up these responses in some order, perhaps
from the most to the least preferred. Generalized responses may alsobe encoded in this text-group, if the course author finds that desir-able. The student input will be compared with entries in this array.If a match is found, the index of the array.element could serve asa code indicating the "goodness" of the response. This code maythen be used by the shell for callinwin the next section or frame.If no match is found, a code indicating this will be used instead.

4. DBS interface. This subroutine will call both the commandand response parsers (see Section 3.3.1) as subroutines and will
manage posting data to the student data base and the logging file.After the command parser has elicited and recognized an acceptable
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command, this subroutine will send the command to the data base
processor through the communications file. It will then print the
response and call in the response parser. Data isolated by both
parsers will be transferred to the student data base. The data
base processor will return a code through this subroutine to the
shell, indicating how many times input was requested before an
acceptable commana was entered.

5. Severe problem filter. Severe problems of several sorts can
be identified and referred automatically to the proctor. These in-

.

elude: repetitive unrecognizable responses, exact repetition of
zesponses, user-instigated infinite loops, and other "wise-guy"
behavior. This subroutine follows the user input in most cases.
Codes indicating severe problems can be generated in the command
parser and picked up by the severe problem filter for transmission
to the proctor. This subroutine will be able to send a message over
the communications file to the proctor.

3.5 Student Performance Data Base

A file is maintained for each student which records each stu-
dent's.history of performance since beginning to use IIDA, with
emphasis placed on the current or last search carried out. The file
is attached to any program which the student runs, although data
is largely gathered from activity with the exercise and the assts=
tepee modes in which the student performs real searches. The record
I/O technique available under RSTS/E is used, with blocks of 512 bytes
each.

The first seven blocks contain seven directories for the history
of the.student performance from seven different perspectives. The
first block is a directory to a series of long-term data,'covering
the entire association of the student with the system. The next
six blocks are directories to series of data on the current search.
These may be copied as frequently as desirable to off-line storage
media, which can be mounted at a later date for research on student
searching technique and behavior.

Figure 3.13 shows how directory blocks are related to entry blocks
containing data series. Each directory block begins with several
bytes containing general data about the entire series. This
but is not limited to, the total number of entries in the direc-
tory and the black and address available for the next entry. Thedirectory itself follows. It generally consists of the block number
and address in that block of each entry. Entries in the data seriesare found beginning with the eighth block. See the figure below.
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1 Personal andllong-term

2 Command and control
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4 Sets viewed
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6 Descriptors used

.7 Expanded index

Figure 3.14 Directory blocks
their associated data Aeries.

3.5.1 Personal And long-term data

General series data found on the firlt block includes both
permanent data and data updated with each new search. Permanent
data includes: password to enable use of file; personal identifica-
tion code; affiliation code; total number of log-ins; and, for each
program available in thc. system, number of uses in which the program
was begun and number of uses in which the program was completed.
The personal identification code is used in lieu of a name against
a list and is made available to only authorized perSOnnel. The
affiliation code, indicating class, company, or division, is similarly
protected.

Data updated with each new search includes: total number of
searches; and block number and address of next entry. The directory
to all searches made with the IIDA system includes the block number
and address of each entry. The long-term data for-each search re-mains stored and updated in the program's core area. The file isupdated when the search is completed or when the student otherwiselogs out of the system.

Data on each search includes: date and time that the searchbegan; time in seconds taken by the search; how many commands used,by type of command; the total number of sets formed, by type of com-mand; total number of distinct descriptors used, by type of command;total number of records viewed, by format; average relevance of allrecords viewed in this search; total number of /HELP calls; totaltime spent in /HELP; total number of performance analysis calla(in=- depth); anc total time spent in the performance analysis program.See Section 2.5.1 for a more complete discussion of the use of thisdata.
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3.5.2 Command and control data

General series data found on the second block includes: total
number of commands indexed by the directory; and the block numbeand
address of the-next-possible entry. The directory to commands used
in the current search, also found on the second block, includes the
block num ef and the address in tt*.t block of each command entry-.

ice-' n ea entry includes: a code for entry tipe (which
search comman , which control command, an error, or a PAR in-depth
analysis call); clock time when entry was made, in seconds since
midnight. The following three data items may use the same relative
address in each entry: for valid search commands, phase of command;
for invalid commands, the error code; and for /HELP, the clock
time since midnight at which the student returned to the main prot.
gram. In this last case, the first time entry is the time at which
/HELP was called.

The entry will also include the set number, if the c nd was
SELECT, COMBINE or LIMIT The length of the remaining .; a in the
entry is then indicated. ;f the entry is a command,or an error,
this will be the text of the entry. If the entry-"is /HELP, this
will be the sequence of selections made from,tfie menus in /HELP.
If the en-:y is an in-depth performance analysis, this remaining
data will de an encoding of the activ-itcr within theaa_._,..

When histories oi valid commands are displayed, aloth r com-
mands in this series (errors, control commands, /HELP calla, and NPAR calls) will be bypassed. For histories of errors, all o het
commands will again be bypassed. Integration of commands inIthis
series allows for reviews in which the sequence and positionlof
various types of entries is of interest

The command and control data series is updated with every searchentry by the student. The. entry type code comes from the comman4
parser, if the entry is a command or an error; from the input routine,if it is a control command; or from the performance analysis progFam,if it is a PAR entry. The time in seconds since midnight is isolatedby assigning the value of the BASIC-Plus function; TIME(0%), to "A-variable immediately following a student input. The phasemof thecommand comes from the last search phase analysis. The set numberis returned by the response parser. Data on PAR and /HELP activityis collected during the operation of those two programs.

3.5.3 Sets created data

General series data found on the third block includes; totalnumber of sets indexed by the directory; and the block number andaddress of the next possible entry. The index to the directory isthe set numbers themselves with entries in the directory correspondingone-to-one with the set numbers in the search. The directory to sets

8`d
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created in the current search, also found on the third block, in-
cludes the block number and the address in that block of each
set. entry.

Data on each entry includes: the number of records in the set;
the code for the type of command that created the set; the cluster
to viich the set beltngs; the length of the original argument; the
text ofthe argdment. If the set was created with the COMBINE com-
mand, the lergth of the' argument reduced to elementary set number
is given, followed by that argument; and the length of the argument
reduced to alphanumeric descriptors is given, followed by that argument.

The sets created data series is updated with every valid SELECT,
COMBINE, or LIMIT command. The number of records in the set comes
from the response parser. The command type code comes from the
command parser. The cluster number comes from the last run

from
the

cl,,ster analysis routine. The text of the argument comes from the
command parser. If the command is COMBINE, the argument reduction
subroutine is run and the two reduced arguments are stored.

3.5.4 Sets viewed data

General series data found on the fourth block includes: totalnumber of sets indexed by the directory; and the bl.:ck number and theaddress of the next possible entry. The direLtory entries correspondone-to-one with the set numbers; the lc-ation of' the directory datafor any given set can biQ: calculated from that set number. Thedirectory to sets viewed in the current search, also found on thefourth block., includes the block number an the address on thatblock of each set entry.

Data on each entry it; in' the form of a linked list referrig toall records in the set that have been viewed. Data on this list in-cludes: the rec-,rd number in the set; the relevance rating given therecord;.the format in .hich the record was seen; and the block andaddress of the next_record data. In updating sets viewed data, eachentry is inserteA,intothe
chain according to its place in the set.That is, i,ft,retord'kof a'given set were viewed twice in two differentformats, the` two wobidlbe linked together by tracing through the.chainc.":insertinie, second viewing data, and rewriting the pointers.'on'thg link 4.mtediatelr.preceeding the insertion.

. 'The sets.sviewed'data
series is updated with every valid TYPE

=

comptanch number .and format number come from the commandparser. The record number.is initialized by thecomand parser andis Iiiicremented by '1'farleverysubsequent
record seen under a givenTYPE'comfaand.g Rplevance'comes from the Phase 3 routine which askss't&stUdent far the relevance of each record.

.3.55 Records viewed cLata

oGeneral series d-,ta foundon the fifth block includes: total,number of records the directory; and the 'block number and address
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of the next possible entry. The directory to records viewed, also
found on the fifth block, includes the record's accession number,
the block number, and the address in that block of each record entry.
This directory is dynamic, that is, after each new entry it is reor-
dered by inverted accession number sequence. This simplifies searching
for the entry, which is necessary for each record viewed.

Data on each entry is in the form of a linked list referring
to every time any given record has been viewed. Data onIthis list
includes: the set number from which the record came; the record
number in that set; the format in which the record was viewed; the
relevance assigned to the record; and the block and address of the
next entry of data on this record.

The records viewed data series is updated with every valid
TYPE command. The accession number is isolated by the response
parser. The set nurher and format number come from the command
parser. The record number is initialized by the command,parser and
is incremented by '1' for every subsequent record seen under a given

, TYPE command. Relevance comes from the routine which asks the stu-
dent for the relevance of each record. If a match of accession
numbers occurs in'the search, the chain of entries must be traced
through. to the end, at which point the new entry may be posted.

3.5.6 Descriptors used data

General series data on the sixth block includes: total number
of descriptors indexed by the directory; and the block number and
address of the next possible entry. The directory to descriptors
found in the current search, also found on the sixth block, in-
cludes the block number and the address in that block of each descrip-to7 entry. lbe directory may be alphabetized according to the descrip-
tor entries.

Data on each entry includes: The length of the descriptor
string; the descriptor string itself; the number of times the des rip-tor was used as an argument of each of the following commands: sim-ple SELECT, free-text SELECT, EXPAND, second EXPAND (thesaurus access),and COMBINE (derived from the alphabetically reduced COMBINE); num-ber of records indexed under the descriptor; and number of terms
related to the descriptor.

The descriptor agied data series is updated with every validSELECT, EXPAND, or COMBINE command. The descriptor itself is isolatedby the command parser. If the command is COMBINE, the argument reduc-tion subroutine isolates each argument in the alphanumetic .form.Data about records indexed and related terms comes from the responseparser acting upon SELECT and EXPAND commands. For each descriptor,a match is sought in this series. If found, data on usage will simplybe posted to the already existing entry. If not found, a new entry
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willbe placed at the end of the entry block, and the directory entry
to the entry will be inverted in its alphabetic position,

3.5.7 Expanded index data

Expanded index data is essentialiy the first and last term found
in every EXPAND-table. This data helps in detrmining if a descrip-
tor would be seen on an EXPAND-table, if it is -n the index. General
series data found on the seventh block includes: total number of
descriptor pairs pointed out by the directory; and the block number
and address of the next possible entry. The directory to the pairs
so derived in the current search, also found on the seventh block,
includes the block number and the address in that block of each pair
of'descriptor, entries.

Data on each e.',:ry includes: the length of the string repre-
, senting the first descriptor; the first descriptor string itself;

the length of the string representing the last descriptor in the
EXPAND-table; and the last descriptor string itself. The directory
can be reorganized with each entry so that the first descriptors are in
alphabetical order. The expanded index data series is updated with
every valid EXPAND command. The two descriptors stored are isolatedby the response parser.

3.5.8 Transition from Itiock to block

The last two bytes on each entry block is raservad 2, a next-block indicator. That is, the block number next used for the current
series is stored in these two bytes. Before an entry is actuallystored, a calculation is made to determine if enough room remains onthe block for the entry. If there is, the data is placed in the blockand the block is written onto the file. If there isn't, data is writ-ten through byte 510, the next-block indicator is filled with the num-ber of the next empty block on the file, the remaining data is storedthe new biock, and the block is written to the file.

3.6 The Communications Processor

The communications processor serves as a means of communicationamong the student working through terminals, the instructional pro-cessor, the proctor, and the data base processor. Messages may besent from any of these to any other one. The set of, computer pro-grams which physically control the movement of messages among thesesources and destinations and perforth some auxiliary functions is,collectively, the ,pmmunications processor.

Message switching is the basic functica performed. The others are:Message logging,,supporting the proctor, concentrating messages be-tween the CP'and the DBP, and billing and costing. Message loggingprovides information of use in analyzing message traffic pe -erns,needed to spot and correct bottlenecks and to enable the system to
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expand without creating bottlenecks. The Proctor has some functions
which require IF-like programs, but in most cases, he is merely using
communications facilities to send messages to students, receive them,
or monitor a student's activities.

The concentrator, although only a part of the CP, plays an imr'r-
tant role. We have noted previously that the actual percentage of time
a line between a student and the DBP is in use is relatively small,
expecially for inexperienced users. The concentrator provides a
means to reduce the cost of this usage pattern by making fuller use
of the CP-DBP line, shared among multiple student users.

The billing program monitors the amount of time a student is
using the system and computes its cost.

3.6.1 Message switching

. Cofamunication between simultaneously operating programs is made,
possible by message switchers. These programs manage pairs of input-
output files from all programs operating at'any given time in the
system. Any program operating under RSTS/E and written in BASIC-
Plus may have at most twelve internal channels assigned to it. kSee
Section 3.1.4.) Files on these internal channels may be shared be-
tween programs, although only one program is authroized to write onto
a file so as to extend it.

Each message switcher may have files assigned to as many as all
of its twelve channels'as follows: one to the proctor; one from the
proctor; one to the concentrator; one from the concentrator; one to
each student, ) to four students; one from each student, up to four
students. As many as four message switchers, accomodating sixteen
students as a maximum, will be considered at this point in the design.!
Messages between each student and the proctor and the concentrator are'always possible.

These communications files are handled by the record I/O tech-
nique available under the RSTS/E operating system. These files also
serve logging functions, described in Section 3.6.2. Each file be-gins with a header record. This record tridicates the following: theuser code, the date, the login time, the specific program used (tutor-
ial, exercise or assistance), and whether the file was input or out-put to the program. Each block on the file begins with a code which
indicates if that block has been filled.

The following, referred to as tagging data, is stored vith eachmessage on both the input and output: files:

. message type code (see Figure 3.15)

. total length of remaining data, including message

. number of destinations

S
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. destination codes

. origin code

. the time since midnight, in seconds

. the message itself

Certain oessagLs may be encoded, specifically, messages to the
program and logging entries from the text-file. A time tag is as-
sign'4 to a variable when the tagging data and message are stored on
the blnk in the buffer. This usually takes place after the appear-
ance on entry of the message itself.

Coming to the instructional program:

. message to be'printed at the student's terminal

. message to be used internally by the program

Going from the instructional program:

. logging entry - an ,..ncoding,of_a_text,lile_message

. communicating entry - an encoding of a text-file message

. logging entry - verbatim message from the student

. communicating. entry ver..atim message from the student

. logging entry - rbatim message from the program

. communicating entry - verbatim message from the program
-------

Figure 3.15 Types of messages on the communications-Logging
files, from the perspective of the instructional programs.

An "instructional program" will be defined for the followingdiscussion as any tutorial, exercise, or assistance program which inter-acts directly with a student at a terminal. From the perspective of in-structional programs, the first tagging datum, message-type code, indi-cates one of the conditions
described in Figure 3.15. Communicatingentries are those which are conveyed immediately tc other programsoperating in thd IIDA system, e.g., a message to the proctor. Loggingentries, further described in Section 3.6.2, are not conveyed to otherprograms, e.g., a natation about a message printed from the text-filein a tutorial program.

All programs have access to a 16 byte common memory area (See Sec-tion 3.1.4). Each message switcher uses two bits ftom .ach of sixbytes. These bits correspond to the six input and the six output chan-nels attached to the message switcherj. One of th,_ two bits indica,:as
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that the file on the ohannel contains information for the associated in-,

structional program; the other bit indicates that the file on the chan-
nel contains information frOm the associated instructional program.

Communication may be viewed from either the point of view of a
typical instructional or proctor program or from the point of view of
the message switcher. The output file of each instructional and proc-
tor program is aninput file to Lne of the message switchers while the
output files of each,of the message switchers are unique input files to
instructional and proctor programs. The logical framework of the mes-
sage switchers is shown in Figure 3.16.

1. Communication from the point of view of the instructional programs.
When a program has a message to send, it proceeds as follows: It reads
into the I/O buffer the block which contaius the last message sent. The
block number had been previously saved in a core variable. If the mes-
sage is too large for the space remaining in the block, the next-block-
indicator is turned on, the block is written out, and the next empty
block is called in.

In any case, the following tagging data is written onto the block:
the type of communicating entry; the total length of the remaining
data and the message; the number of destinations; indications of the des-
tinations; time since midnight; and the message itself. The block is
written to the file and the appropriate bit in the common memory area
is turned on to indicate that a message is to be transferred. The
relative address of the next location and, if necessary, tue block num-
ber of the output file are both updated in the core variables reservedfor this information.

The program may either do some processing or may "wait around" for
a return message. To "wait around," the program will enter a loop whichchecks the incoming message bit every few seconds. Otherwise, the pro-gram will check the incoming message bit when the other processing iscompleted. When the bit is turned on, a message is waiting for the pro-gram on the program's input file.

The block of the next input message and the location of the nextmessage on that block are' also stored as variables in the program. Whenthe input bit is recognized by the program, the program turns it off.The appropriate block from the input fileas then retrieved. If nodata is found where it is expected, the next possible block is calledin and checked for a message. More than one message may he waiting onthe file. For each message, the tagging data is analyzed and the mes-sage is extracted and used appropriately. The variables indicating theblock and the relative address in the block are updated accordingly.'

2. Communication from the point of view of the massage switcher.A typical message switcher will proceed as follows: It will check thefirst/next bit allocated indicating that an instructional or proctor pro-grmn, wants to send messages. After switching th,.: message, the message.switch, - will check the next bit in the next byte to find out if the



next program wants to send a message, etc. After checking the last
byte and switching any messages from the associated file, it will re-
turn to the first byte in the'common memory area (See Section 3,1,4).
The message switcher will iterate this loop the whole time the system
is operating.

When a bit indicates that a message is to be switched, variables
indicating the block and relative address of the next expected mes-sage on the file associated with the bit are used to access that message.The bit indicating incoming messages to be transferred is turned off andthe block of the file corresponding to the bit is read into the buffer.Any purely logging data in the file, recognized by the message-type
code, is skipped over. The next block of the file is called in when-ever necessary. The variable indicating the block and relative addressis updated as needed.

The destinations of the messages are determined from the messages'tagging data. Tables on block number and relative address are storedfor each file coordinated by the message-switching program. Thisdata enables calling in the appropriate block of the appropriate mes-sage switcher output file. Again, if the message and its tagging dataexceeds the space remaining in the block, the next-block-indicator is`turned on, the block is written out, and the next empty block is called11.

In either case, the tagging data is placed in the block and theblock is written out to the file. The appropriate bit in the commonmemory area is turned on to indicate that a message is waiting for'theassociate instructional program. The block number and relative addressof the next message on this file is updatedfn the message switcheriavariables.

3. HousekteElng. Message switching files for each program arerelatively temporary. To distinguish them, each will have a uniquename. This name must be associated with a message switcher, a channel,and a common memory bit as long as the files exist.
Housekeeping isnecessary to identify this association of files with message switchert.and to keep track of what channels are free on what message switchers.

A single block of a commonly
accessible file, four bits of commonmemory, and a few lines of code in the message switcher program suf-fice for housekeeping. The common file block will be logically struc-tured to associate

the names, of all current files with each of the mes-sage switchers, and the bit and channel devoted to the files on each ofthe message switchers.

When a program is logged on to the system, these areas are checkedby the login or reception program. If a message switchar has an openpair of channels, the program's file names are written into thestructure and a bit in common meg ,ry is turned on for the messageswitcher. Along with the twelve file bits,
this bit is checked periodi-cally by the message switcher. When recognized as being on,.the switcher

will call in the common file block, read off the names of the new pairs
of files, and attach the'hew files to the open channels. The message

01



switcher then turns off the bit. Whenever i job is detached or logged
off, the logoff program eliminates tl'e tile name from the coiwnon file
block and turns on the message switcher's bit. When checked by the
message switcher, the common file block will indicate that those chan-
nels are no longer required. The message switcher closes those files

' on those channels and turns off the bit.

4. Proctor intermediate message merger. Problems arise in se-
quencing messages to and from the proctor (see Section 3.6.3), since
up to four message switchers are sending data to and receiving data from
the proctor program over as many as eight files. If these were directly
attached to the proctor, only four channels would then remain for all
other files used in the proctor programs. The concentrator (see Sec-
tion 3.6.4) is similarly limited. It, however, 'can tolerate eight
channels tied up in communications. The proctor cannot tolerate this.
Therefore, an intermediate message switcher is provided to merge the
four input files into one input file for the proctor and split a
single output file into four output files for the n.essage switchers.
This reduces to two the number of channels allocated to communications
for the proctor.

The intermediate message merger operates as follows: The message-
switcher-to-proctor bit is checked for each message switcher in se-
quence. If it is found on, messages are read off the file and written
to the single output file to the proctor. (Input file from the proctor's
perspective.) Added to the tagging data is a code indicating which mes-
sage switcher sent the message.

Alternating with this process, the intermediate message merger
checks a bit in commot, memory turned on by the proctor program when a
message is written to the proctor's single output file. The message
and its tagging data are read.' The intermediate message merger deter-
mines from the tagging data which message switcher is to receive themessage. The message is then written to the appropriate file.
Common memory bits are turned off and on, as outlined above. Variables
indicating blocks and relative addresses are maintained by the inter-mediate message merger, also as outlined above.

3.6.2 Message logging

'Messages are logged on the same files as are used for communi-
cating messages. (See Section 3.6.1.) To recapitulate, each programhas associated Ath it an input file and an output file. These filesare processed by the record I/O technique available with BASIC-Plusunder the RSTS/E operating system. The program's input file is strictlyreserved for messages coming from other programs via the message switcher.The program's output file sends messages to other programs via'the mes- /sage switcher and logs all activity'that takes place at the student s /terminal. The communications functions arc dlscussed in Section 3,.1;



the logging functions will be discussed here.

Messages are logged on the output file following every message
entered at the terminal by the student and followtg the nrinting at
the terminal of every message which originated with the program or
with the text-file. Messages from /the student and from the program
are logged verbatim while messages whose source is the text file are
encoded.

All messages logged are prec'eded by tagging data. For verbatim
messages, this includes:

. code indicating that message is a verbatim logging entry,
and indicating whether it originated with the program or student

. total length of remaining tagging data, including message it-'self

. the origin (student program) code

. time since midnight in seconds

. actual text of message itself

For encoded text-file messages, tagging data includes:

. code indicating that message is an encoded logging entry-

. total length of remaining tagging data

. origin (student program) code

. time since midnight in seconds

. code indicating whicl- ext-file is int$olved,

. frame number and text-group code

Since these simply are logging entries, they have no destinationdata. The above types of messages,
however, can be 'encoded as communi-cating entries as well as simply logging entries. In this latter case,the proctor can monitor student activity, discussed below. If the en-try is tc be

'communicated, destination codes are included in their nor-, mal positions in the tagging data.

The logging-communication files can be used to analyze trafficflow, reposition students after a system failure, and monitor searchesin real-time. Each of these
functions, performed by programs or partsof progfams, will be discussed below.

1. Traffic flow analysis. This program is run in batch mode aftersessions for a day have been completed. Switches are set at e,e top of
the program which indicate the population on which the analysis is to
be run: one progrm, a group of programs, or all programs which have
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operated during the day. Response times and activity demands can thus
be evaluated from the point of view of a single user, a group of users,
or the entire system.

The output of traffic analysis is a report tabulating the following
data for each message: time in seconds since midnight, time in seconds
since the immediately prior entry, user or program number to which this
entry belonged, and type of activity this entry represents. Type Of
activity may be displayed as a check in one of several columns or as
a code number. Types of activity include: a text-group from the text-
file, text originating in the program, input from a student, communi-
cation from a student to the proctor, communication from the proctor
to a student, message sent to the concentrator, or message received
from the concentrator. This data is derived from the'message's tag-
ging data.

The traffic analysis program will process the logging files as
follows: Up to five pairs of input-output files will be assigned ten
channels in the analysis program. These now are the input files to
the analysis program: Aiworking output file will be assigned the pro-
gram's eleventh channel. Timing, origin, destination, and functiondata will be read from the data tagging the first message on each ofthe input files into an array. Data from the oldest message will be
reformatted and written to the working output file. Tagging data forthe ,text message in the same input file will replace the data which hasjust been written. The Oldest data now in the array will be reformatted
and written and the process is repeated.

If ten or fewer
logging-communication files are being consideredin the analysis, the working output file becomes the only output,/andthen the only, input, file in the analysis program. Otherwise, the pro-cess outlined above is repeated for up to ten more logging-communioai

tion files, creating a second working output file. The whole processmay be repeated until a maximum of twelve working output files havebeen created. That is, as many e; logging - communication files Maybe reduced to as many a. 12 'o 1, files. An analogous process isnow used for taking dace from 'aese output files and printing the report.Data about messag_!sis prrceeac.i the oldest to the latest. Timedifferences between the consec%tive ent::tes are calculated. Output isprinted as describe' above.

2. System failure r.,Itart. The use of the logging file for reposi-tioning students following, a system failure is discussed in Section 3.8.3.The los;gingfiles ar,e used in conjunction with the student performancedata base to reestablish control to the right place in each program:

3. Monitoring searches in real -time. The proctor is able tomonitortstudent activity in real time by sending a message to thestudent's program. This message throws a soft.ware switch which directsthe program to communicate a copy of every
message, except thoSe generated .'

9
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and sent by the grogram for internal purposes, to the proctor. The

message switcher is responsible for sending to the proctor a copy of
all messages going to the student's program from other programs such

as the concentrator. The student is notified by a message at his ter-
minal that this monitoring is taking place.

3.6.3 Proctor functions

The proctor has asses to a number of programs and capabilities.

These include: reviewing in depth the performance of one student at
a time; communicating with any student at any terminal; monitoring in
real-time all activity taking place at any student terminal; summarizing
the performance of any group of students; accessing the logging-communi-
cations files of any group of students; and triggering an in-depth
performance analysis to be run en any given student.

1. Reviewing performance. This option is based upon the /HELP
option available to students. For a discu,:sion4)f /HELP as a student
option, see Section 3.2.4. The proctor has mere options available
here than do the students. The proctor may see the history of com-
mands issued in three modes while -tudents may see it in only one mode.
These three modes are: valid commands; valid and invalid, commands in-
termixed; and valid, invalid, and control commands intermixed.

The proctor can furthermore .race the entire history of any stu-
dent's use of /HELP. This data is recorded on the student data base
as detail on /HELP commands in the command and control data series.
After seeing where each use of /HELP is located in the context of all
the commands issued by the student, the proctor can trace the history
of all options taken and responses made within each use of /HELP.
These reviews can be selected by referring to the /HELP command's
sequence number in the history table of commands given.

2. Communicating with students. In programs under proctor con-
trol, the function /SEND is available. With it, the proctor can send
a message to any student program operating in the system. This mes-
sage is transmitted via the proctor's output communication file.
/SEND can take as its argument the names of all programs which are to
receive the message and tI'e types of messages they are to receive. See
Section 3.6.1 for a discussion of message switching.

Two types of messages may be communicated to a program. The
first is to appear at the student's terminal for the student to read
and respond to; the second is a message to the program to set an in-
ternal software switch. The two functions are distinguished and con-
veyed by the tagging data that precedes the message on the communica-
tions file.

An instance of sending a message to the student's terminal may befound in the proctor's monitoring of student activity. If the proctor
recognizes .that the student needs a particular type of help, he can

9 .1
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send the student advice with /SEND. An instance of sending a message
to a program may be found in the proctor's triggering of an in-depth
performance analysis on a student's search. This authorization throws
a software switch which routes control around the threshold checkers
into the full analysis.

Periodically in the proctor's programs, a subroutine will check
the proctor's input buffer for data. If that data is found to be-
gin with /SEND, the subroutine will parse the input foi further informa-
tion: to whom is the message intended and what message is to be sent.
Messages to programs will be encoded. A list of this encoding can be
posted to a text file for the proctor to review if necessary. The
subroutine which checks the proctor's input buffer will look like this
in BASIC-Plus:

INPUT A$

WAIT n (a second or two)

ON ERR m RETURN (no input)

(process input found)

RETURN

3. Monitoring real-tiLI activity. This function has been dis-
cussed already in Section 3.6.2, from the perspective of the logging-
communications files. Student activity can be monitored by the proc-
tor as that activity happens in real-time. Proctor monitoring maybegin as a stand-alone program or it may be chained into the proctor's
work area following a recapitulation of the student's current searchfor the proctor. Monitoring begins with the\proctor's program sendinga message to the student's instructional program. The message sets
a software switch in the student's program which causes every messageto be tagged, indicating that copies of the message are to be sentto the proctor. A message is also sent to the student at his terminalnotifying him that monitoring of his activity is beginning.

The proctor's monitor program receives co4es ,of all loggingentries and communications. These are then printed at the proctor'sterminal. The text-file used by the student's program is attached tothe monitor program so that ext-groups
printedkat the student's ter-minal are also printed at the proctor's terminal. The proctor maycommunicate from the monitoring program by his program control

periodically'passing through the input-buffer-checking subroutine, de-scribed above.

4. Summarizing performance. Summaries of the performance of agroup of students registered
with the IIDA project can be made withthe program under this option. Summaries may include or exclude thedetail summaries of the last search done or the present search beingdone by members of the group. The proctor enters a group rode to in-
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dicate at the beginning of- the program what group of students the re-
port is to include, and which type of summary report is to be generated.
The performance data bases (4f the group indicated are attached, one at
a time, to extract data frau the long-term series and print the re-
quested information. No information about particular students,
identified by name or number, is releaJed. Data on the list....bvtion of
each characteristic is accumulated for a grand Summary at the end of
the report. Data presented in these reports-lhcfudes calculations made
from data extiactea from the performance data bases: Data-present,,d in
'the reports are listed in Figure 3.17.

I

5. Accessin: the lo in 'communications files. The proctor can
run segments of the traffic analysis program an the activity of any group
of students. See Section 3.6.2 for a_complete description of the traffic
analysis program. The report will include the type of entry, its origin
lad destination, the absolute time of the entry, and the elapSed.time since
the previous- entry. Surmaries of the time distribution of different types
of entries are generated.

, HEADER DATA

. identifier

. search or summary

. if detail, when was-search made

. curreit search indicator

COMMANDS ISSUED

. total number of commands

. total number of command types

. totz number of commands by type

. distribution of time between commands

SETS -CREATED

. number of sets czeated

. number of sets created per ,command

. distribution of time between the creation of sets

. array of commands Used to create sets

Figure 3.11. -Data presented in detail and summary reportsavailable to the proctor (&)ntinued on next page).

J



DESCRIPTORS USED

. number of descriptors'used

. number of descriptors' used per command

. number of descriptors used not found in EXPAND tables

number of descriptors used in free-text sELECTS.

RECORDS VIEWED

4snitmT of distinct records ,viewed
ii 4

. number of records viewed, by format-

. distrin of relevance ratings:

. number of records viewed out of total records in all sets,

ERRORS MADE

. number of errors made

. number of errors made'per command

. numbe-r of errors made, by type of error

/HELP USAGE

. number of /HELP calls

. number of callS per command

. number of selections of each option

. absolute time in /HELP options

. tol time in /HELP out of total time in search

. total time in each option of /HELP

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PROGRAM USAGE.

. number of PAR calls

. number of calls per command

. number of calls for each type of threshold

. total time for in-depth PAR
'

. total time in PAR out of total time in search
. total time in-depth by each type of triggering threshold

(Figure 3.17 continued)
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6. Triggering performance analysis. The proctor may at any time
send a message to any current instructional program in order to acti-
vate the indepth performance analysis routine for that program. The
message will throw a software switch which bypasses the threshold
checker, unconditionally activating the in -depth perfOrmance analysis
program. The message is sent over the communications file. The '

proctor may want to do this whenever he observes a student with a
problem which is not otherwise caught by the threshold checkers.

0 See Section 3.3.4 for a discussion of the:performance analysis routine.

3.6.4' Concentrator

The purpose of the concentrator is toallow several students to
use a single line,to the data base processor (DBP). Thus, the IIDA
system.will look like a single terminal to the DBP'and each student
will -have the impression that he or she has,a "single direct line to
the DBP. The general flow of the concentrator program is presented
in schematic form in Figure 3.18.

From the point of view of the concentrator, there are three types
of ,commands: those which need no set number conversion on the way out
to the DBP or on the way back from the DBP (e.g., EXPAND);.those
which need set number conversion on the way back only (e.g:, SELECT);and those which need set number conversion both on the. way out andon
the way hack (e.g.,.COMBINE). Four data tables are maintained. by the
concentrator program for making these conversions. These are discussedin'the following paragraphs as Tables A through D. Table D will be
further amplified in terms of its constituent rows. -

Table A. This is a list of user identification numbers, postedfor each command in the order in which they are:sent to the DBP. Twopointers are maintained. One is to the last command sent to the DBP.This is used for finding the place to updateTable A. The other pointeris to the last response processed. This is used in assigning resporsesto the correct output files. A '0' is posted to Table A if the commandoriginated with the concentrator. A minus sign on the user identifica-tion number indicates that set numbers in the response require conver-sion to user set numbers the command was SELECT, COMBINE, orLIMIT).

Table B. This'is a list of User set numbers, posted for each DBPset number in'the order in which-the DBP sets were created. The lastDBP set number is held as a pothter to this list. Table B is used inconverting set numbers in responses to SELECT, COMBINE, and LIMITcommands.

Table C. This is a matrix of DBP'set numbers. Its rows corre-spond to user set numbers and its columns correspond to user identi-ficition numbers., Table C is used to convert user set numbers toDBP set numbers before commands like COMBINE and LIMIT are sent tothe DBP. Pointers`to the last set numbers are found in the third rawof Table D.

9 ;)
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Table D. This is a matrix whose columns correspond to, user identi-
fication numbers and whose rows have the:following different meanings:

Row 1. Output channel number. This may be an integer between
'1' and '4', corresponding to the four message switchers. This data
is picked up from the first message from the user on the corresponding
input channel.,;

Row 2. File number. This is the DBP file number presently
being searched by the user. This is the default file number until
another file number is picked up from the argument of a BEGIN or
.FILE command.

Row 3. Last user set number.. This corresponds to the set
number of the very last set created by the user. It is defined for each
column in Table C by the last row with pertinent data. It is incremented
by '1' for each user when the user creates a set.

Row 4. Count of response destinations. This is taken from the
message tagging data and is checked with message tagging data that
accompanies each new command. It is used in formatting the tagging
data returned with each response. This number defines for the cur-
rent column in Table D the last row with pertinent data in Table D.

Row 5 and following. Destinations. The remaining rows in Table
D are codes for response destinations. As in the fourth row, this is
taken from tagging data,accompanying each command, is checked with
tagging data for each subsequent command, and is sent with tagging data
returned with each response.

Concentrator processing will be discussed below, closely followingthe flowchart of Figure 3.18. Each numbered paragraph below refers to
the process box in the flow chart with the.same number.

1. Students-to-DBP message handler. Each cf the four messageswitchers handlea pair of communication files for the concentrator.
These files with messages, or commands; destined for the data base
processor (DBP) are continually checked for entries, using the commonmemory bit method discussed in Section 3.6.1. When an entry is recog-nized, its tagging data and the message itself are read by the concen-trator.

Tagging data is reformatted, converting origin codes into destina-tion codes and saving any additional destination codes in Table D.Experimentation will determine whether to read all messages beforeproceeding to the next step or whether to read only one message ata time. Here, as elsewhere, an on-bit. in common memory will bechecked and-turned off before a block of data will actually be readinto the buffer.

2. Command conversion for DBP. The origin of the message willbe referred to as the user identification number. This will be used to

1 u!
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check Table D for the user's current DBP file number. If this,. differs
from the current file number, a .FILE command with the user's file
number will be sent to the DBP. This and all other concentrator-ini-
tiated commands will be noted by an entry of '0' in Table A.

Thd tables are updated as follows before the message is sent to
the DBP: In every case, the user number is added to the end of Table
A and the pointer to the last command is incremented by.'1'. If a
set is expected in response to the command, the user's last set number
in Table D is incremented by '1'; the last DBP set number in Table
B is incremented by '1'; and the last user set number in Table D is
stored in Table B. If the command is of the third type, with set num-
bers that need changing before going to the DBP; the command is parsed
and the set numbers from Table C are substituted for the set numbers
in the command as given, making the command compatible with ehe DBP
point-of-view on sets. For the last two types lof commands, the sign of
the entry in Table A is made negative to indicate that the set number
in the response must be converted.

3. Set up commands for DBP. Each command will be written to aDBP queue file. This file contains no tagging data, although a direc-
tory on the file indexes the location and length of each command'onthe file. The DBP message flow control job learns from this bit
that commands are waiting for, it on the queu file. Action typicallytaken with respect to this bit is disc d in detail in Section 3.6.1.

4., Receive responses from DBP. The concentrator checks a designatedbit ih,common memory to learn if any responses are waiting on the queuefile coming in froM .the DBP. The DBP message flow controller posts thelength and address of all such responses to the directory for the queuefile- If responses are waiting, the directory is checked. 'Waiting
messages are read off the file and then processed in the order in whichthey come off the file:

5. .Response conversion for,student. For each DBP response, TableA is checked for two things: First, if-\the sign of the entry in TableA is negative, the response must be parsed and converted back into termsof the user's set numbers. In this case, the response is informationabout a set. The set number returned bthe DBP is used to point outthe set number recognized by the user, st*ed in Table B. The riser'sSet number is sebgtituted for the set number returned by the DBP._
(

Second, the absoleth value of the entry \in Table A, beginningwith the last response location, plus '1', indicates the destinationof the response in terms of the user identificaition number. This user-number points to the column in Table D Fin which the output channel num-ber is stored in the first row.

6. DBP-to-students, message handler. The appropriate message switcheris communicated the response, based upon the channel number in Table D.Tagging data, extracted from Table D, is written onto the appropriateoutput file, followed by the message from the DBP. Tagging data/in- 0
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eludes: message type code, length of remaining data and message,
number of destinations, destination Codes, origin code, and time since
Midnight. The response itself follows. When all messages have been
written out, control goes back to Step 1, the student-to-DBP message,
handler.

7. DBP message flow'controller. This job operates independently
and functions exclusively tO receive responses from and send commands
to the data base processor (DBP). Commands for the DBP are recognized
-by a bit on in common memory. When'it is recognized, the command is
read off the file, using the length and address data directory, and
sent to the DBP through the external communications buffer.' This
function altdrnates with the response.receiving function. Here the
content of the communications buffer is transferred to the response
file, where. it will be read by the concentrator. Again, °a bit is
turned on by the message ftow controller to indicate to the concentra-
tor.that a response is waiting. If this job proves to be a bottleneck,
it can be split into%two semi- independent' jobs: one for commands to
the DBP and one for responses from the DBP.

Experiments will be performed to
way of sending commands to the DBP --
message at a time or several messages
an algorithm for getting the quickest
time.

determine the most efficient
that is,'whether to send one
stacked together, and if stacked,
response out of the stack each

The concentrator also acts as a filter for varioue:housekeepingcommando. Inthe 'DIALOG system these include: LOGON, LOGOFF, BEGIN,END, and .FILE. When a student sends any of these commands, he willget the standard response, not from the DBP but from the concentrator.
The action will be totally.simulated 'Since actually conveying any ofthese commands eo the real DBP could drastically affect the activityof all other usero of the system. When BEGIN and. .FILE are received. with a file number as aw-argument, the contents of Table C and TableD are reset and standard Lockheed7like responses are transmitted backto the student at his terminal over the communications file. Thesestandard responses can be read from a text-file associated with theconcentrator, or they can be part of the program's code.

Following is an example typical of the effect two students mighthave on the concentrator's tables. In this example, Student 3 is at-tached to message switcher channel 2 while Student 4 is attached tomessage switcher channel 4. The tagging data in Student 3's commandsindicate that only he is to receive DBP responses. The tagging datain Student 4's commands indicate that both he and the proctor areto receive his responses. .The following commands are issued:

1 0
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ComMand Student Command
Sequence Id no. Issued

1 3 BEGIN 7

2 4 BEGIN 11

3 3 SELECT (arg)

4 3 EXPAND (arg)

5 4 , 'SELECT (arg)

6 3 LIMIT. (arg)

7 4 EXPAND (arg)

8 4 SELECT (arg)

9 3 SELECT (arg)

10 3 COMBINE (arg)

The four tables are updated after each of the above commands areread in. After all these commands are sent to the DBP through the
concentrator, the tables appear as follow:

Table C Table DTable A Table B (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4)

3 1 (1) . . 1 2 . . 2 44

0 1 (2) 3 '4
. 7 11-3

3 2 (3) 5
. 4 20

,

-4 2 (4) .. 6
. 1 20

-3 3 (5) .
3 40

4 4 (6) .
. 1-4

0

-3
-3
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Table A lists the sequence of inputs by, student identification
number. Since the students are on different data base files, 7 and
11, the;concentrator must,issue a .FILE command whenever the input.
changes from Student 3 to Student 4 or vice, ersa. This concentrator=
issued commandlis'indicated by a '0' it Table A. All commands which
result in the creation of a set (SELECT, LIMIT, or COMBINE) cause
the sign of the student identification number to be changed to a nega-
tive.

Table B lists the sequence of student set numbers. In the third
command, Student 3 creates his set 1; in the fifth 'command', Student 4
creates his set 1; ,in the sixth command, Student 3 creates his set%2; etc.

,Thd columns in Table C'correspond to the student identification numbeis.
The firsts third, fifth, and sixth sets created by the DBP are the
first four sets created by Student 3: The second and fourth sets
created by the DBP are the first two sets created by Student 4.

Table-D accumulates miscellaneous data. The - "columns correspond
to the student identification numbers The first row indicates that
DBP responses destined for Student 3 are transmitted over channel 2, 4
and DBP responses destined for Student 4 are transmitted over channel4. The second row indicates that Student 3 is searching file 7 while
Student 4 is searching file 11.

The third row of Table D indicates that Student 3 has created
four sets While Student 4,has created two sets. The fouith row
cates that responses to Student 3's commands have only one, destination
while responses to Student 4's commands have two destinations. The
fifth and sixth rows indicate that responses for Student 3 are sent'
to him only while response's for Student 4 are sent both to him and theproctor; coded '1'.

3.6.5 Billing and copting programs

The purposes of these programs is to determine what to chargeindividuals and groups for their use of the IIDA.system and to determinethe cost of running the IIDA system. This is achieved by maintainingdata on all usage of and costs incurred by the'sysiem, Because alldurations of use must be monitored by the billing program, it is anappropriate place in which to initiate interprogram communications.

When a student logs in for the first time, the billing program;,will-open a new student performance database and will gather thebasic data for that file. -Every time thereafter that the student logsin, both his identifiaation and the time he logs it will be recordedby this program. From. the program the student chooses the instruc7ticinal program he wants. The appropriate pair of logging-communica-tions files will also be assigned by the billing program to the student'sinstructional program and to an available
message switcher, i.e.; one

1 0 4
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with two channels available.

The names of these files will be recorded on a file commonly
accessible to all the message switchers, as has been discussed in
Section 3.6.1. When a student logs'out, the billing program will
record the time and will remove the names of logging-communications
files from the commonly accessible file. This program will also re-
cord whet the DBP is logged in, when it is .logged out, and the dura-
tion of usage of,each data base. The actual logging in and logging'
out will be-done by the proctor, while the changing of data bases
is done by the concentrator. /

At first, charges will be based directly on connect 'time as a
function ofwhich PDP-11 program.and which Lockheed ,data base is
being .used. A rate table will be set up for all the tutorial, exer-cise, and assistant programs. Also, a table of current'LoCkheed
rates for each data base allowed by the IIDA system will be stored.
With the exercise and assistant programs, at least the data base
connect time zates will be charged.

Bills will be prepared on either an individual or gioup basis.
Bills will include the date and time of each usage; the type' and
rate Of,each usage; the extension of each entry; and the total charge.These bills will probably begin as paper entries but will become realbills when the system becomes fully operational. At that time,billing will represent real charges. Income from it will ;inane theIIDA system. .The paper entries, however, represent valuable data andexperience which will serve as a basis for determining charges andrates when billing begins in earnest.

Costs to the IIDA system after it becomes fully operational willinclude at least the following: Lockheed and network charges; rentor amortization of the PDP-11 computer system; telephone charges;petsonnel salaries; rent, electricity, and other administrative'over-head.

,

A cost summary report will be.prepared on a regular basis.° Costper hour will vary considerably. A report on the distribution ofthe cost can be generated and can include a comparison with the sys-tem's income over the same time period. The break-even point in termsof the number of users and the type of use can be calculated for actualusage and alternative projections. Profitable periods can be deter-mined and a sliding rate schedule can be ,established to attract moreusage during less profitable periods.

3.7 Data Management Subsystem

A data management
system is a setp of

computer programs thatperform most of.the functions-of storing data on auxiliary memory
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(such as disk), retrieving it on demand,.making chan&es in content, .

and performing searches given appropriate specifications. In the con-
text of IIDA, the data management subsystem is a-set.of programs
that suppottkother progr is by providing some'of these facilities.
Reliance will be made to a great extent an the data management facili-
ties provided with 'the computer operating system and some additional
programs will be added to these. We have the advantage over many
data management system users that, however complex the files in the
DBP may.be,'the files within the instructional and communications pro-
cessdts are relatively small and simple in structure.

The IIDA data base consists of the-communications log, the stu-
dent'performance history files and the text file.

3.7.1 File organization

The student performance history files ate structured to allow
for efficient 'data storage and'dynamic growth. (See 3.5.1 through
3.5.7 for detailed desctiptions of sub-files.) For reasons related
to the compression of data and.the indeterminate number of entries
for certain fields, it isoimportant to relieve the applications,.pro-
&rammer from the task o unpacking elements from these files eachtime a data value is re uired.

The program which nages the unpacking of the history files isCalled whenever a stude t entry is a log on, request for /HELP,parsed command, or log off: The file is also unpacked during variousupdate routines. When anylf these initiating conditions are met,-the entire performance history file for that user id addressed ondisk and called into core. The blocks are unpacked so that each valueresides addressable location (or array). This procedure con-sists of: (1) overlaying-pseudo-structures on fixed length fields,(2). identifying and evaluating variable length tagged fields, and 3)manipulating entries in multiple occurring fields.

ryEach variable in the history file is then encoded and accessible
,

by applications programs. If the calling condition is a valid command,the history file is maintained in memory until updated by the database response-parser. OtherWise the modified file is rewritten todisk.

The student performance data base will be organized in sequentialmanner, using (an indexed sequential file. organization. Records ofthis file will always'be called either by student number, when re-trieving the data for a particular student, or sequentially when per-forming an analysis across all student records.

'The communications log is also an indexed
sequential file. Itis added to as a sequential file new data is added only at the endof the file. The file may be searched either sequentially or,-bykey based upon time. This would enable thelog record for any giventime to be located by a single'cammand

to the data manager program.

1.0'';
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`The text file is also an index sequential file. It is called
for use or for updating always by frame number with which eetties
are associated.

3.7.2 Report generation,

The standad IIDA reports are theSludent performance (discussedin section 3.6.3), traffic analysis (3.6.2) and costing and billing
(3.6.5) summaries. These reports are generated by a series of special-
ized programs which use the student history data bases and the communi-
cations log as'major sources of input. The reports are produced at

°regular intervals, and upon, request. The requestor may select froma menu of input options and output formats. The report print files
are organized for flexible display; summaries may be directed to
the line printer, hard-copy terminal or CRT screen.

1. Student performance report. The statistic's appearing in thissummary afe useful forlvaried
applications. A standard format forSummarizing performance will be developed. Users of the report willhave some control over which student records are included, but thiswill be limited both by\the programming cost of' generalization andprivacy protection for students. '

The student history report programs invoke thdunpacking routine(discussed in section' 3.7'.1) which subsequently attaches the requiredstudent data bases. .The contents of relevantvariables are extractedand written to the preformatted print file on disk. Values arecumulated for later posting of summary data.

Some manipulation of raw data is done within the programs to -provide more meaningful statistics. Similar data iard combined, fre-quencies ard,tabulated, and means computed. The results are presentedin matrices of varying degrees of complexity depending on the ogtionsselected.

,

2. Traffic analysis report. The traffic flow analysis programscompute 41 values needed for the.traffic analysis report. Section3.6.2 describes the data tabulated in, great detail. The function ofthe report"generator for this information is to build the print fileand format the printed output.

3.
._.....icosti..._,Lg2Billinatreorts. The billing and costing programiproduce all data needed as input for the generation of reports. ,Seesection 3.6.5 for details. The report program draws these data fromthe billing/Costing files and formats these data for output.

3.7.3 Ad hoc query

Ad hoc query is the caRability for a user to ask a question ofa data manapment
system which has not been previously

programmed.

10.
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There will not be sch a facility in IIDA, on the grounds of programming
cost; Analyses of performance, communications activity and. cost will
be programmed as standard reports. These may, of course, be repro-
grammed, if necessary. As new requirementi arise, they may be pro-
grammed for analysi. But there will not be a program that permits
IIDA users to define a new information requirement and have the re-
sulting file search and formatting be done immediately.

3.7.4 Text files

A text file makes it possible to completely segregate the text
used in each of the programs from the programs themselves. Changing
and adding to the text become simple operations for the person who
is writing the course. All textual entries from this file can be en-
coded into a few bytes on the logging file (see Section 3.6.2).

Each program in the IIDA system (the tutorials, the exercises,
and-the diagnostics) will have its own text file. For purposes of
the text files, these Programs can be described in terms of a-number'
of frames, each of which is subdivided into a number of text-groups.,
A-fraine is a csgveptually or structurally related unit of 'instructions
or discussions. A text-group is any contiguous block of text within
the frame..

A subroutine in each program will call for a single text-group
'from the file and print it at the terminal.- This subroutine is also
responsible for making a- notation on the logging file thai the text-group was printed. Two parameters are set before calling the sub-
routine. These are the frame number and the text-group code. The
frame number may be set at the top of the frame so that only the
text-group code need be set before every text-file subroutine call.

Data on the text-file need not be restricted to only informationthat will be printed. Data may be called by other subroutines tofill arrays which represent possible anticipated answers to a tutorialquestion. Branching to alternatiie routes through the tutorial maybe based on the pointer to the array entry which matches the studententry. Similarly, various dommon misspellings may be set up in an '.array on the text-file and
'compared' one at a time to the student response.

Such alternatives will be set up as a text-group in the appropriateframe.

All files associated with Programs in the IIDA system will behandled by the recorI/0 technique, the most versatile random accessmethod under the RSTS/E operating system. Blocks using this methodare 512 bytes (characters) each. Both fixed point numbers and alpha-numeric strings can be found .together oh the same block. The veryfirst block contains data that pertains to the entire file and a framedirectory. The next few blocks contain text-group directories'byframe. The remainder of the file, which make up its bulk, consistsof the text itself. Refer to Figure 3.19, a Achematic diagram of atypical text file.
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Two data items that pertain to the entire. file are the frame
count and the wiped-out byte count. The,formercontainl,the highest
frame number for which there is data on the file. 'The latter contains

the count of bytes on the file which have been discarded because of
adjustments made'to text-groups. The use of the wiped-out byte count will
be discussed' below under "reorganize."

The frame directory, also on the first block of the file, con-
sists of pairs,of numbers corresponding to, i.e., indexed by, the se-
quence of frames. The first elemeht of the pair indicates the block
number where that frame's text-group directory begins. The second
element indicates the address on that'block where the text-group direc-
tory begins. Given the frame number, the address of any pair in the
framedirectory c be.caiculated to the byte by : st+ 4*(f - 1),
where d is the num er of bytes devoted to data which applies to the en-
tire file, found a the beginning of the first block, and f is the
frame number. The number '4' in'the formula derives from the four
bytes allocated to each frame for the block and address data.

The text-group dii'ectory consists of pairs of numbers indexed
by the sequence of text-groups. The first element of the pair indi-
cates the block on which the text of the group-begins. The second
element indicates the address on,that block on which the text of the
group begins. The address of any pair of numbers in the text-group
directory can be calculated by .the formula; a + 4*(g - 1), where -'
a is the address of the text7group directory and a is thetext-
group code. If this code expeedr the limit of 512 bytes per block*
the next block is read .11 and 512 is subtracted from the address
calculated above, yielding the address on the next block. Twenty
bytes are allocated at the end of each frame's text-group,directory
for up to five text-groups which may be added later to the frake.

The actual text is prefaced by two numbers: the sentence, count
and the byte count. Forty bytes are allocated at the end of each
text-group for later expansion of the text. The byte count includes
this expansion area. Text can flow from one block to the next. Thisis normal. It would be exceptional for a group of text to end with
the end of the block. Lines or "sentences" are delimited by; the twosymbols: carriage return (CR) and line feed-(LF). When these have
been encountered the number of times indicated by the sentence count,
processing of thetext-group has been completed. Overflow from oneblock to the next can be handled by maintaining a pointer incremented
by 'the length of each sentence. When this exceeds 512, thq next block'is called in.

Four programs are available for maintaining the text "files.These programs are: Create, Add, Delete, and Reorganize. The first;three make 'actual changes to the text on the file. The fourth, Re-organize, adjusts the file following a number of text changes in orderto optimize disk utilization.

11
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*l. Create. This program allows whole frames and text-gfoups to
be added to each of the files. The appropriate file, is first indi-
cated by the course writer and then established by the program. Then
a frame number is entered and a text-group code is entered. Alter-
nately, frame number or text-group code may be automatically assigned
as an option. _Line or "sentence" numbers will print on the left. A
text-group is entered line by line by the course writer. The entire
text-group is stored in core and the total length is calculated.
The text-group directory is pointed.out by 'the frame direCtOry., For
a new frame, a frame directory entry will be established. Theaext
possible block and address will be picked up front the'file data area .

on the first block. This information will be written in the text-
group directory corresponding to the frame. The text itself:will be
written at the end of 'the file. Overflow from one block-to the next
will be managed automatically. Any attempt to write a text group
to an old frame whose text-group difeCtory expansion area is full yill
be met with a message hat the reorganization,program should be run.

;a
'This messageWill app r before aay text is entered for the group.)

,

j. . ,

2. Add. This program allows sentences to be added.anywhere into
already existing texts- groups. The'dourse mrIter indicates the file
with which he is working. The program establishes the appropriate'
file. The course writer enters the frame number, the text-group
code, and the line number following which additions are to be made.
If possl'ae, up to two lines immediately prior to theaddition are
printea with their line numbers for verification and reference. Addi-
tions up to several lines are entered. Line numbers are printed foreach line addedAn'option set at the beginning of the program will
allow the remaining lines is the text -group to.print, with their newline numbers.

-,3

' All added lines, and all lines following the addition are storedteoporarify.in core. When adding lines is completed, this Core-stored
text is written back into the text-group area if there is enough roomfor it. Ifthere is not enough room, the text of the entire groupis rewritten at the very end of the text file. The appropriate corre-sponding changes are made to the text-group directory. The number ofbytes thus freed are added to the liped-out byte, count.

3. Delete. This program allows sentences to be deleted from anytext-group. The course writer Indicates which file he is working with.The program establishes this file. The course writer enters'theframe number, the text-group code, and the line numbers.to bedeleted.. An option will allowIen entire text-group to be deleted atone time, if that is necessary. the lines to be deleted are printed,with their line numbers, and the course writer is asked if he is surehe wants these lines deleted. Upon verification, the sentence countparameter at the top of the text-group is adjusted and the sentences fol-lowing those deleted are moved up and over thOse which were-deleted.If the entire text-group is deleted, the block number and address inthe text-group directofy are.setto zero: The number of bytes thus

1/4
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freed are added to the wiped-out byte count.

, 4. Change. There is no program which directly changes lines of
text. Rather, changes are accomplished by deleting lines and then
adding lines with those programs designed-to do these functions,
discussed above.

o

5. Reorganize. This program adjusts data on the file for optimal
'disk utilization. If a teat -group directory is full and more text-.

groups are to be added to the frame, or if the count of wiped-out
bytes exceeds a set percentage of total bytes in the file, drecost-,
mendation to run thereorganization program will be issued under
Program control 'in one of the,other maintenance programs: Reorganiza-
tion essentially involves copying the entire text file over, into

\another file; by changihg ,any directory parameters pecessary in order
to,restore 20 bytes to each text-group directory expantion area, and
'to restore 40 bytes to eacIrtext-group area. all areas wipedlout
in the old text file'will be eliminated from the new text file. -A

\first pass will determine how many b3ocks°should be allocated to the
\text-grOtp directories. A,second pass will perform the actual copying
of textdal data. Directory data will be stored in core on the first
pas and written out to the frame and textgroup directories on thesecond pass.

3.8 Systems and-Programming Support

In this, section wel)riefly describe the mechanics of linking the
IIDA computer with the data base processor. This is all done with
standard commercial hardware and software and is. made simpler by the
fact that the IIDA computer..,appeitze ,to tie DBP as just another terminal.
No messages are exchanged between these computers that are different
froth messages between the DBP and any user terminal.' Similarly, the
DBP looks to the IIDA computeras a terminal, although IIDA expects
different,kinds of messages from the DBP than from a,student terminal.

Both the establishment of the computer-computer link and writing
its, associated programs, and the restart-recovery program are tasks
during the implementation phase. In addition to these, which have
specific-designs and goals, there is a third general support, task which

,e is to providi operating systems consultation to Project programmers.
One member of the staff must become expert in the operating,system used
and be in a position to advise the others, or to get advice'from the
manufacturer, on detailed use of the operating' system and compiler.

3.8.1 , Computer-6-Computer Linkage

. The IIDA P6P11134 and the DIALOG data base processor will be inter-
connected via.a switched network (either TYMNET or TELENET). Functionally
-the'Jletwork and host processors and the IIDA computer will view each
other as ASCII terminals operating in a full duplex mode with odd parity.
Communications will occur at a transmission rate of 120 cps.

113
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The interconnection of the two computers will occur upon user
demand, -that is, when the first user in a day, ov-the first in any
continuous session, issues a command to the DIALOG data base. (Only
this user would experience a delay while the link is being established.)
The following steps would be followed'to establish the interface.

The proctor, as a privileged user, will run various utility pro-
grams under the RSTS/E operating system to effect communications. A
port will have been designated solely for communications with the
data base processor. This surrogate terminal will be configured during
the system initialiation phase causing the operating system to recognize
pre-specified charanrristics (such as baud rate) every time connection
is wade on that line.

The proctor will then manually dial the switched network Via the
local service network over ordinary telephone lines. If the response
is a busy signal, ,a rare occurrence, the proctor will send a message ,

to the user informing'him that the system is unavailable and advising
him.to logoff. This and other proctor messages will be,recordsd on
text file and transmitted following proctor input of a'transmissiod
code. , s-

A successful connection will be confiried by an audible tone.
Comiunication thus established, the proctor will place the receiver in
the acoustic coupler. He will then process a file which-calls for
a series of commands that will carry out LOGIN procedures on behalf of
the "pseudo" terminal. Other commands will call, run, aud detach the
message flow controller routine. An example of establishing such a
command file,.referred to as a control file by DEC, follows.:

Command Action
LOGIN.KB1: 1,5 RTST/E will login terminal 1

under account number 1,5. The

operating will look 110' the cor-'
responding password. .

FORCE KB1: RUN $TTYSET Will process the command to set
terminal characteristics for
terminal 1

FORCE KB1: KB1: Will cause OS to recognize that
terminal characteristics are
being set for keyboard 1

FORCE KM: V1'050B RSTS/E yill recognize "pseudo"
terminal.as a DECSCOPE for example.

FORCE KB1: EXIT v . Signifies the end of the TTYSET
routine

FORCE KBO: RUN $MSGCTL Run message flow controller from
the console

FORCE KBO: /nE Detach message flow controller
program

END End .of control file
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The signal received from the network computer will be converted to
an ASCII code through the modem, transmittedkthrough the multiplexer,
and recorded in the incoming message file. A bit in common memory is
turned on to indicate that a,DBP response is awaiting action. The
message flow controller recognizes this bit as an unsolicited response
indicating that the network machine is awaiting login data. The front
end of this program then acts in the manner'llf.a "network access machine"by sending appropriate

access protocolQmessages which wills establishnetwork and host computer communications. Two sets of messages will, be - .

available for transmission depending Sit whether connectio,n is attempted
through TYMNET orTELENET. (A. minimal number of commands are required
for access; therefore they will be stored as literals within the context
of the message flow program rather than as separate files to be opened
and read.)

Theie are examples of network access messages to be stored and
transmitted:

TYMNET TELENET
terminal id (CR) (CR)
LRS (CR) terminal id.
DIALOG C 415 20 (CR)
'Dialog password' (CR) Dialog password (CR) ,

Me access sub- routine will scan network or data base responses
as they arrive in the incoming message file to ascertain whether thecomputers have been successfully.linked.;

It is possible that either
the network or host prOcessor will refuse the connection. ,The program'will be matching messages for anticipated responses.. Baving.detected
an unexpected response, the program will send th.t message to theconsole to be examined by theproctor, Proctor input may supersedethe programmed access procedures. The proctor may inform the messagecontroller to retransmit all or part of the access messages, to waitn minutes and retry, or to discontinue attempts. He may also enterhis own messages for transmission. If the connection cannot be made,
the proctor will, advise users that the network/DBP is temporarily"4own". 0

.

When the connection'has been made and Lockheed DIALOG is online,control for transmitting data to and capturing data from ehe DBP willthen reside with the communication processor's applications programs.
(

3.8.2 Restart and Recovery

A bystem crash, power brown-out or other malfunction involving the

.
,

, PDP11/34 may result in disruption of student interact/.on with ;IDA\programs and the data base processor. The RSTS/E operating system will,generally recover automatically with programs and data files intact;
restart from the point of failure can theoretically be easily effected.

.This is accomplished.by the operating system performing several tasks .immediately upon failure detection such as closing all files and'saving
the contents of core memory andthe.general registers.

1 1
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However, whatever data in the user's buffer that have not been
put out to disk will not ,Ve preserved. There are likely to be, at
any given moment, several. simultaneous users whose history files will
be in various stages.of update and analysis. the RSTS/E automatic
restart facility cannot guarantee -that a user entry has been read from
the input buffer and Piocessed.

Therefore, a specialized IIDA restartQprogram will be run upon
recovery. The student will be advised that there will be a slight
delay before he is once again conversant with IIDA.

The restart program will then reissue.the sequence of valid
user' commands from the first to the latest completely updated item:
-The log file fill provide the necessary,data far resubmission. Com-
mands will be stacked and sent to the'data base processor. Data base
responses will not be transmitted to the user but utilized to restore
the history files. "Data from the trafficIlogauch.as'relevande ratings
will be maintained. Times accumulated, during the restart run will not
be recorded since they are not meaningfuLlor performance,analysis
purposes; rather the original times will be transferied from the logi
file to the history file.

./
, .

To aid in restarting,after failurd, certain,procedures must be
followed during update routines. A bit will be set when, every update
to the history file 'has been completed in response to a command.' By
examining this bit the restart program will know and can tell the
student whether a command needs to be reissued.

Thresholds may be crossed
restart program will respond by
threshold -counters. In effect,
without actually performing the

while re-procesSing commands. The
bypassing PAR calls and resetting
the routine will do the bookkedping
analysis.

A crash during a PAR run can be detected by examining the update
completioa flag. Here the user must reenter the command since history
files may be in a partially updated state. Counters will be decremented
accordingly.

At the conclusi
of the-final command
that point.

n of ti;Xrestart run the student will be informed
fully processed. He may continue the search from

1.1

o
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IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING AND EVALUATION

4.1 Overall Utilization Plan
/

It is important to distinguish between ttio types of planning
for promoting the use of (1) faCilitating and' prodoting,
initial use in situations where the/ primary concerns are to Prove
the concepts, to obtain.the"feedbatk necessary to improve the
design and operation of the system, and td gather support in the
user community; and (2) marketing of the system where the ob-
jective,is to m imize use andto'achieve enough'income to make
a profit, support future research, or at least sustain the system
on a self-paying basis. 06r present concentration has been on
ways of introducing,the,system into a user environment where
it will be appreciate44 from which we can, learn, and which can
lead to support when/Income-orientedmarketing begins in the
future. This is necessary in order to refine the system and
develop a knoWlediable and, loyal user group. It the system is
to be eventuallY sold on a broad Scale it- will be sold as a
result' of proven performance. This proof is best manifested
as a result of gradual, steady, planned growth.

Inherent. in the need for the feedback mentioned in the
previous paragraph is the recognition that IIDA'is still an
experimental concept. Although IIDA's designers are convinced
of its feasibility and utility they recognize that successful
commercial exploitation of new products often requires ex-
perimenting withthe ways in which users will accept the idea
and possibily revising the Original ideas.

While our major focus has been On planning ways to get
started with initial use we have not neglected planning for
the marketing of the system on a cost - effective basis. Our
approach here has been to look for a situation which, following
a diffusion=of-innovation model, will allow us to select an
initial-user group which will not only serve to provide useful
feedback on the ,design of the system, but'which will also
provide us with an entry point into a broader user group.
Thus. the_ initial user group should also .serve as a means of
educating a broader potential user group about the system
and 'as a means of diffusing knowledge about IIDA.

4.2 Possible Initial User Groups

When IIDA WAS first conceived, we assumed that use,..i would
be aImostexclusiliely industrial. Opr rationale was based upon
two factors: (1) the enormity of the potential user group- -
'somewhere between one and three million "scientists" in the.,
country; and (2) the then-assumed post. We' felt that only-in-'
dustrial users would be able to afford the trainingcost,
that those.who could or would go to classroom training shogld
do so, and that this form would be more cost-effective.
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While ultimately this potential user group should lake
up'a fairly high percentage of the users of IIDA, thee are
several factors Which suggested to us a different group of
potential users should be targeted as our initial user group.
First, Arthur alias at BIOSIS, and John Creps aeEngineering

' Index have both suggested that their experiences indicate
,that inddstrial scientists are less receptive to innovative
information programs than are faculty and student groups.

A second 'reason for change is that the cost of data-base

search service is coming down as a result of competition, ins
creased market's and improved technology.

A third reason is thaour technical design work indicates
that the concentrator will enable more than one user to share
a line to a data-base computer. We hope to,be able to negotiate.
'lower ratesfOr,data base services when working.through a'
concentrator.

,Fourth, student users are also more attractive as'an
-initial user group because, as they move into industry, if
they are satisfied users as students they will be likely to
continue to use the system in an industrial settineand to
promote its use by- colleagues who.have not used it.

Finally, although it is nearly universal in universi-
ties today that conventional compUtational services are pro-

. vided by a central service in ample quantities to academic
users, search services are rarely made available in this
way. Currently a break in this pattern is being, negotiated
at our own university, and we .believe that eventually, biblio-

graphic search services are going to be made available to
academic departments, for both faculty and student use. In
addition, we believe that this practice will be:.adepied else-
where because the service is needed and will be eventually
recognized as necessary. The only question is when it will
happen.

As a result of these changes and a positive attitude on
the part of educators;-we now feel that. academic users should
be the first target of our attempts to test the system:. An
additional factor which suggests that-academic users should be
the initial target for preliminary use of IIDA is the existence
of the Experimental Partnership for the Reorientation of 'Teach-
ing (XPRT) program, a consortium of five engineering colleges,
which is headquartered at Drexel and funde by NSF. The de-
gree of interest expressed by the XPRT people at Drexel leads
us, to believe that this group on this campus provides an ideal.
initial user group .

When integrated into the ongoing activities of the l'etu-
dents and faculty involved in the XPRT program, the use of
IIDA by this group will provide us with the needed feedback
in the design of the system. In addition it provides a
natural. mechanism for educating pOtential,users about the
-system and fo'r diffusing knowledge about IIDA. Expanding
the use of IIDA into other aspects of the engineering curri-
culum at Drexel and expanding the us'e of IIDA into the entire
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consortium of schools represented in the XPRT program would
provide a widening e'operational experience and, act as the
forerunner of a full-scale marketing program. Thisapproach
also allows for the possibility of the diffusion of IIDA use
into industry. This could occur not only through active
marketing, but also through,the diffusion of satisfied users
into various industrial activities.

Z.2.1 Utilization at Drexel
The initial primary user group will be senior level and

graduate level students in the various engineering curricula
at Drexel. For this'user group we will use the Engineering
Index's data base Compendex. Entry into this user group will
be gained in two ways: (1) contacts established with the faculty
involved in the XPRT program; and (2) courses in technical -

writing fur engineering students. Initial users will be
approached via XPRT since this group on the Drexel campus
provides a structure and set of on-going activities into which
IIDA can be integrated with maximum impact and minimum dis-
ruption. The faculty selected for participation through this
route will be those involved with the XPRT project and hence
committed to innovative teaching methods. In addition the
XPRT organization 141.11 provide a forum for discussion of
how well the system works and how it can best be integrated
into the-oVerall curriculum. Discussion so far indicates that
data base searching should probably not become a separate
course. Rather it should be offered as a service to engineer-
ing students who would use it in connection with' senior design
projects or. graduate theses. Students would be given assign- ..
ments involving 'bibliographic searching and given the.option to
do searching through IIDA or,completely through the library.

The secondentry "point involves courses in technical
writing,-: A recent revision in Drexel's engineering,curricula
is the inclusion of a required course in technical writing
for all engineering students. Discussion with the faculty
presently on campus who are scheduled to teach the technical
writing courses indicates enthusiasm for the IIDA system on
their part and a willingness to work with us in incorporating
IIDA into their courses as a service to the engineering students
in writing term papers. We also have reason to believe that
some of the engineering faculty not associated with the XPRT
program would be receptive toithis approach.

It will be possible to arrange workshops air faculty to
provide a background in the project to a broader range than
just those faculty who are active in initial participation.
These workshOps will provi4 feedback from IIDA users and
help to build an extended network of users and potential
users at Drexel who have shared the experience of IIDA use.
Casehistories of users can be collected and written for
dissemination in theworkshops,, describing how others with
similar backgrounds and needs have approached and used the
system. These case histories can also be used in contacting
students and faculty who are unable to participate in workshops.
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4.,2.2 Extension to other schools
The next step involves extending IIDA usage to the en-

gineering classes and faculties in the XPRT member universi-
ties, where there is a need for bibliographic searching, using
both workshops and case histories. The experience gained on
the Drexelcampus, and the already established liaison between.
the XPRT participant campuses, should greatly facilitate this
extension. Once IIDA is in use on the XPRT program campuses.
the next.step would be to extend IIDA usage to other schools
in the mid-Atlantic region and then ever further.

a

4.2.3 Extension to industry
We also expect, to be able'to.extend the usage of IIDA

into industrial settings. Smith, Mane and French Laboratories
have indicated a willingness to pargdipate in tests of the
Isystem and other local industrial users may al.lo be sought.
Once the IIDA system hag been put into us at Drexel and the
other XPRT consortium schools. an increasing number of engineer-
ing graduates going into industry will taire had, we hope,
positive experiences with I= and its'capabiliti s. We
expect that many Of theSe users will be likely to want.to
continue to use the system in an industrial setting. These'
satisfied users will provide a potential word -of -mouth ad- .

vertising network which should prove to be particularly
valuable when_potential industrial users are approached with
information about the use's and benefits of the IIDA system.
In addition the widening of operational experience and the
mark Ling experience gained in extending the use of IIDA,
thronVout the XPRT consortium and other schools, taken in
conjunction with the already proven performance'of the system,
should prove invaluable in developing a marketing strategy
for introducing IIDA -to users in industry.

4.2.4 Pricing policy and support assumptions-
The utilization and acceptabifity of IIDA depend upon

price as well as on quality ofperforthance. Price, in turn,
depends upon costs, manner of distributing,costs among users,
financial support fom NSF or other sources, and volume of use
In this'section we d'isFuss,the variables affecting,cost to
the user. A specific pricing plan will be developedin the next
develbpment phase.

1. Costs. Costs may be divided into two broad categories:
pre-operation or development costs, and Operating costs. In
all'planning for a pricing policy, we are assuming that is
will not be necessary to recover NSF-granted development costs
out of operating income.

-The operational costs exclusive of overhead are:
Computer (The IIDA minicomputer): lease or purchase,

.maintenance and spare parts if not leased
Programming support for the IIDA computer: maintenance

'Prograthming and system modification
Tutorial and analytic support: the continued analysis '

of performance and improvement in design of the system

u 1'
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EvaluatiOn: continued evaluation of performance

Communications: communication links between hsers
and the'IIDA computer and between the latter and thd
search service. I

Search.service: the costs of using the data base
processor

2. Income souroes. The following are the sources of'income:
Student use fees; paid by themselvesior, their employers

or educational institutions.

NSF subsidy, espe4ially to assist in. establishing the
IIDA service and supporting it to the point where it is
viable.

Vendor support: largely in kind, this can be realized
through no cost assistance indevelopment and operation

and, possibly, .in reduced costs of operation for` students
,or when using a Concentrator.

3. Volume of-'u§e. Factors affectihg volume of use are:
Venture capital. This system is not being developed as

'a profitmaking enterprise supported by venture capital.
There Are no funds for advertising and other rJramotional
activities except through normal professional publication,
and discussiOn channels.

Developmental nattire of the project: When first offered'
to test users, the system will not be complete'And fully
operational. Initial users will be test subjects and
this will clearly affect their willingness to pay for
services. The more the product is proven and publicized
in service, presumably the greater the willingness of
users'to pay forit.

Initial use will be restricted to one data base and
one search service. Expansion beyond that point will
make the system more attractive to users but cost an
added increment for each new data base or search service.
University central support. We have indidated previously

the importance of-.university policies on central provision
of computer services for the entire campus. Theis common
today for computational use of computers and, in the
typical situation, users feel they are adequately supported
in the computer needs, which are not charged to college
or departmental operating budgets. Search service has
not reached this condition yet and, typically, is charged
to operating budgets of:individual departments and colleges.
This clearly reduced use of bibliographic search service,
whether IIDA is involved or not. As universities are
brought to recognize this use of computers as equal in
importance witftlothers, this situation will be alleviated
and more funds will be available for bibliographic searching.
Laboratory fees. Many universities aretbeginning to drop

the concept of laboratory fees, in effect paying these out
of overhead iehich IS then distributed anion .:* all students.

Thus, in some universities, of which Drexel,is,an'eliample,
we do not have the option of charging a laboratory fee
for use of the system, and this any affect level-of use.

12"
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4. Price considerations. Aside from the need, eventually, to
break even'withinall the considerations of cost, income and volume
ofuse described above, the following are the major questions affect-
ing the price that should'becharged:

University or employer support. Will'the university or
employer agree to buy 'Ink services foryits students/emploYtes?

NSF support. Will NSF support IIDA until it is able to
become self-supporting?

Vendor price policy. To what extent will vendors of
data bases and search services support IIDA through assistance
in consulting, promotion and'special usage rates?'

When should IIDA try to break el4n
Should the operational IID support continued research and

development?

ti

(--MentdUring the:mplementation phase.implementation
.2.5 'Specific foals toawait more detailed study and' develop-

During the implementation phase of IIDA development there
are several goals which must be accomplished before beginning
initial use bf the system. ,Several of these are listed below:

- Survey of- engineering and other.faculty who work with
`engineering-students and who might use this system in their
courses.

- Selection'of courses and faculty to work with.
- Joint planning with selected faculty for actual us..
- .Development of a more detailed plan for extending use

beyond initial test group.
- Preparation o training materials for use in connection

with workshops, conferences, etc,,Aimed at encouraging' new
users.

-Development ofa more detailed plan forformative
evaluation atthe end of initial use.,

- Development of a more detailed plo1,1 for broadening
the user base beyond the initial user group.

- Development of a more detailed plan for.summative
evaluation of IIPA impact on broad user group.

4.3 Preliminary Testing
It is our. intention to Terform mechanical 'testing of the

system at all'stages of the development of the IIDA system.
Some,,testing,of the model system has been conducted during
the design phase and this is discussed in Section 5. Another
system test willbe conducted near the end of the implementation
pnase as !..he computer programs are brought together for in-
tegrated system testing. There are two kinds of testing which
need to be performed--mechanical testing or de-bugging, and
system testing.

4.3.1 Instructional programming testing_
The educational prOgramming aspects of I1DA involve the

logic of course design and the actual programming of the tutorial,
exercise: and assistance programs into the language of the
instructional processor. During the implementation phase of
the IIDA project the detailed course design must 1-e examined
for internal flaws or inconsistencies and for conformance with
the original design. These programs must then be pilot

tested on a small group of naive. Volunteers before attempting
to use them with the initial users. 1 2 ,,

'y
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4.3.2 Computer programming
The computer programming aspect of tlie implementation

phase involves systems programming (installing and testing
the operating system, data communications packaged-, if needed,
and any.special data communications programs written specifi-
cally for this project), programming of message store and for-
ward and concentrator functions",of the communications processor,
programming of a billing algorithm (for allocating the cost of
the computer system use among users, depending on actual
facilities used), and programming of diagnostic,and student
data base processors. Each of these systems must be carefully
tested for mechanical flaws. Once again, the operation of at
least some of these programs must also be pilot tested on a
small group of naive volunteers before attempting to use them
with the initial users.

-4.3.3 System testing
Once each component of the educational and computer pro-

graMming packages of IIDA has been de-bugged on an individual
basis they must then be assembled and given a thorough system
test. Once the mechanical aspects of sysfem'testing have been
completed the total system must be pilot tested on a.small
,group of naive volunteers before attempting to use it with' the
initialtusers. While pilot testing of the entire system must,
await completion of the total package of programs we expect
thatNe can and will be able to do some of the pilot testing,
as indicated above, with naive users on some of the components
of the full system prior to actual completion of the system.
In additiod some of the aspects of the full system can be
completed in advance ofthe date the full system is ready by
doing simlulation testing with the model system completed
during the first phase of this project.

4.4 Evaluation

Although we will eventually want to submit the IIDA
system to both formative and summative evaluation, it does
not make sense to implement both types of evaluation at this
time. While the syStem is still in its early stages of
development, formative evaluation: aimed at monitoring the
progress of system development and providing useful.feedback
seems most appropriate. We do, of course, also want to plan
for the summativa evaluation which should be performed at a
later time.

As with any evaluation process, one should start with
the goals for the system at this stage of development.
There ard basically two major goals which the I1DA system is
designed to accomplish: (1) To providd an effective method
of teaching and assisting in interactive bibliographic
searching; and (2) To construct a workable, technically
sound computer based system which can be successfully markete8.
These are both long range goals which cannot be ebaluated at
this time. These are the goals, which a summative evaluation
must address.

1 2 "I
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The dependent variable-at this point was "user satisfaction"; an
alternative dependent variable is "user skill" in operating the system.
Measuring user skill in this type of experimental system is critical.

The role played by IIDA begins to change as users become more
familiar with the characteristics of the system and the mechanics of
searching. At some point the teaching role of IIDA will become sub-
ordinate to the assistance role. As searches get fully underway IIDA'
will be available for suggestions and help about how the system can be
best used to accomplish search tasks. IIDA may be called upon to act as
a translator of search Strategy. Also should the searcher get into
difficulties which we can identify in advance IIDA may suggest options
to the user which have not yet been employed or exploited fully. Finally
IIDA will continually monitor the performance of the user to see if he
is having problems with the system, even volunteering help should the
occasion warrant it.

As these developments take place and as the project moves up the
ladders outlined in Figufes 4.1 and 4.2, the dependeilt variable will
change to impact upon the user. This impact measure will be described
in Section 4.4.4, on plans for evaluation. At this stage given the
state of project development, we have been most concerned about operationa-
lizing user satisfaction and skill.

In order to operationalize the concept of "user skill", one must
reflect carefully on the dynamics of interactive learning through IIDA.
This dynamic can be quantified (operationalized) through several routes.
One of these, for e.-rmple, could be an analysis of the messages between
IIDA and the user. Presumably the user's commands, errors, and requestS
for help :an be classified into several categories Such,as the following:
learning, procedural, requests for review, etc. While not specifically
developed for this purpose, the ability to detect the skill or the user;
and his,errors, is, in part, being developed in the diagnostic routines.
Skill error ratings can be accumulated. and updated as a function of a'
number of variables (e.g., commands used, elapsed time, requests for
information, pattern of commands, etc.). These indices can be used-to
describe the proficiency of the user in several aspects or different
phases of system usage. Not only do the diagnostics allow IIDA to adapt
its behavior to the demonstrated skill of the,users, but they also will
allow us to assess the development of learning. The adaptation of IIDA
to the user is also a reflection of, the user's Proficiency with the
system. Over time we expect to test for the extend to which users take
advantage of the 1.111 capacity of the system.

While the dynamics of learning about interactive searching will be,
complicated to study they should be systematically related to the evolutipn
of the search and to the reactions of searchers to the system. Although
we will initially only be able to study users who have done interactive
searching on a limited and short term basis, future analysis of long-
term usage could reveal whether the dynamics of learning continue as
people routinelyAsearch with IIDA.

I
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It shouted be clear /that these two major goals have a,

number ofThssumptions behind them which preclude evaluation
now: (1) an effective teaching method must.be evaluated
relative to other methods available to users and potential,
users; and (2) no comparable assistance system exists; (3)
a workable, marketable system must also be evaluated relative
to other bibliographic search systems.

4.4.1 Evaluation at this Stage of'Project Development 4\
At this stage of project development several milesames

have been met (See section I.): (1) A model system has been
built; (2) The system has been tested with a small group of
users; (3) Plans have been made to implement an operational
version of the system,; (4) Preliminary planning to market
the system has begin and (5) Plans haves been made to test
the IIDA system with various potential user groups.

The measures which can be used to evaluate the success
of our project team in teaching these goals fall into several
categories: (1) Archival measures-- to what extent have we
met our projected goals. This,can be done through simple
paper and pencil records; (2) Unobtrusive measures-- these
measures will attempt to test for the initial effectiveness
of our system with various user groups; (3) Technical measures- -
those designed to measure actual system performance-from a

technical perspective; and (4) Impact measures-- the effect
of the system on the users who havebeen exposed to it up to
this point. Each of these formative evaluative measures is
designed to help us in the further development of the system.
In addition, they provide indicators to the National Science
Foundationfor the progress made to this date.

IIDA will need the benefit of formative evaluation
during the early years of development and initial use: /

feedback on how well it is able to teach, on user acceptance,
on the techniques developed to promote its extended use, and
on user reaction independent of its actual success in affecting
user behavior. Once the system has been developed and .

initial use begun, limited summative evaluative evaluation
can be conducted on a number of bases which Will be gradually
expanded to include what will, we hope, be the'long range
evaluation of the impact of IIDA. Long term, summative
evaluation will be based upon: (1) The effectiveness of
teaching: Have users learned to search acceptably well? (2)

Use of the system: IS IIDA actually being used? and (3) The
user population: Have we, in fact, attracted new users to
searching science bibliographic information rather than
converted others to a new mode of searching? This section
of the report discusses a number of considerations in the
overall evaluation planning for IIDA and the specific plans
for both formative evaluation prior to initial use and
.summative evaluation plans for the initial user group.

I t
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4.4.2 .General Considerations

In general, we feel that it is helpful to think of ,

evaluation. as being tied to distinct levelsof generalizability;
i.e. the results can be applied (with 'confidence) to some
level of generalizability. At this time, for example, prior
to full-scale testing with any bser group, we cannot generalize'
our results on teaching effectiveness beyopd.the limited
number of searches made on a pilot basis.* students at
Drexel University. However, in terms of ehe'technical
development of the system we 'can Make statements at a higher
level of generalizability. ..

Thus, in terms of our.own.thinking, we distinquiSh be-
tween statements, concerning the technidal capabilities of
Ahe system, and statements concerning the impact on students
nd the effectiveness-of IIDA as_a teaching and consulting
ethods.

In terms -of the overall development of this system, it
may be useful to thinking of the interaction of system
development and evaluation in terms of a ladder of generalizability
(see Figure 4.1) As indicated in Section 4.2, we have
shifted our initial emphasis on user group's from industry to
the university. Indeed, in testing for the effectiveness' of
IIDA; we will use university students at Drexel from the
engineering school as our first user group. We then hope to
move to students from the five engineeHmg schools who are
part of the Experimental Partnership for the Reorientation
of Teaching. From there, it will be possible to move, to'
testing students from other disciplines. Then' we can begin
large-scale testing the-IID.'. systel on groilpsof industry
users-- first fine induStry and then others. Preliminary
testing with industrial groups will goon in parallel with
academic. testing.

Clearly, as'we move from step' one on the ladder to step
five, we can-have greater and°greater confidence concerning
the statements we are able to'make with respect to the
effectiveness of IIDA as a teaching method and the impact of
IIDA on the productiyity and efficiency of individual users.
Similarly, as we move further up the ladder we can move to
more complex and sophisticated methods of evaluation.

In terms of the technical development of the system, we
can also think of levels of generalizability (see Figure
4.2). At the beginning of the project, IIDA started as a
model (Section 5). We then tested the model, and are now ,

ready to build a full system. With'the full system in place,
we must then begin to test the system with our designated
"potential users". Finally, we can begin to perfect the system
and add degrees of complexity into it.

In terms of the evaluation of this project, it.should
be clear tfist the IIDA system must be developed to the implementation
phase (the building of a full system) before full scale evaluation
(of a formative or summative type) can be launched.

12:.)
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4.4.3 Evaluation Variables

As the discussion'to this point indicates, most of our
evaluation 'efforts to this point have been in the form of
planning for the future. There has been softie evaluation of
use of the tIDA model and this is discussed in Section 5.

It should be
1
clear that our dependent variable in this

case can be operational4ed through the use of computer
records. Sor4examples of\the type of information which can
'be derived from the computer records kept by the -IIDA system
include:

i. Connect time
ii. Search"time

iii. Connect time/search time
iv. Kinds of user errors
v. Number of user errors
vi. Kinds of commands used
vii. Number of commands used
viii. The way commands are used
ix. User familiarity with commands .7

x. Sequences or patterns of errors and commands
xi. Focusing of search (e.g., search directed commands/undirected

commands)
xii. Repetitions of instructions
xiii. Repetitions of command- descriptions
xiv. Frequedcy of HELP
xv. Kinds of HELP used
xvi. Patterns of HELP used
xvii. Changes in kinds of HELP over time
xviii. Prompts or indications by IIDA of availability of HELP
xix, Number of suggestions,by IIDA
xx. Rinds of .suggestions by IIDA
xxi. Patterns of suggestions by IIDA
xxii. Changes in kinds of suggestions over time
xxiii. Groyth of completing of search strategy
xxiv. Costs of searching

Future Evaluation Plans
In general; both the formative and summative evaluation,

of IIDA at different stages of the development of the project
can and should be conducted using several different types
of techniques for measuring the variables of interest.i The
,kinds of measures whichAseem applicable are (1) observation,
(2). self-report, (3) and records of student and system performance
over time. In a number of cases some of these kind6 of
measures can be collected unobtrusively so that the user is
unaware of the fact that measurements are being made or so
that while the user may know that measurements are being
made he will not necessarily know what the measures are
intended to measure.

1. The' dependent variable. As was the case in testing
the IIDA model, we plan to continue to test for user satisfication
an skill. This will be done through the sur7ay instrument

12'3
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and through some interviews conducted by project staff with
users concerning theirjudgments&bout the .problems with the
system. In addition, we will have project staff members,

.

monitor the interactions between users and IIDA. The staff
will determine what aspects of the program users are having'
difficulty. However, as the user group becomes larger we
will have to rely more upon the computer system itself to
monitor interactions with the system.

However, with the full system in.place, we plan to add
an important dependent variable: impact upon the users biblio-
graphic searching habits. Do users continue'to use IIDA ?,
Do they use other computer-based bibliographic searching
techniqu Holi do they compare the relative efficiency of
IIDA versus other methods? 'Is their productivity and efficiency
increased through (or influenced, by) the Use of IIDA?

This very important dependent variable will be operationalized
through a combination of survey research-techniques, observation,
and labortatory"experiments. The. survey research techniques
combined with interviewing will be used to ascertain user's
attitudes with respect to the efficiency and of
IIDA versus other bibliographic searching techniques (both
manual and othei computer based systems. For a small sample
(N=50) of users, we can also use this technique to ascertain,
information about their productiity. We would propose to
interview this small sample several months after they have

.

adopted IIDA into their regular research habits. These
users would then be questioned concerning: (a) the number of
hour's they now spend on bibliographic searching; (b) the

number Of. hours they used to spend on this activity; (c) the!
types of activities they were able to "take-on" is a by-
produCt as a reallocation of time (it,is.also possible they
wuld take on fewer activities); (d) in the case of researchers,
the kinds of substantive activities'they were able to perform
(e.g., new articles, experiments, reports, etc.)

In the case of repeated uses of the IIDA system, we
would rely upon observation of users' behaviorrthrough the
computer system and through monitoring by our project staff.
Thii could give us an indicator of changes in user skill
over time. We have discussed the specific measures for this
in an earlier part of this section.

It would also be quite useful to conduct's laboratory
experiment Ndth the consortium of schools who have agreed to
be potential users of this system. Similar experiments
could be conducted in industry.

'The experiments would be designed to give the same
search assignment to a group of approximately 75 potential
users.' 25 would conduct the search through IIDA; 25 through
some on-line bibliographic searching system; and 25 through-
a manual search. These three groups could be compared along
many of the variables described above: length of time for
conducting search, number of titles found; number of relevant
titles found, satisfaction, skill in searching, etc.

1U)
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- We would then propose to follow -up .with each.group and
test for the impact of this experience upon their overall.
searching procedures.

Such a laboratory` experiment would be quite costly in
terms of resources and 'staff. We are, therefore, simply

. outlining it at this point in time as one possibility for
future evaluation.

4.4.5 Factors which may influence user's attitudes
In formative and'sumaative evaluations conducted through-

Out the various stages of IIDA development and use extension
we must concern ourselves with the effect of IIDA on the
user. It is also necessary to recognize that a number of
characteristics of the user, the system, and the interaction
between the two are likely-to make a difference,' from one
user to the next,in how'the system influences the user's
attitudes about and his ability to learn from and effectively
use IPA. So' far we have been able to identify a number of
variables which may influence user responses to While
not all of thee independent variables will be of importance
in all stages of forMative and summative evalUation of IIDA
it is desirable to have-them listed in advance for use as a
guide in planning both kinds of evaluations;

1. Physical characteristics of IIDA.
I. Characteristics of the terminal
ii. Ease of access

2. Operating,characteristics of IIDA.
i. Content of tutorials-and exercises
ii. Sequence of exposure to tutorials and exercises
iii. Form of messages
Iv. Nature of feedback to users
v. Management and control ofjmessages<
vi. Time and speed of message handling
vii.'State of computei and 'phone link
viii. Access procedures
ix. Costs

3. Interaction between IIDA and user.
i. Specificity and clarity of operating principles
ii. Frequency of searching
iii. Amount of pre-planning for search
iv. Training procedurep for IIDA use
v. Ease of access to relevant literature via IIDA
vi. Ease of access to, alternative search systems
vii. Quality of results with IIDA

4. User.

i. Physical characteristics (e.g., lack of typing skill,
physical impairments, etc.)

ii. Familiarity with terminal, computers, interactive
searching, etc.

1 3
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iii. Attitudes towards learning and working with computer
assistance

iv. Personal incentives
v. Personality characteristics
vi. Work and life style
vii. Perception of need or desirability of working with

J.terature

vial. Strength of desire to be "in touch" with literature
ix. 'Attitudes toward other users (e.g., colleagues or peer

group)

x. Perception of self with respect` to other users
xi. Attitudes toward task

00
xii. Personal search patterns--i.e., preconceived or

acquired notions of how searching "should" be done.
5. The nature of the task or search.

i. Divisible vs. unitary
ii: Maximizing vs. optimizing (most information vs.

best information)

Specificity'Of goal
iv. Number of alternate methods of goal attainment
v. Time constraints

vi. Need for closure or completeness
6. Social or group influences.

i. Colleague or peer group--as implicitly defined by the
user7-dttitudes toward IIDA

ii. Colleague or peer attitudes towards searching and
the need for it

iii. General organizational structure of the group
iv. Individual's role within the group
v. Organizational climate
vi. Group size

vii. Group definition of importance,of the task
viii. Reasons for the existence of the groups
ix. Financial limitations imposed by the gioup.

Ultimately, a summative evaluation should be conducted
to test for the impact of IIDA among diverse groups of
users-..: with different leveld of system complexity (see Figures
4.1 and 4.2) Forthe moment, we have concentrated upon
formative evaluation for purposes of system development.

4.5 Applications of IIDA

In developing IIDA it has been our belief that the concept is '

general in nature and is applicable to a wide variety of problems other
than the teaching bibliographic searching. However, since IIDA is not
the only project which impinges upon the possible uses of IIDA or IIDA-
like systems discussed below, it is reasonable to believe that in time
the various techniques' will be fused and the resulting systems will not
be exactly the same as any of the piesent day ones. In this sense we
view IIDA as a precursor of a family of systems that will be implemented
to help people use computers and devices which are attached to computers.
They will save countless hours of dull and often ineffective oral instruction
or the publishing and reading of ineffective texts.
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4.5.1 Training of intermediaries
Although IIDA is being developed initially with a single primary

user group in mind--the end-users of scientific and technological
information--we believe it will also be of use in initial and refresher
training of professiongl intermediaries,. These intermediaries receive
varying amounts of training and varying degrees of on-the-job e".perience
in bibliographic searching. 'The small likelihood of the intermediaries'
being thoroughly familiar with any given discipline is one-of the rea-
sons why some end-users of the services they can provide do not like to
use intermediaries or libraries. If this lack of familiarity with the
discipline of the end-user is coupled with inefficiency in searching
owing to inadequacies in training or to lack of experience with searching
the problem is made more severe. ,

i

However, the fact that the inter-
mediaries are information professionals and have same, training should
make them receptive to IIDA-like traihing and to the use of the IIDA
diagnostics while performing routine searches for clients. -It is our

intent to continue the project as originally designed and, in addition,
to bring in occasional professional intermediaries for testing. this
will allow us v).guage their receptivity to possible eventual use of
IIDA. It will also enable us to begin building up performance data oa
ekperIenced searchers relative to non-experienced searchers as part of
our attempts to-continually refine and improve the performance of IIDA
in helping users learn not only the mechanics of searching, but also how .

to search more effectively.

4.5.2 Training_ of IIDA users in the use and appreciation of their
professional literature

In general, science students receive little traihing in the structure
of the literature of their fields and its use. Working scientists have
probably picked up some of this on a hit-and-mis'basis but do not, in
general, have the time to fully investigate literature structure and use
through brute forCe methods. While IIDA, as the design is presently
projected, will provide training in one aspect of the use of professional
literature, there is no coverage of how a literature is organized, how
publication operates, or how a research person keeps up with a field
(not, by any means entirely through searching or use of a library).

This leads us to believe that one reasonable extension of IIDA
would be to dekielop course material with practical exercises on the
structure of the literature or the simulation of the publication and
diffusion of knowledge might be developed. At the undergraduate and
graduate student level these could be added to the curriculum of various
sciences as assignments that can be given for independent study. For
the working scientist who wishes to learn more about these topics, the
availability of these materials though IIDA would provide the opportunity,
if desired, to learn or work through the material on an ad lib. basis at
a relatively low cost in time and effort expended.

4.5.3 Coping with language differences
Differences in the-languages used for cataloging and indexing have

plagued'all library automation efforts,. Attempts have been made to
'translate' between classification schedules or thesauri, but not with
any notable success. Currently attempts are being made to develop a
.universal search language. There seems to be no reason why this should
not be successful since the functions .of search services vary relatively

13.4
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little even thodgh the externals appear to:vary widely. Given that 'a
universal language can te develped, it could be implemented either by
,the individual search services, in lieu:of or in, addition to, their own
languages, or the universal language could be translated by,an inter-
mediary computer, such as that of IIDA. At the same time of course, the .

other IIDA services of teaching and assisting in bibliographic searching
could be proVidW.

Regardless of 'how a universal language is brought into being, there
is no conflict between such a language and the use of IIDA. IIDA can be
used to'teach and assist in the use of whatever language students and
search services may wish to employ. Further, if the approach to a
universal language is made by using a translator from it to a vendor
language, then it can be expedted that°there will be areas of ambiguity
in the translation. If there are, then the IIDA interactive techniques
will be exactly what are heeded to assist in the resolution of the
.ambiguity. a

4.5.4 Teaching and assistance in other 'subjects
An, IIDA -like. system could be dseful in teaching and assisting in

:the use of any highly structured activity performed in a computer or
which is controlled by a computer. Examples of such activities are: use
of statistical packages (sets of computet.programs) on a computer,,
especially by non- =experts in the-field, who are using the package
programs for output,' not for learning how they functiorh performing
control functions through a computer, such .as laboratory experiments and
analyses whereby the intermediary computer assiSts in deciding what to
do; and in the use of large scle.simulators. In many fields of research,
statistical 'and simulation programsare used, much as were slide rules
formerly. Similarly, many laboratory procedures can be either simulated
or'controlled in actual execution through a control computer. In all of
these cases the user wants to process data and use the results as
quickly as possible. Individualized instruction plus assistance on-line
is an ideal approach. Using computer assisted teaching and mediating
programs such as IIDA can save time and materials as well as reduce
'errors and turn around time while increasing capacity and flexibility
for the individual 'User.

:4.6 Dissemination of Information about IIDA
1

Some of our plans for disseminating information about IIDA have
already been discussed under other headings in.Section 4. These in-
valve: (11 the development of user-oriented workshops and case history
material; (7) the gradual expansion of the user base through the de-
velopment of a loyal user group and a record,of proven performance;-and
(3) the development of an industry-oriented marketing camaign. One
aspect of this third route for dissemination of information not dis-
cussed above is continuing professional education. -Drexel University
has a long history Of being industry oriented both through its cooperative
education program and through the development of a broad spectrum of two
or three day continuing education' seminars to introduce anumber of
topics to people working in industry. It is likely that at 'some stage
of IIDA development we might wish to make use of this mechanism to
introduce IIDA and its capabilities to pdtential users in industry.

1 3 /



5 THE MODEL SYSTEM

5.1 \Obje&ives of the Model

A 11, working model of IIDA has been developed with two ob-
jective s : (1)to demOnstrate that the techniques proposed for IIDA are
feasible and (2) twaid in the design of the full system by requiring
designers to face and solve,operational.prqbleMs which one might tend to
gloss over if no operating model were re aired. It was not an objective'
of the model system to provide an educational service to any users. The
model is not a complete teaching system and, as a result, it candbt be
used to measure the ability ,of IIDA to teach.

For the sake of economy of operation and administrativeisikplicity,
a data base processor written by apember of thp Drexel sta4.was used.'
This program\called IRSYS, emulates,. in many ways, the 'DIALOG system of
Lockheed. Anyone familiar with DIALOG can learn to vse ERSY in a very,

tifew minutes. The file to be used was a set of records take rom Air_
Pollution Index, prepared by the Franklin Institute Research: aborptor-
ies for the Environmental Protection Agency. Selection of this partic-
ular file was also on highly pragmatic grounds: ease o6availability,
knowledge of the file by an IIDA programmer who had to'convert record

. structure to conform with IRSYS requirementi, and the assumption that
,almost any,test subject or user of the IIDA model system would be'able ,

to formulate a meaningful question-to the file without special knoTiedge
or background.

,

A PDP-10 computer was used for all three processors, with the
interaction between them being simulated. Thus, CP, IP and DBP were
each designed *to operate as if the other processors were in.a separate
computer. This slowed response time somewhat, but timing was adequate
for demonstration purposes. ,

5.2 The Model Curriculum

6Two typical programs and.an exer-ise were implemented. The tu-
rials were data base structure and _larch mechanics,

5.2.1 Tutorial programs

This portion of the model,serves to illustrate how tutorial mater-
ial in general will be designed in the full implementation. The subject
matter in'this case was restricted to explaining the commands and data.
base used with the model DBP. 'Some use was made of the IIDA capability
for the IP to compose commands to the DBP based,.upon what the student
has input or on what the course author needs. For example, if the
course author', wanted to display an example of a thesaurus, display,
rather than laboriously preprogram the entire display, he could cause
the IP to issue an EXPAND command to the DBP and the display was gen-

1
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Frame

Frame 2

* Frame 3
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I

Enter free text statement of search topic, to be stored
for later analysis..

Record, not in computer, descriptors student plans to use.

f,

Stae 1. nter only the commands SELECT, EXPAND or
RELATE. Descriptors chosen by the searcher.

...-.:...?_:
.,,,

Verify that at least one of each type of command called.
Frame 4' - for in Stage 1 has been used. If so, pass control to

i

'Stage 2. If not, ask student to use the missing commands.

Frame 7

Stage 2. Enter only COMBINE commands, using sets created
during Stage 1.

Verify that at least one new set has been created with a
COMBINE command.

Displ'y set history and choose from among these choices:
restart, back to stage 1, back to qt.. ;e 2, go on to
Stage 3.

Stage-3Y Enter only PRINT commands. A relevance judgment
Fracie 8 -- be called for for every record printed.

'Offer student option to review more sets or to proceed.
Frame 9 1

Student assesses nis progress, elects to go back to an
earlier point or go ahead.

4

Student assesses entire search

,.

'Figure 5.1. Schematic of model exercise
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crated and transmitted from the DBP to IP to CP to student terminal.
Normally, the kinds of student responses were so well restricted by the
teaching material that the diagnostic programs are not needed.

5.2.2 The exercise

The goal of the exercise was to give the student the exnerience of
cond.cting a search of his choice with tutorial guidance and assistance.
For this reason definition of the search topic, descriptors used and
depth of the search are under the control of the searcher. The system
maintains control over the order of search stages and constains the
student to sample each type of search command at appropriate, times. The
vital HELP function is available pn request, and analysis of ungram-
matical or inappror late commands is automatically performed.

The order of search commands follows the model of a search phases
discussed in Section 1. These are:. (I) exploration of descriptors
available and choice of which to use, (II) combination of deseriptors
into more complex concepts, and (III) browsing in the resulting groups
of items and printing of items of 'choic,-.

The student is allowed to leave Phasi I wimr, e co.- ciders himself
ready, subject to the following conditions: (a) may only pass fr...i
Phase I into i_ase II and (b) he has used, at lea,,t in a cursory manner,
each of the search commands available in Phase I. Since the model
recognizes the iterative nature of interactive searching, when the
student feels ready to leave Phase II, he is offered several options for
which phase to enter next. After insuring that the searcher has sampled
the commands of Phase II, the system offers options ranging -from start-
ing all over again (prior to Phase I) to continuing ..n without recycling
(Phase III). In Phase III, the system requests revelence judgments 'for
each of the records printed. If the searcher feels unsatisfied with
Phase III, another opportunity to return to an earlier phase is pre-
sented. This option, is presented in recognition of the ..ncreased in-
formation concerning, the search available to the student ci completion
of reviewing some of the results of his search. It is also possible to
decide the search is fin.shed on completion of his first. excursion into
Phase III.

Using the guided exercise, the student is able to complete a search
of his choosing to his own satisfaction. Help is available on request.
The orderly progression of the search'from one phase to another is
insured without limiting the .nherent flexibility of interactive search-
ing. By requiring the student to try each command type.in tha context
of a real search, we give him a better feel for their value than we can
by out of context descriptions of function. A simplified glow chart of
the guided exercise is shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows, in gen-
eral, how diagnostic subroutines are, used to monitor individual student
commands.

An input, presumed to be a command, is received* (a) from the
student by the CP. It passes it to IP where the first check made '()) is
to see whether it is a 'slash' command, i.e., one ordering a charige in
the sequence of instruction -- indicating that the student needs help or
wishes to stop the course, for example. If it is not such a command,
the input is sent (c) to the DBP.

The DBP response is received (d) by the IP (via CP) and is parse'..
If the response indicated (e) that the comma was invalid, which is
denoted by a message beginning with ERROR, t e (=nand is parsed (f)'.
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Based upon the analysis of the command, the exact nature of the error is
determined and the student is asked (g) to reenterit. This.conversa-
tion may repeat several times until he finally sends a valid command or
is referred to the human proctor and is terminated from,the teaching
system.

If the command patser program is able, finally, ,to get a valid
command, it goes to the DBP and the latter's response is parsed, as
above (h)., Presumably, sines the command this time was verified before
it- was sent, no error message will result.

When a valid command has been executed, the results of it are
entered (i) into the student data base containing the record of his
performance. Then, the IP determines (j) what it wants to do next --
where to branch to provide ,tutorial Material or to elicit another stu-
dent' input., This branching decision may be complex. It may use any of
the information in the student data base.to assist in making this de-

,

cision,

The guided exercise is composed of 11 frames. The first two frames
require the student td define the search topic and put in writing the
descriptors considergd most likely to be useful in the search. In a
non-teaching environment, these steps are usually accomplished before
logging on to the search system. IIDA includes these steps to ensure,
some prior preparation before beginning a search.

Frame 3 presents the mechanism for Phase. I, browsing the thesaurus,
confirming the presence of desired descriptors, and selecting those
descriptors which define the scope of the search. The commands to be
used are SELECT, EXPAND, and RELATE. (RELATE is the equivalent of a
Lockheed EXPAND following an earlier EXPAND calling for display of
semantically related terms.)

Certain frames are present in the guided exercise for checking
purposes. ',The student is unaware of these frames unless he fails to use
one of the-allowed commands in the proper frame. Frame 4 checks to see
that the searcher has used all of the commands available in Phase I
before allowing him to proceed to Phase II.

Frame 5 enables the operations of Phase II, the combining of des-:
criptor sets formed in Phase I to create more complex search stattmeats.
The only search command to be used in this frame is COMBINE. Frame 6 is
a checking frame to make sure the COMBINE command has been used at least
once before allowing the searcher to proceed. -qt

1 A branching node is found -In Frame 7. The searchei is provided
several options consonant with the nature of interactive searching. The
search may be restarted or a new searcl. initiated (return to Frame 1);
more descriptors may be selected or more browsing through the thesaurus
allowed (return to Frame 3); additional COMBINE =amends may be entered
(return to Frame 5); or the search may proceed into Phase III (Frame 8).

The only search command available in Phase III,(Frame.8) is the
PRINT command. The searcher requeSts printing of one of his sets. The
system requests a relevance judgment on esII-record before thenext
record of the set is printed. Frame 9 allows the searcher to.enter'a
PRINT command for another set, and switches control back to FraNe 8.
Frame 8 again requests relevence judgments of the records of the set.
The searcher indicates when he is satisfied with the number of records
viewed.

Anothet braining node occurs'in game 10. In this frame the
searcher may return to Phase I (Frame 3), Phase II (Frame 5), Phase III
(Frame 8), or declare the search complete. When the sear i is declared
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complete, Frame 11 requests a relevence judgment on the seardh as a-
whole. Following entry of the relevence judgment, the guided exercise
is ended.

When the searcher requests help at a branching node or at another
input time, a choice 0 areas for help is offered:

1. More instruction, on what to do now.
2. Definitions of valid commands. 4

3. Reveiw of commands'and search'stages.
4. Review of sets created.
5. Review of-records already viewed.
6. Review of scriptors used.
.Option 1 givt_) meaningful comments on each frame of the guided

exercise. Different assistance will be offered depending on what search
stage the searcher is currently in and will take into account what
progress has been made. Option 2 is tutorial in that valid search
commands are explained on order.,

The review of commands and search stages provides a listing of all
the commands issued-up to the point of requesting help. The display is
in the following format:

Stage Line Command
1 1 EXPAND SMOKES

2 SELECT COSTS
3 RELATE ENGINES ,

4 SELECT PARTICULATES
2 5 COMBINE 2 +4

6 COMBINE 2 * 4
3 7 SELECT POLLUTANTS

8 SELECT REGULATION
4 9 PRINT 5/3/2

10 PRINT 8/3/5

A stage is identified as a string of commands all belonging to the
`same search phase. For example, the commands of stage 3 are those
appropriate to phase I. The stages are numbered consecutively. Using
this table as a reference, the-system discusses each stage. First, the
stage is identified and a summary of the actions of the stage is given.
For example, in stage 2, sets were manipulated with logical operators.
Searcher input is requested as a free text comment on-what was being
accomplished in this stage and searcher satisfaction is queried. If the
stage seemed unsatisfactory, the searcher is asked his opinion of why.
After reviewing each stage, the system queries the searcher on his plans
for continuing and asks to which point in the search he wishes.ito be
returned.

In requesting the searcher to identify his goals in each of the
stages, the searcher is presented with an opportunity to rethink his
strategy and arrive at his own solution. The potential for system
comments on misuse of certain commands is clear. Examples are trying to
COMBINE s-ts with no items, or to SELECT descriptors that do not exist.
However, -stem directives on which command or descriptor to use next
are out cu. keeping with the philosophy of enabling the searcher to solve
his own problems.

The review of sets created'includes an analysis of sets created by
the COMBINE command. Such sets are presented with the original des-

,
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criptors, not
SET COUNT COMMAND DESCRIPTION
9 2 COMBINE 3 * 8

(.-= (1* 2) * (5 + 6 + 7)

(COSTS * POLLUTANTS) * (SMOKES +
ENGINES + SAE AUSTRALAS)

o The searcher picks out what it is about the sets formed that dis-
satisfies him.

. 1. Too many items.
2. Too many irrelevant items
3. Too few items
4. Expected items did not 'show up.

The suggestions from the system at this point are typefied by .the re-
sponse to dissatisfaction with aset with too many items. Suggested
changes in strategy include the use of RELATE' or EXPAND commands to find
items more exactly on the search topic and the use of the logical AND(*)
to eliminate extraneous items.

The review of records viewed first offers a'short analysis-of the
command which generated the set viewed. .4i detailed definition of a
COMBINE command much like thL: of the review of sets is included. If
the searcher wishes to view the records again, he will be queried on
relevence judgments and informed if his evaluation has changed since the
last viewing. The average relevence for the set is recalculated and
compared to the previous average for the searcher's information.

The review of descriptors used displays each of the descriptors
used and how they were used.

DESCRIPTOR USED IN SEEN IN USED IN
USED SELECT EXPAND RELATE

CDSTS X
PARTICULATES X X
POLLUTANTS X
SMOKE X
ENGINES X
SAE AUSTRALAS X X

Since the system keeps records of what has been seen, meaningful com-
ments can be made at thi3 point regarding missteps such as selecting a
descriptor which does not exist when the searcher has viewed-tha sec- .

tion of the theiaurus where the descriptor would appear if it existed.
The need for verification of descriptors is stressed.

5.3 Model Software

The model has been implemented on a PDP-10 computer, with all
processors in the same physical machine, but communicating among them-
selves in the manner they would if in separate hardware structures. The
programming language has been BASIC which is not ideally suited to this
form of programming, but was a common denominator among project staff
members and s the language in which the model data base processor was
previously written.

5.3.1 Instructional processor
No special system software has been used in the model. Rather,

courseware has entirely been written in Extended BASIC. The instruc-
tional processor structurally consists of a short trunk program sup-
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ported by an extensive group of diagnostic subroutines. The, trunk's

function is to cue and control command input and to call subroutines as

they are needed. The most prominent subroutines are listed below.

SLASH OTHER

SUBROUTINES DIAGNOSTICS

SLASH DETECTOR
STUDENT FILE UPDATE,

/DONE
COMMAND PARSER

/QUIT
DBP RESPONSE PARSER

/HELP PRINT ROUTINE

A "slash command" is acceptable whenevena search language command

is expected, and at other input'times. Valid slash commands include:

/DONE, /QUIT, /HALT, and /Hgly. The slash detector subroutine follows

each command input. If a valid slash command were entered, control,

transfers to the appropriate subroutine. A code indicating which slash

command was entered is sgt 2fore control returns to the instructional

processor.
1. The /DONE command is used by the student to indicate the end of

any intra frame cycle. It is not a subroutine, strictly speaking, since

its processing only involves the IP branching out of the frame when the

/DONE code is recognized. '

2. The /QUIT 'command clears all pointers and,files accumulated

on the student search and terminates the program. Thus the student

begins a completely fresh search the next time he enters the system.

3. The /HELP command calls in the program's largest diagnostic

0 sub-routine. It in turn depends on other subroutines for its Operation.

'Five options are initially available with /HELP: (1) further instruc-

tions for the current frame; (2) definitions of all valid commands; (3)

a review of commands and search stages; (4) a review of sets created;

and (5) a review of records alfeady viewed.

In more detail:
(1) Paragraphs corresponding to each frame of the trunk are

stored in /HELP for its first option. These paragraphs describe in

detail what is expected of the student in each frame. ten this

help is .requested, the appropriate
paragraph is sent ti. ..he student.

(2) Paragraphs describing-each of the five commands valid in

the model are stored for the second opti'en. These paragraphs

explain the commands' functions, abbreviations, argument formats,

and expected data base responses. The student selects one or more

command(s) whose paragraphsare them sent to the student. In the

full system, all search commands will be described.

1 (3) All valid commands given in the search up to this time are

printed in a table. They haveAbeen analyzed into three stages'as

described by Penniman, and into several transitional stages in

which commands are mixed. The student is asked to state his ob-

jectives for the commands in each stage. If he feels that those

objectives were not met, he is asked to state.why not. When the

review is completed', a plan for proceeding with the search is

requested from the student. All prose statements are captured on

the communications log for later analysis by the human proctor:4

(4) Data about the Lreated sets is printed in a table. This

includes set number, count of records An sets command text, ana-

lyzed COMBINE arguments,'and average
relevance of viewed sets. The

student,is asked to indicate those sets which came closest to his

1 A 2
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search objectives. It is assumed that if any sets were fully
satisfactory, this /HELP option would not have been selected. The
student is thus asked why each of the indicated sets is not satis-
factory -- are there too many records? too few records? too ma=
irrelevant records? etc. Advice on revisingthe search strategy
,is then given,'based on this last set of responses.

(5) Each set viewed up to this point is described in terms of
the command which generated the, set. If that generating command
were COMBINE it would be broken down into its basic textual com-
ponents. For each such set, the student is given a choice to
review or not to review records which have already been viewed from
that set., If a review is chosen, it will be in the same format and
in the same range as in the original PRINT command For each
record thus viewed, a relevance judgement is solicited. If it dif-
fers from the previous relevance judgement, this is brought to the
attention of the student. If dissatisfaction with the set is,
indicated, the 'reason for this dissatisfaction is elicited and
advice is given for proceeding.
Each of the five /HELP options described above are terminated by

the student choosing to: (1) return to the courses; (2) sign off tem-
porar ly; (3) sign of permanently; and (4) get more alelp by returning
to th top of the /HELP subroutine:

The student file update,pe-manentlY stores data of the stu-
dent' search activities. Data is stored fo.: both valid commands and
erro s. This subroutine is generally called immediately, following a DBP
resp nse. Data in this file is used in various diagnostic routines,
both for analyzing and for describing the student's progress.

Data stored about valid commands include: text of command; command
cod ; command stage code; set number created or viewed; command argument
text; indication of multiple use of any argument; count of records in
each set; average relevance of viewed sets; basic textual components of
COMBINE commands; text of first and last EXPAND terms; count of valid
commands; and a relevance-format chain for viewed records. Data stored
on errors include: attempted command (if identifiaJle); error code; and
where the error occurs in the command input sequence.

6. The command parser completely analyzes student commands. All
command components are broken out and stored in temporary arrays. This
subroutine can be called by parts of the IP to provide a basis for
thoroughly discussing the command as given by the'student. Errors that
occur here are identified precisely and are coded for storage in the
student file.

7. The DBP response processor completely analyzes responses from
the DBP. All response components are broken out and stored in temporary
arrays. Cryptic error messages from the DBP cause the command parser to
be called. This parser provides a basis for a thorough discussion of
the DBP response.

8. PRINT routine was developed because the system design requires
the PRINT command not to be communicated verbatim to the DBP. This is
because the student must make a relevance judgement-after each record is
viewed.. Thus the PRINT command given by the student is brokea down and
PRINT commands requesting a single record at a time are issued to the
DBP.

The routine begins with instructions that parse the PRINT, command
as it is given by the student. Any errors are explicitly pointed out;
data about errors are recorded on the student file; and the command is
entered again. Following the display of each record, individually

1 4 3
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requested from the DBP,'a relevance rating is solicited. 'This. is re-
corded on the relevance-format chain. All other elements required by
the student file are duly posted.

.3:2.The data base processor

The data base processor used in the model is a program called IRSYS
which was crcaced by a Drexel graduate student for other Purposes. It
resembles the DIALOG system in its command structure, but has fewer
commands. Some of them are more versatile than'DIALOG's for example if,
a set number 3 has been previously defined, IRSYS permits, the usage
COMBINE 3* CAI to enable users to make use of both descriptor selection
and set combination in one command. IRSYS also permits string search-
ing, in the fashion of SDC's ORBIT. However, for the purposes of the
IIDA model, only a minimal language is taught to the student. The major.
wesknessof IRSYS for this application is that imposed on it by the PDP-
10 operating system for BASIC programs -- that only one user terminal
can make use of any file at one time. Thus, the model ii a one-user-at-
a-time system.

5.3.3 The communications processor
In the model, the CP performs a Minimal role. Because all the -

programs are resident in the sate computer, it is present only to make
the model design conform with the full system design wherever possible.
As implemented, all communications between the IP and the DBP pass
through the CP and all communications with the users pass through this
processor also. The CP also logs all messages it handles, which may be
used for analysis of performance after a student has done a search.

Because all three processors are resident in the same computer, the
CP imposes no significant delay in response by the IP to student input.
In the full system, inter-computer communications will be a critical
timing factor.

5.4 Prelithinary Evaluation

In addition to the design and mechanical testing of a model system
we have also done some limited pilot testing of IIDA through. use of the
model to simulate the full scale system. Our feeling was that it was
necessary, as early as possible, to begin testing out the operation of
the model system. This was done for both formative and summative eval-
uation purposes. Actually using the model with naive users offers us
the possibility of detecting conceptual design flaws in the model which
might be carried over into the full-scale system if not spotted in
advance. -In'tddition it makes it possible to begin to get a feel for
user reactions to the system.

The basic procedure used in testinethe system involved recruiting'
naive volunteers who were paid'for their time. The voluneers were 4
graduate students from the Drexel Graduate School of Libra y Science and
8 undergraduates, 5 of whom were from various Drexel engineering pro-
grams. The remianing 3 undergraduates were enrolled in behavioral
science programs on the Drexel campus. In all cases the volunteers were
given an overview of the goals of the project and hOw the model system
fits into long range development plans. Below are the instructions
given to each user prior to actual use of the system.

The present IIDA system is a model of some of the component
parts of a projected larger system and is designed to demonstrate
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the feasibility of actual developing a full-scale system. The
full system will provide a, echanism for teaching bibliographic
interactive information retr eval. It will also serve as an on-
line' consultant for users. 'en completed IIDA will contain tu-
torials on such topics as search strategy, the structure of a data
base, the data base command lap age, etc: It will also contain an
exercise which requires the learn r to go through the stages of an
actual search while demonstrating working knowledge of the data
base commands. In addition IIDA wi i'contain an assistance pro-
gram which monitors and provides on- ine consulting for the searcher.

Having done some preliminary tes ng of the model we would now
like to get outside feedback about the uodel. As presently struc-
tured the system to be demonstrated consists of two parts, a tutor-
ial on a command language developed for u e with this model, and an

-exercise: The data base available for sea ching while using the
system consists of eighty records and a mic o-thesaurus from the
Air Pollution-Index. After you have seen or worked through IIDA
please feel free to give us any comments or, a\vice 'you may have on
the model, OT the projected full system, so that we can improve the
design of the model, and ultimately; the full system.

In watching or working through a demonstration of the model we
would appreciate it if you could pay particular attention to such
questions as: How effective is'the tutorial in teaching the basic
commands ofithe model command language? How effective is the
exerciswin leading the student through the stages of a search?
How effective is the exercise in requiring the user, to demonstrate
a working knowledge of the command language?

After reading these' instructions, the users were asked to work
through the material contained in the model -- the tutorial on the model
command language and the exercise using the data base of records from
the Air Pollution Index. This required, in almost all cases, less than
two hours. Since at the time the users were run there were still mechan-
ical and system bugs, a member of the IIDA project staff served both*as
observer and as proctor to assist any user4n overcoming system dif-
ficulties of a mechanical nature. The .hservers also kept track of the
difficulties encountered by the user so that changes and refinements in
the model could be made.

There would seem to be little point in making., a detailed report on
the number of mechanical flaws, misspellings, or confusing 'wordings
revealed by these observations. Suffice it to say that they existed in
sufficient number to cause some chagrin on the part of some of the
observers who had also been involved in the educational programming of
the model. However, overall, the consensus of the observers was that
the system worked as expected and seemed to work well.

This feeling on_the part of the observers is supported by the
responses given us by the users on a questionnaire administered at the
conclusion of the training session. The purpose of the` questionnaire
was to give us some written feedback about the users' affective re-
sponst tothe system and some af'their impressions about working with
IIDA. The questionnaire consisted Of two sections. The first asked the
users for their feelings and comments spout IIDA as. a way of learning
about interactive searching. The second section asked the users for
their feelingeand,comments aboutlIDA as an assistant or consultant in
actually doing online searching. It shOuld be noted' that in the second

145
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part of the questionnaire, the context f9r the comments made by the
users is one in which their only real exposure to IIDA as a consultant
is through the exercise. At that point IIDA is in a transition between
the roles of teacher and consultant. -

When asked to give their positive Oviessions of IIDA as a teacher,
all of our users indicated that there was something that they liked. In
general the aspects of IIDA most preferrea'had to do with the flexi-
bility offered by an interactive system ---flexibility in terms of
guiding their own learning by being able to:choose search topics, work
at their own speed, or do reviews as desired.

When asked to give their negative impressions afIIDA as a teacher,'
all but one of our users indicated that chey disliked something. In
general, however, what they reported dit4king were certain physical or
mechanical aspects of the system. Two users did, however, feel that the
system needed mare flexibility in terms of being able to explain some-
thing to the user in more than one way if he did not get it the first\
time.

When asked how their perceptions of'learning to do interactive
information retrieval had changed since using IIDA, inexperienced users
tended to report either no change 'or' that they had not realized before
what was involved in learning about interactive searching. Experienced
users almost unanimously felt that exposure to IIDA had helped them
develop more confidence and a better feel for what was actually going
on.

When asked to give their positive impressions of IIDA as a con-
.

sultant in actually doing a search, almost all users responded with
comments indicating that they liked the flexibility, consistency, and
scope of search capacity made possible by IIDA.

When asked to give their negative impressions of IIDA as a con-
. sultant in searching, the users, in general, reported disliking some
physical or mechanical aspects of the system (e.g., format of comments
made by IIDA). .0ther negative impressions either focused on user lack
of knowledge about the data base.or'the data base thesaurus. The major
negative comments about aspects of IIDA per se came from the more ex7,
perienced users who felt that'there was too much repetition of infor-
mation.

When asked how their perceptions of actually doing an interactive
search had changed since using IIDA, most inexperienced users either
reported no change or felt that they now had a feel for the commands and
how they could be used. The more experienced users either felt it might
not be necessary to have IIDA available or felt that IIDA would be of
great help as a consultant.

When asked if they would like to sue IIDA as a consultant in doing
a literature search obi a topic relevant to their own interest, all 12
users but 1 indicated that they would. The one person who said "no"

\

felt that IIDA would be unnecessary because everything she needs is
already easily available.

The quettionnaire used with test subjects follows.

it
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Since you are part of the first group to have any extended experience

with IIDA, we would like you to record your reactions and comments to help

guide us in the-future development of this system. At this point we are

particularly interested in any suggestions you may have for improvement of .

the System and in what you see as being the potential benefits of a system

such as IIDA.

When-fully developed IIDA will in 'effect be able to serve two roles.

The first role is that of teacher of the skills.required to do interactive,

information retrieval. The second role is that of an on-line consultant

to,assist the searcher if problems are encountered. This questionnaire Ls

divided into two major sections. In the first section you will find a series

of questions asking you for your impressions of IIDA as a teacher. In the second,

you will find questions asking you for your impressions of IIDA as a consultant.

On the following page you will find several scales designed to assess

your feelings and attitudes-toward IIDA as a tool for learning how to do

interactive information retr; ieval. There are 18 scales altogether. Even

if you find some of them strange or inappropriate it is important that you

complete them all,

Please consider:

IIDA as a way of learning interactive information retrieval

You have conducted a search of a mini data base using IIDA. Please

don't focus on the product of the search itself, but consider the system

you used to learn about interactive searching.

Work rapidly through the scales without pausing for more than just a

few seconds on each one and without returning to one you have already completed':

Please.place a check at the point on each scale which you feel to be most

appropriate. 1 1
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IIDA as a way of learning interactive information retrieval

boring : : : : interesting

complex : : : i simple

free :., : : : : constrained

good : : : : bad

important : : : : unimportant

meaningless : : : : : Meaningful

passive : : : active.
pleasurable : : : painful

sensitive : : : : : insensitive

stabl : : :

strong : : : : :

ktenacious: o

ugly : : : : :

unsuccessful : : :

technical: : : : : :

relaxed : : : : : :

informal : : : : :

valuable : : : : :

: changeable

: weak

: yielding

: beautiful

: successful

: non-technical

: tense

: formal

: worthless
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Hext we would like to have you answer a series of questions about .

IIDA as a teacher or a system for learning how to do interactive information
retrieval. We would appreciate it if you could help us by answering them
as fully as you can.

1. How good are-yoUrtyping skills? (Please describe.)

2. Haw familiar are you with computers and their uses? (Please describe.)

How much experience have you had in working with computers using remote
terminals? (Please describe.)

4. .Haw much experience have you had with computer based interactive
information retrieval? (Please describe.)

5. Have you had any previous experience with other methods of teaching
computer based interactive information retrieval? (If "yes" continue
with 6, if "no" go to 8.)

6. Which methods? (Please describe.)

7. Given the way you first learned to search, what do you think about this
method?



8. Pleasf, describe your impressions of learning to do computer based
interactive information retrieval using IIDA as a teacher or system
for learning.

Positive Impressions:

Negative impresbions:

9. How has your perception of learning to do computer based interactive
information retrieval changed since using IIDA7 (Please describe.)

1(1U
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Now that you have given us your reactions to liDA as a teacher or
a system for learning how to do computer based interactive information
retrieval we would like to have ycz give us your impressions of IIDA as
a consultant in actually doing interactive information retrieval.

On the following page you will find several scales designed to assess

your feelings ane attitudes toward IIDA as a- consultant to assist in doing

interactive infc:mation retrieval. There are 18 scales altogether. Even

if you find some of them strange or inappropriate it is important that you

compLte'them all.

Please consider:

IIDA as a consultant to assist in interactive information retrieval

You have conducted a search of a mini data base using IIDA. Please

don't focus on the product of the search itself, but consider the system

as a consultant.

Work rapidly through the scales without pausing for more than just a

few seconds on each one and without returning to one you have already complrted.

Ple. 3 place a check at the point on each scale which you feel to be most

appropriate.

1 F.



IlDas a consultant to assist in interactive information retrieval

:

complex

free

good

important : s : 1

meaningless t s s :

passive

pleasurable

sensitive : :

stable : 1

strong : :

tonacious

ugly

unsuccessful

technical

relaxed : : ,

infcrmal %

valuable : s

: : : interesting

: : simple

:1s:constrained

::::sbad
: unimportant

: metningful

: active

::::painfUl
: s insensitive

:tt:changeable

s weak

yielding

: beautiful

s 1 : successful

non-technical

tense

t

: s

% formal

: : worthless
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Next we would like to have you answer a series of questions about
IIDA as a consultant in doing interactive information retrieval. We would
appreciate it if you could help us by answering them as fully as you can.

1. Please describe your overall imoressions of doing computer based
interactive information retrieval with IIDA serving as an assistant
or consultant.

Positive Impressions:

Negative Impressions:

2. Hati has your perception of doing computer based interactive information
'`retrieval changed since using IIDA? (Please describe.)

I 5".)
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3. If IIDA were available for you to use as a consultant in doing a
literature search on a topic of relevance to you, do you think you
would make use of it? Why?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP

(If you have any further thoughts about IIDA, either as teacher or as consultant,
please use the space below. We are particularly interested in any cuggestions
you may have for improvement of the system and in what you see as being the
potential benefits of a system such as IIDA.)

l5



APPENDIX A: TUTORIAL PROGRAMS

1. STRUCTURE OF COMPENDEX

1.1 Objectives of the Course
a

The purpose of this course is to teach students: (1) about thp
material the comprises the Compendex file, (2) the structure of the file
in the sense of the information elements that make up a record, and (3)
the use of'bibliographic tools such as subject headings. No prior
background in the use of Compendex or the Engineering Index is assumed.

1.2 General Characteristics of Compendex

This section will identify the publisher of Compendex, the materials
covered by it, size of the file, date span of contents, and frequency of
updating.

1.3 Organization of the File

This section will cover the specific fields of information present
in a Compendex record and their interrelationships. It will describe
the formats available for record printing or.display and will show the
student one or more sample recrods, annotated as to element structure.

1.4' Abstracting in'Compendex

This section will describe how abstracting is done and by whom. It
will cover the standard content of an abstract, what material is reviewed
for abstracting, and who the abstractors are.

1.5 Subject Description

Here will be described the subject divisions and subject headings
used in Compendex. Mention will be made, in anticipation of later
course material, of the possibility of searching titles and abstracts
for occurence and co-occurences of words.

1.6 Timing

This course should be completed in 20 - 30 minutes by the
0
average

student.

15'
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2. SEARCH MECHANICS

2.1 Objectives and Organiiation ofthe Course

This ,course introduces the-student to the tools used in conducting
a search. Some mention is made of the terminal, but concentration is on
software tools -7 the search or command language. The course will be
taught in two segments. The first introduces a minimal subset of the
command language, a small number of commands which can be easily learned
but which can enable a student to begin doing useful searches almost
immediately. In Some cases, the many variations actually possible in
the use of a command will not be taught, and only a limited range of
uses described. In the second segment, the full command set will be
presented.

The intent is that a typical student would take only the first' seg-
ment,initially, then go On to the exercises and possibly even an assisted
search. After he begins to'feel comfortable with the basic commands, he
can return to the second segment of this course and the corresponding
exercise. For some users, it will never be necessary to take the full
language segment or exercise.

2.1 Access to the System

Ir the first section of the course, the mechanics of accessing
DIALOG are described: use of the telephone, dialling into the network,
the DIALOG password, the use of the terminal, mechanical differences
between DIALOG AND IIDA.

2.2 The Minimal Subset Segment

Commands covered in this segment are: BEGIN, EXPAND, SELECT,
COMBINE, PRINT and LOGOFF. They will be taught with the following
restrictions:

1. BEGIN. 'Always used in the form BEGIN8 which calls for the
Compendex file and reinitializes set numbers.

2. EXPAND. The argument of EXPAND may be a descriptor or a,line
number (En or Rn).

3. SELECT. The argument of a SELECT command in this segment is
restricted to a descriptor or a single line number (En or Rn). Truncated
descriptors, multiple line numbers or full text searches are not taught'
at this level.

4. COMBINE. The argument of COMBINE will be taught as an ex-
pression of set numbers with boolean operators. Parentheses may be
used.

5. PRINT. Printing will be restricted to either of two formats:
one showing title only and one the complete citation without abstract.

The abstract is omitted in order to reduce the volume of printing.
6. LOGOFF. This command has no variations or argument.

This segment of the course should ..ake a typical student about 15
minutes to complete.

I5
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2.3 The Full Language Segment

In thii segment the full range of each command is explained to afe
student. He need not take the entire course in sequence, but will be
permitted either to do that or to request instruction on a particular
command only. Thus, this segment of the course can be used in a.refer-
ence mode as well as a conventional tutorial mode.

If presented sequentially, the commands will be described in phase
order, using the five phases listed in Section 1.2.2 (index Search,
logic formation, record display, procedural and diagnostic). The ,

diagnostic portion will concentrate on diagnostic information available
through DIALOG but will briefly introduce the extended set of diag-
nostics available through IIDA.

IIDA instruction will not cover the symbolic form of commands
accepted by DIALOG, except for the ? representing EXPLAIN.

The second segment of the search mechanics course, if taken in its
entirety, would probably consume an hour.

1 5 .



3. SEARCH STRATEGY

3.1 Objectives

By no the student has learned something about the composition of
Com'Pendex and the commands available to him to search it. This course
will provide instruction 'n some general principles for conducting a
search -- how to plan and approach the overall search. We have pre-
viously pointed out that there is no accepted theory of search strategy.
Nonetheless, we hope to teach students from the beginning that they
should have some plan when they begin a search.

3.2 Statement of Objective

We will ask students to state a search objective. ,This is intended
to be a guide not a limitaiton on their performance. They migh elect
to search for a few high grade references, a bibliography of a dozen or
so citations, or a fairly complete bibliography that may run to doiens,
even hundreds of citations. The point is that search behavior will be
different if the searcher is looking for one or two'best references
rather than a hundred or so somewhat relevant ones. The student may at
any time change his objective, but he should be conscious of the fact
that he is doing this.

3.3 Starting Point and Direction

The student should begin his'search with a few descriptors in mind.
He should also decide early in the search whether he will 'try to find
one or two articles of known relevance and use bibliographic descriptors
found with them or work from descriptors to documents; whether he will
try to define a small set and then gradually enlarge it to suit his
needs, or.define a large set and gradually reduce it until it satisfies
him.

3.4 Specific Techniques.

Here, we will discuss a few techniques a user may use to get a
search started, such as

Locating a known article and using its descriptors to look for
more.

Locating articles in a journal or journal issues of known
relevance.

Retrieving articles by a well-known author in a field, or
originating in a specific laboratory or institution.

Using date or other limits to reduce the size of exploratory
sets until an adequate-appearing set description is reached, then
expanding the date range.

There are others. There will be no attempt to be exhaustive,
rather to implant in the student's mind the idea that there is or can be
strategy to his searching.

15 b
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3.5 Timing

/

This course shouldatake no more than 15 minutes.
.. .

.

1.5:i
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4. DIAGNOSTICS .

4.1 Purpose of IIDA Diagnostic Instruction

Diagnos s are the heart of the IIDA teaching technique. Their
purpose is to help the student identify the source of his own Problems
by providing analyses from various points of view of his commands,
results obtained and errors made. The diagnostics cannot interpret what
the student intended. Except for readily-detected procedural or syn-
tactic errors, they try to give the student data from which he can
determine that hp is doing something 'wrong' (i.e., unproductive) and
change his approach.

Initially, a student might be overwhelmed with diagnoses of a
process which he does not yet understand well. Use of the diagnostics
also requries skill, as does searching, and both forms of skill require
instruction and practice. Hence, the student must be taught what diag-
nostics are available and how to use them.

4.2 Diagnostic Techniques

4.2.1 Parser. This is the first diagnostic program the student is
likely to encounter and it is one over which he has no control. When-
ever, in exercise or assistance mode, a student enters a command that is
either procedurally restricted at that time or syntactically incorrect,
the parser will converse with him. In this course, the student will be
told the circumstances under which this happens, given some examples of
parser messages, and instructed how to respond.

4.2.2 /HELP. The /HELP program may be voluntarily involved by a
student or called by the performance analysis routine. /HELP operates
on the concept of a tree of menus', through which the student selects a
general, than ever more specific diagnostic or instructional assistance.
He will be shown examples of the /HELP menus and the logic of their
construction will be explained. He has options, which will be explained,
for returning to the porgram from whence he came, or to other program
safter he has invoked /HELP. The use of /HELP as a tutorial program
will be explained.

4.2.3 .Performance analysis routine. The course will explain to the
student the kiitkis of checks made by the PAR and the circumstances under
which it invokes\/HELP.

4.2.4 Proctor. The role of the proctor will be explained, as will the
mechanics of how a student may contact him or be contacted by him.

4.i.5 Restart. In the event of machine failure during a search, the
student will have the option of continuing his previously begun search
or starting over, when the computer is eventually restored to service.
The nature of this option and its implications will be explained to him
both in this diagnostic course and more briefly, each time a restart
occurs..
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4.3 timing.

This course should require about 15-20 minutes.

A.

t.
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APPENDIX B: TRANSCRIPT OF AIEST USE

On the following pages is a transcript of the record of a search
done by a student during the testing of the IIDA.model. It is pre-
sentedwhere to illustrate the kinds of messages a student receives and
how he might react to them. It is notan "Ideal" use the transcript
was selected at random from the complete set of trial uses.

In a few cases the right hand portion of a line of text{ has been
truncated to 'accommodate the wider margins'of this report. No serious
lessening of comprehensibility has resulted.

The material on the last two pages is a diagnostic summary of the
search. It is printed out, not for student use, but in'simIllation of
the kind of material aproctor would want who was reviewing a student's
performance.

1 6:
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PERIrr
?UNSAY GUIBED.SAV

s-

StUDENT NAME: AIM
GOOD DAY. YOU HAYE'LOGGED INTO THE GUIDED EXERCISE.
IR SMALL DATA BASE' ON AIR POLLUTION IS AVAILABLE.
SOME GUIDANCE IN. SEARCHING- WILL BE AUTOMATIC. IF AT
FitlY TIME YOU REQUIREFURTRER ASSISTANCE, tYPE IN
/HELP FOLLOWED BY A CARRIF4GE RETURN.

'REMEMBER TO MAKE AN ENTRY ONLY AFTER 'GETTING A 4IESTIONMARK
REMEMBER ALSO TO END EVERY ENTRY WITH A CARRIAGE RETURN <CR>.
PLEASE TYPE IN A SHORT SUMMARY OF YOUR SEARCH TOPIC.

MEASURING EMISSION SOURCES

USING PENCIL AND PAPER, JOT DOWN 14.FEW DESCRIPTORS
YOU FEEL MAY BE HELPFUL. WHEN YOU ARE THROUGH WRITING,
HIT THE CARRIAGE RETURN.

FILE RIRP IS ON-LINE

SET" COUNT DESCRIPTION=

SEARCHING A DATA-BASE CAN BE DIVIDED INTO THREE PHASES.
PRASE I IS THE TIME FOR BROWSING IN THE THESAURUS

WITH- THE EXPAND A4D RELATE COMMANDS.
PHASE 1 IS ALSO THE TIME FOR USING THE SELECT

COMMAND TO FORM SETS OF ITEMS INDEXED BY THE DESCRIPTORS
OF YOUR CHOICE.

PHASE 1 COMMANDS ARE EXPAND, RELATER AND SELECT.
IT IS USEFUL: TO KNOW ALL PHASE I COMMANDS.
YOU MUSTTRY ALL PHASE I COMMANDS BEFORE
MOVING ON TO PHASE 2 BY ENTERING /DONE.

ENTER PHASE 1 COMMAND OR /DONE.
?SELECT'EMISSION FACTORS

-.I 6-- -Enissrom- FRC-MRS-

6



ENTER PHASE 1 COMMAND OR /DONE.
?SELECT POLLUTANTS

8 POLLUTANTS

ENTER PHASE 1 COMMAND OR /DONE.
?SELECT AEROSOLS

14 AEROSOLS

ENTER PHASE 1 COMMAND OR /DONE.
?EXPAND AEROSOLS

REF DESCRIPTION CNT RET
=== ===

12 19=AEROSOL ATOMIZATION 1

13. 19=AEROSOL ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA 3
14 19=REROSOL FOP'ATION 3 3
15 19=AEROSOL PHENOMENA 1 .6
16 19=AEROSOL SPECTROMETERS

05=REROSOLS
17 19=AEROSULS 14 4
le 09=AIR POLLUTION CONTROL ASSOC AMU M 17 0

19 09=AIR POLLUTION CONTROL ASSOC SPEC S 1

20 19=AIR POLLUTION FORECASTING 1 5
2t 19;mAIR PREHEAT 1

22 16 AIR QUALITY MEAS 3 0

ENTER PHASE I COMMAND OR /DONE.
?RELATE AEROSOLS

REF
===

DESCRIPTION REL
===

CNT
===

RET
===

17 19=AF.ROSOLS 14 4
222 19=SETTLING PARTICLES 0 1 5
348 19=SUSPENDED PARTICULATES 0 3 6
277 19=PARTICULATES 1 26 13
289 19=POLLUTANTS 1 :3 17

ENTER PHASE 1 COMMAND OR /DONE.
?DONE-

USER INPUT: DONE
ERROR # 14 : CANNETT RECOGNIZE U AS A VALID COMMAND CODE

ENTER PHASE 1 1.7....1Mmtmn OR /DONE.

?/DONE

YOU HAVE NOW ENTERED PHASE 2.
THIS IS R DISPLAY OF THE HISTORY OF THE SETS YOU HAVE
CREATED SO FAR.



SET COUNT -COMMAND DESCR1PTIONH=== =====

6 SELECT EMISSION FACTORS2 SELECT POLLUTANTS
3 14 SELECT AEROSOLS

IN PHASE 2 THE COMBINE COMMAND IS AVAILABLE TOUSEWITH THE SET NUMBERS FROM THE TABLE SHOWN ABOVE.ENTEP A COMBINE COMMAND.
?COMBINE 1 * 2

4 '0 1
40, .12

ENTIER COMBINE COMMAND OR /DONE.
?COMBINE 2 * 3

ENTER COMBINE COMMAND OR /DONE.
?DONE

USER INPUT: DONE
EPROR # 1 : INCORRECT COMMAND

ENTER COMBINE COMkAND OR /DONE.
?/DONE

YOU,HAVE COMPLETED, AT LEAST TEMPORARILY, PHASES 1AND 2. BEFORE PROCEEDING, REVIEW YOUR SEARCH. SO FAR.THIS IS A DISPLAY OF THE SETS YOU HAVE CREATED SO FAR.

SET' COUNT COMMAND DESCRIPTION'===
===========

1 6 SELECT EMISSION FACTORS
8 SELECT, POLLUTANTS2 14 SELECT AEROSOLS4 0 COMBINE 1 4* 2

. =EMISSION FACTORS POLLUTANTS5 22 COMBINE 2 + 3
=POLLUTANTS + AEROSOLS*

103

RELEVANCE

RELEVANCE
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BRANCHING TO OTHER PHASES IS NOW POSSIBLE.
ENTER ONE OF THESE OPTIONS BY numBER:

1. SATISFIED, WAFT TO PRINT SOME ITEMS TO VIEW BY
GOING ON TO PHASE 3.

2. NEED MORE DE? .RIPTORS, WANT TO RETURN- TO PHASE I
AND SELECT, EXPAND UR RELATE MORE TERMS.

3. NEED ''LORE 'LIMITED SETS, WANT TQ RETURM TO PHASE a
TO COMBINE MORE SETS.

4. DISSATISFIED, WANT TO START SAME SEARCH OVER BY
RETURNING TO BEGINNING.

5. UNHAPPY, WANT TO START NEW SEARCH BY RETURNING
TO THE BEGINNING.

6. UNSURE, NEED HELP.
-73

ENTER COMBINE COMMAND OR /DONE.
COMBINE i + 3

6 20 1 + 3

ENTER COMBINE COMMAND -'OR /DONE.
?COMBINE 1 + 2

7 14 1 + 2

ENTER COMBINE COMMAND OR /DONE.
?/DONE

c.
AND
THIS

..PT
===

YOU HAVE
2. BEFORE
IS A DISPLAY

COUNT
=====

COMPLETED, AT LEAST TEMPORARILY,' PHASES I
PROCEEDING, REVIEW YOUR SEARCH SO FAR.

OF THE SETS YOU HAVE CREATED sa FAR.

COMM =4D DESCRIPTION

1 6 SELECT EMISSION FACTORS
2 8 SELECT. POLLUTANTS
3 14 SELECT AEROSOLS
4 0 COMBINE 1 ,2

=EMISSION FACTUPS POLLUTANTS
5 22 COMBINE 4 2 + :3

=POLLUTANTS 4- AEROSOLS
6 2b e COK3INE I + :3

=EMISSION FACTO, + PEROSOLS
14 COMBINE 1+ 2

= EMISSION FACTOR:' + POLLUTANTS

RELEVANCE
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'BRANCHING TO OTHER PHASES IS NOW POSSIBLE.'
ENTER ONE OF THESE OPTIONS BY NUMBER:

I. SATISFIED, WANT TO PRINT SOME ITEMS TE1 YIEU BY
GOING ON TO PHASE 3.

2. NEED MORE DESCRIPTORS, WANT TO RETURN TO PHASE 1
AND SELECT, EXPAND, OP RELATE MORE TERMS.

3. NEED MORE LIMITED SETS, WANT TO RETURN TO PHASE 2
TO COMBINE MORE SETS.

4. DISSATISFIED, WANT TO START SAME SEARCH OVER BY
RETURNING TO BEGINNING.

5. UNHAPPY, WANT TO START NEW SEARCH BY RETURNING
TO THE BEGINNING.

6. UNSURE, NEED HELP.
?I

YOU HAVE NOW ENTERED PHASE 3.
IN PHASE 3, THE PRINT COMMAND IS-AVAIL-7413LE.

FROM THE SET HISTORY JUST PRINTED, CHOOSE A SET TO VIEW.
ENTER A PRINT COMMAND FOR THAT SET.
?PRINT 7/3/1-3

ACCESS NO. = 58
05=NON
06=JACKEI R B
06= NEUENDCRFT D W
06=BLANDFORD J P.

09=AIR t-oLLuTIon CONTROL ASSOC ANNU MEET 69TH PORTLAND DREG 1976
10=1976
11+PREPRINT
16=EMISSIOM SOURCES
18=LAB
19=PARTICULATES
19=YEAR 1976
19=COKE OVENS
19=EMISSION FACTORS
35.84765
354,JAcxa Raicemr B., DAVID W. NEUENDOF, AND JOHN R. BLANDFURD
36.THE BY-PRODUCT COKE OVEN PUSHING OPERATION: TOTAL AND TRACE METAL.
36,PARTICULATE EMISSIONS.: Arm POLLUTSON CON-ram Fissue., PITTSSUFGH, PR
26.15p., 1976. (PP,ESENTED AT THE R/P POLLUTION CnNTROL ASSOCIATION ANN'

JUDGE THE RELEVANCE OF THIS RECORD BY ENTERING
AN INTEGER BETWEEN 1 AND 5 WHERE:

1 = IRRELEVANT 5 = MdST RELEVANT
?I

1 6 .

1 k
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. ACCESS NO. = 40
CONTRACT

06=DANA M T
06=LEE R N
06=SCHULZ E J
10=1975
16=EMISSION SOURCES
1 :3 =FLD

19=PAPTICULATES
19=YEAR 1975
19=PETROLEUM REFINING
19=EMISSION FACTORS
19=PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
19=SULFUR DIOXIDE
35+84742
35.DANA M. TEPYr R. N. LEE, AND E. J. ScmuL=
36*PARTICULRTE AND SO2 EMISSIONS FROM PROCESS HEATERS AT
36+REFINEPIES, ANACORTES, WASHINGTOK.I: BATTELLE, PACIFIC

JUDGE THE RELEVANCE OF THIS RECORD BY ENTERING
AN INTEGER BETWEEN I AND 5 WHERE:

1 = IRRELEVANT , 5 = MOST RELEVANT

ACCESS 'NO. = 32
05 =NOt

06=WARD D E
06=MCMAHOM C K
06=JOHANSEN R W
09=RIR POLLUTION CONTROL ASSOC ANNU MEET 69TH- PORTLAND OREG 1976
10=1976
11+PREPRINT
16=EMISSION SOURCES
18=THEO
18=BIB
19=PARTICULATES
19=FORESTS
A9=YEAR 1976
19=BURNING
19=EMISSION FACTORS
354,84717
35+WAArp'DAmoLD E. CHARLES K. MCMANCN, AND PAGNAW W. JoiAmseN
364,RN UPDATE ON PARTICULATE EMISSIONS FROM FOREST FIRES.:: PREPRINT9 THE
364,Arm POLLUTION CONTROL RSSCC., PITTSSURER, 15A., 1976. al) REFS.
36*(PRESENTET'AT THE RIFF POLLUTION CONTRUL RSSOCIATIO I ANNUAL MEETING, t

SHELL AND TEXA
NORTNWESTLABO

JUDGE THE RELEVANCE' OF THIS RECORD BY ENTERING
AN INTEGER BETWEEN 1 AND 5 WHERE:

I = IRRELEVANT r 5 = MOST RELEVANT
75

18D



DO YOU WISH- TO VIEW MORE SETS?
IF SO, ENTER ANOTHER PRINT'COMMAND.
IF NOT, ENTER /DONE.
?PRINT 6/3/1

ACCESS NO. = 58
05=NONE
06=JACKU R B
06=NEUENDORFT D W
06=BLANDFORD J R
Q:=A;p. POLLUTION CONTROL 'nSOC ANNU MEET 69TH PORTLAND GREG 197610=1576
11+PREPRINT
16=EMISSION SOURCES
18=LAB
19=PARTICULTES
19=YEAR 1976 .

19=COKE OVENS
1S ;EMISSION FACTORS
35'84765
354Jacx0 ROPEMTB., 1)w/iv W. NEUENDCROrs ANr JOHN R. BLANDWORD
364,THE BY-PRODUCT COKE OVEN PUSHING OPERAION:` TOTAL AND TRACE METAL
34PARTICULATE EMISSIONS.: RIR POLLUTION CONTROL Assoc.' PrTTSXURGH, P.36.15P., 1976. (PRESENTED AT THE AIR. PpLLuTram CONTROL ASSCCIRTrON APO

JUDGE THE RELEVANCE OF THIS RECORD BY ENTERING .

AN INTEGER BETWEET+ I AND 5 WHERE:
1 = IRRELEVANT Y 5 =MOST RELEVANT

75

DO YOU WISH TO VIEW MORE SETS?
IF SO, ENTER ANOTHER PRIN.( COMMAND.
IF NOT, ENTER /DONE.
?/DONE

THE FOLLOWING CHOICES ARE NOW AVAILABLE.
1. CHOOSE MORE DESCRIPTORS, EITHER FROM THE MATERIAL JUST VIEWED, OR Ni2. COMBINE 1):CRIPTURS ALREADY CHOSEN IN NEW WAYS.
3. PRINT MOPE nECORDS IF YOU HAVE NOT SEEN THEM ALL.
4. DECIDE YOU ARE SATISFIED AND YOUR SEARCH IS COMPLETE.
5. REQUEST HELP.
MAKE YOUR CHOICE AND ENTER ITS NUMBER.
74

J



NOW THAT YOU CONSIDER YOUR SEARCH. COMPLETEr
WOULD YOU CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
THAT MOST NEARLY FITS YOUR EVALUATION OF
THE RECORDS RETRIEVED FOR YOU.
OF THE RECORDS I SAW, I CONSIDER
1. LESS THAN 10% TO HAVE BEEN RELEVANT.

42. 10-25% WERE RELEVANT.
3. 25-50% WERE RELEVANT.
4. 50-75% WERE RELEVANT.
5. 75-90% WERE RELEVANT.
8. 90-100. WERE RELEVANT.
?3

SINCE YOU FEEL YOU DIDN'T FIND MANY RELEVANT ITErS
DO YOU SUPPOSE THERE,IS NOTHrNG IN THE LITERATURE
OR DP VGJ THLNK A. REVIEW OF THE TERMS IN THE
AUTHU.7Y LIST WOULD BE HELPFUL?
THESE QUESTIONS ARE FOR YOUR USE .IN THE FUTURE.

THANK NW, I HOPE YOU ENJOYED YOUR SEARCH.

REVIEW OF COMMANDS AND SEARCH STASES

STAGE LINE COMMAND

1 SELECT EMISSION FACTORS
`2 SELECT POLLUTANTS
3 SELECT AEROSOLS
4 EXPAND REPOSOLS
5 RELATE AEROSOLS
6 COMBINE 1 2
7 COMBINE 2 + 3
8 COMBINE 1 + 3
9 COMBINE 1 +- 2
10 PRINT 7/3/1-3
11 PRINT 6/3/1
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REVIEW OF SETS CRERTED

SET COUNT COMMAND DESCRIPTION RELEVANCE=====

1 6 SELECT EMISSION FACTORS
2 ,8 SELECT POLLUTANTS
:3 14 SELECT AEROSOLS
4 0 COMBINE I +2

=EMISSION FACTORS * POLLUTANTS5 COMBINE 2 * 3
=POLLUTANTS * AEROSOLS

6 20 COMBINE 1 * :3 5
=EMISSION FRCTORS * AEROSOLS7 14 COMBINE 1 * 2
=EMISSION FACTORS *,POLLUTANTS

DESCRIPTOR
USED

==========

REVIEW OF DESCRIPTORS USED

USED IN SEEN IN USED' IN
SELECT EXPAND RELRTE

EMSSION FACTORS . X
POLLUTANTS

. X
AEROSOLS X X X

REVIEW OF ERRORS MADE

FOLLOWS TEXT OF
COMMAND ERROR CODELINE ::: ERROR ATTEMPTED <TO BE TEXT)

p,5 DONE PRINT 147 DONE/ COMBINE 1

HIT CARRIAGE RETURN. PLEASE

TIME: 11.31 SECS.

Ir


